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APPARATUS FOR CAPTURING, CONVERTING AND TRANSMITTING

A VISUAL IMAGE SIGNAL VIA A DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention is generally related to image capture and transmission systems

and is specifically directed to an image capture, compression and transmission system

for use in connection with land line and wireless telephone systems.

DISCUSSION OF THE PRIOR ART

Industry has developed and continues to develop and enhance techniques for

scanning, compressing, transmitting, receiving, decoinpressing, viewing and printing

documents. This technology, encompassing the full body offacsimile transmission and

reception, is currently in widespread use. The current standards, CCITT Group III and

Group IV, define methods to scan and transmit high quality, bi-level images with a high

degree of success and has become commercially acceptable throughout the world.

However, gray scale documents are not easily transmitted because the scanners and

algorithms are not tailored to the function. Three dimensional objects will not fit into

the flat document scanners and cannot be transmitted.

Examples of systems that have addressed some of these issues are shown in

U.S. Patent No. 5,193,012 which shows a video to facsimile signal converter, and U.S.

Patent No. 3,25 1,937 which discloses a system for transmitting still television pictures

over a telephone line.

Wire photography, and its extension , radio photography, have long been used

by the news media. The most common form involvesan input device that converts

photographs into encoded signals for communication over telecommunications facilities

or radio. At the receiving end, reproducing equipment reconverts the encoded image

signals by exposing photographic film or other sensitized paper. The term facsimile is

often use with these products.
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Still video equipment has recently become available from vendors such as

Kodak, Canon and Sony, and is again primarily used by the television and print media,

although applications are expanding rapidly in such areas as insurance investigations

and real estate transactions. A still video camera captures a full color still video image

that can be reproduced using a special video printer that converts the still video image

data into hard copy form. For applications requiring communication of the still video

image, transmit/receive units are available wherein the image begins and ends as a

videoimage.

The Photophone from Image Data Corporation is an example of a specialty

product that combines a video camera, display and storage facility in a terminal

package. One terminal can send a real time or stored still video image to another for

display or storage, or printing on special video printers. Again, the signal begins and

ends as a video image.

Another example of a specialty product is peripheral equipment available for

personal computers that enables the input/output, storage and processing of still video

images in digitized formats. For instance, the Canon PV—540 is a floppy disk drive that

uses conventional still video disks, digitizing and a still video image using a

conventional format, and communicates with the computer through a standard

communications I/O port.

U.S. Patent No. 5,193,012 discloses a still—video to facsimile conversion

system for converting the still—video image frame into ahalf-tone facsimile reproduction

without having to store an entire intermediated gray scale image frame by repeatedly

transmitting the still—video image frame from a still—video source to an input circuit with

a virtual facsimile page synchronization module . This system permits image to

facsimile conversion by utilizing a half tone conversion technique.

While the various prior art systems and techniques provide limited solutions

to the problem of transmitting visual images via a facsimile transmission system, all

fall short of providing a reliable and convenient method and apparatus for readily

capturing, storing, transmitting and printing visual images in a practical manner.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The subject invention is an image capture, compression and transmission.

system that is specifically designed to permit reliable visual image transmission over

land line or wireless communications using commercially available facsimile

transmission techniques. The invention incorporates a camera and signal converter into

an integrated unit wherein the converted signal may be transmitted on a real time basis

or may be stored in memory for laterrecall and transmission. The design of the

invention permits maximum flexibility, with the camera/converter/telephone or other

transmission device being designed in a modular configuration wherein any or all ofthe

devices may exist as integrated or independent units.

The preferred embodiment permits capture of a video image using a digital

camera, an analog camera, or a video camera such as a camcorder. The captured video

image is then converted into still frame digitized format for transmission over any of

a variety of transmission systems ranging from Group—III facsimile to computer, or to

a like device at a remote location, in any protocol desired. The invention recognizes

that once the signal is digitized, the transmission protocols are virtually endless.

For example, the present invention, permits a still frame visual image to be

captured at a remote location and sent immediately, over wireless communication

systems, to a remote location such as, by way of example, a computer system wherein

the image could be merged directly into newsprint. The image may also be sent to and

printed as a hard copy using any Group-III facsimile machine, anywhere in the world.

Where desired, the images may be stored in memory for later recall, and may be

archived on a portable medium such as a memory card or the like.

The system ofthe subject invention is particularly useful for applications where

immediate transmission ofvisual images ofscenes, people and objects is desirable and

sophisticated equipment is not always available for receiving the information. The

system also provides a unique and reliable means for transmitting Visual data to and

from remote locations, such as, by way of example, law enforcement and emergency
vehicles and the like.

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the system includes a video
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camera and an integral cellular telephone, wherein the telephone using the standard

audio mode or future digital modes, can be used to transmit and receive visual image

signals. A desk model is also disclosed and permits connection to a standard land line

telephonic system. A mobile console model is disclosed for use in law enforcement

vehicles, and the like. Other communication systems are also supported by the subject

invention, including hardwired networks, radio and satellite transmission and the like.

A local facsimile machine may be incorporated with the unit and can serve as

a printer for providing hard copy of the captured image at the point of capture, as well

as being adapted for receiving facsimile transmissions in the standard fashion.

The circuitry is disclosed for supporting any of the preferred configurations

from a basic real time transmission system via Group-III fax to a comprehensive system

supporting both land line and wireless transmission of image, audio and documentary

data at both a local and remote station.

The subject invention also permits digitized collection ofaudio signals through

the use of an internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular telephone, land

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitized audio

playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an external out jack

to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or

other communication system.

The digitized image and audio capture features permit association of audio

with an image, as well as data with the image. Useful data associated with the image

includes GPS from either internal or external GPS devices, range information from

ranging devices, date and time, and text which may be input from an integrated

keyboard or from a remote device.

It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of

images in an interim storage fonnat including raw video, compressed video, interim

gray scale format and/or half tone format. The image can also be stored in the selected

output mode, such as by way of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The versatile

capability of the system permits transmission of captured data to a standard bi-level

facsimile machine such as Group III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color
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facsimile systems, as well as to other remote receiving devices such as, by way of

example, personal computers and network servers. The data may be transferred in any

ofa variety offormats and protocols including JPEG, FAX, wavelets, emerging imagery

formats, FAX and computer data protocols. The invention is adapted to operate in

multiple modes, with a unitary capture and send mode or separate capture and store, and

send modes.

In the preferred embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected

image, video, audio, and other data such as a GPS information, with geospatial

information and real time clock and added text. This permits the complete historical

data to be transmitted simultaneously with the image signal.

It is contemplated that the system ofthe invention would be self-contained with

an integral power unit such as a disposable battery, rechargeable battery source or the

like. Therefore, the system is adapted to power up when in use and power down or

“sleep” when not activated, preserving power during idle time. The power systems for

the video camera, the video input circuits and converters, the modem or other

transmission devices and other high drain components may be isolated and only

powered when needed. This also permits use of ancillary fimctions, such as use as a

cellular telephone, to proceed without draining the power source by powering idle

components. The processor clock rate may also be slowed down during idle mode to

further conserve power.

Where desired, the system also includes camera operation control capability

through the use of a digital/analog circuits for converting digital commands to analog

signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, white balance,

lens iris, lens zoom and other functions of the camera from a local input device, a

remote device or as automatic or programmed functions. The central processor may

also be used to control camera shutter rate. Other camera features and parameters

which may be controlled in this manner are compressor resolution ( such as high,

medium, low user settings) corresponding to compression rate parameters, field/frame

mode, color or monochrome, image spatial resolution (640x420 pixels, 320x240 pixels,

for example), lens and camera adjustments, input selection where multiple cameras or
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video sources are used and the like.

When an integrated communications device is used, such as by way of

example, a cellular telephone, the telephone can be isolated from the rest ofthe system

to permit independent use, and independent power up and power off and other cellular

phone functions.

In operation, the system permits not only the manual capture, dial (select) and

send of images, but may also be fully automated to capture, dial and send, for example,

on a timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor, video motion

detection, or from a remote trigger device. The remote trigger also may be activated by

an incoming telephone signal, for example.

The remote device may also be use for remote loading and downloading of

firmware, and for setting of the programmable parameters such as to provide remote

configuration ofsampling modes during capture, compression rates, triggering methods

and the like.

The triggering fiinction permits a multitude of sampling schemes for a simple

triggered activation for capturing an image upon initiation to a trigger signal to more

complicated schemes for capturing and transmitting images prior to and after receipt of

the trigger signal. The trigger function can be set to operate, for example, on a time per

sample and number of sample basis, or time per sample and total sample time basis, or

number of samples and total time basis. Depending on application, the trigger can

sample in a prior to and after signal mode, using in combination the time per sample

and number of samples prior and after signal basis, a total time basis, a percent prior

versus percent after trigger basis, time per sample basis, time prior to and time after

trigger basis, and other combination. For example, if the image capture device is

positioned to monitor traffic accidents at a specific location, and an audio signal sensor

identifying a crash were used as the trigger, it would be desirable to collect image

sample both prior to and after the trigger signal. The number of samples, total sample

time, and percentage of samples prior to and after trigger would be controlled‘ by the

specific application.

Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the
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present invention. This is particularly useful when triggering events are used to initiate

transmission of collected image data over the communications system. For example,

if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at

the images captured for a period of time both prior to and after the actual event. The

circuitry of the subject invention permits any circular sampling technique to be utilized

depending upon application, such as prior to an after trigger, only after trigger or only

before trigger or prior to and after the trigger point. Again, as an example, it may

desirable to look primarily at images captured before a triggering event if the event is

a catastrophic event such as an explosion or the like. Other circular sampling

techniques may be employed, as well, incorporating multiple cameras, for example,

wherein different fields are sampled depending upon the time frame in a sequence of

events.

It is, therefore, an object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus

for capturing, converting and transmitting a visual image via standard facsimile

transmissions systems.

It is another obj ect and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus for

compressing the visual image data in order to minimize the capacity requirements ofthe

data capture and storage system.

It is an additional object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus

for capturing and storing a visual image for later recall and review and/or transmission.

It is yet another object and feature ofthe invention to provide an apparatus for

storing a captured video image in digital format on a portable storage medium.

It is an additional object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus

capable of sending and receiving telephonic audio messages, facsimile documents and

captured visual images to and from standard, readily available remote stations.

It is a further object and feature of the invention to provide the means and

method for capturing images prior to, prior to and after, or after a triggering event.

It is also an object and feature ofthe invention to provide for multiple triggering

events and/or optional viewing or review of the captured images prior to printing or

transmission.
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It is another object and feature of the invention to provide an apparatus which

may be activated from a remote location for initiating the capture of images by the

device.

Other objects and features will be readily apparent from the drawings and

detailed description.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. l is a block diagram ofa basic facsimile camera configuration for capturing

an image via a camera and transmitting it via Group-III facsimile transmission to a

standard hard copy medium.

Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory storage capability,

permitting storage and optional review or viewing of the image prior to transmission.

Fig. 3 is similar to Figs. 1 and 2, but incorporates a data compression scheme

for increasing the capacity ofthe memory and for increasing efficiency oftransmission.

Fig. 4 includes the capture and transmission configuration of Fig. 2, with

multiple transmission format capability including Group-III facsimile, personal

computer, modem, parallel and serial transmission schemes.

Fig. 5 is an exemplary schematic diagram supporting the configurations shown

in each of Figs. 1-4.

Figs. 6A, 6B, and 6C, are block diagrams of the physical components of

desktop, portable and comprehensive console embodiments of the invention,

respectively.

Fig. 7A and 7B are perspective drawings of a hand held device for capturing,

storing and transmitting an image in accordance with the invention (new drawings to

replace Frassinito design.

Figs. 8A-8L (Formerly Fig. 12) comprises a schematic diagram for an exemplary

embodiment of the circuit for supporting the subject invention.

Fig. 9 is a diagram of the various triggering sequence options.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The image capture and transmission system ofthe subject invention is suited for

capturing one or more single frame analog image or a digital image data signal and

transmitting the captured signal via any of a plurality of transmission schemes to a

remote receiving station where the image is downloaded in a suitable format for

viewing and printing on hard paper copy, a CRT screen image, or other medium. The

system is particularly well suited for sending and/or receiving images via a standard

Group III facsimile transmission system and permits capture of the image at a remote

location using an analog or digital camera. Two generic configurations are shown and

described, the first, where each image is transmitted as it is captured, and the second,

which permits capture, storage, and selective recall ofcaptured images for transmission.

The invention also contemplates a portable storage medium, wherein the captured

stored medium may be removed from the capture device and archived for later use.

While a system for black and white (gray tones) for Group—III facsimile transmission

is described in detail herein, the invention could be readily adapted to transmission of

color images utilizing the teachings of the present invention using industry standard

color video standards and circuits. Both portable, or hand held, and stationary, or

desktop, units are described. The circuitry utilized for both is configurations is

identical , but stationary configurations do not need a battery.

Figs. 1-5 are circuit configuration diagrams for the various capture, storage and

transmission schemes. The physical embodiments utilized to employ the teachings of

the schemes taught in Figs. 1-5 are not limited. Figs. 6-10 are exemplary physical

embodiments of the subject invention.

Turning now to Fig. 1, the simplest embodiment ofthe invention incorporates

a standard analog or digital camera device 10 for capturing a visual image in the typical

fashion. The camera 10 may be operator activated as indicated at 12, or may be

programmed to be activated at selected intervals or in response to certain conditions.

For example, a motion detector may be utilized to activate the camera 10 in a

surveillance installation. Once activated, the camera 10 captures a visual image in

typical fashion through a lens (see lens l92, for example, in Fig. 7A). In the illustrated
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embodiment, the captured image is then transmitted to a gray scale bit map memory

device 16, from which it is output to a half-tone conversion scheme 18 to be input into

a binary bit map 20 for formatting the captured image in a configuration suitable for

transmission via a Group-III facsimile system. The signal generated at 22 by the binary

bit map 20 is input into a Group-HI encoding and compression network 24 for

generating an output signal at 26 which is introduced into a Group-III protocol

transmission device 28. The output at 30 of the transmission device 28 is then

transmitted into any standard transmission interface such as, by way of example, hard

line telephonic transmission, cellular transmission, radio signal, satellite transmission

or other transmission system 32 via a modem or similar device, as needed(as

diagrammatically illustrated at 29), to be received via a compatible interface by a

remote Group—III receiving system 34. The Group-III receiving system 34 is a typical

Group-III facsimile system comprising a Group-III receiver 36, decoder and

decompressor 3 8 and binary bitmap 40, from which a facsimile hard copy such as plain

paper copy 42 may be generated.

This configuration is particularly well suited where real near time transmission

is desired, for example when the system is operator controlled and a “real time” image

is desired at a remote location. An example of such a system may be a photo-

identification confirmation of an apprehended suspect in law enforcement use, or

transmission of images of damaged assets for insurance purposes, or transmission of

images ofconstructionj ob site conditions. This configuration is also well suited for use

in those applications where a sensor activates the system and real time transmission of

the sensed condition is desired. An example of such a system would be a motion

activated camera in a surveillance location, where the image is immediately transmitted

to a remote monitoring station. Of course, it will be readily understood by those who

are skilled in the art that tagging a transmitted image with information such as, by way

ofexample, date, time and location, can be incorporated in the transmitted signal so that

a receiving station could monitor a plurality ofremote image data capture systems. This

is also useful for reviewing a body ofpreviously stored or printed images to detennine

the time and location of such image.
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The embodiment of Fig. 2 is similar to Fig. 1, but incorporates a memory and

optional operator viewer system. The image is captured by the camera 10 and

conditioned by the gray scale bit map 16, as in Fig. 1. In this embodiment, the output

44 of the bit map 16 is input into a standard digital memory device 46 for later recall.

This configuration is particularly well suited for applications where near real time

transmission of the image either is not required or is not desirable. It will be noted that

with the exception of the insertion of the memory device 46 and the optional viewer

device 48, the capture and transmission system of Fig. 2 is identical to that shown and

described in Fig. 1. Once the image is captured by the camera 10 and is presented at 44

to the memory device 46, it is stored for later recall and transmission. The specific type

of memory device is optional and may include, for example, an SRAM device, a

DRAM, Flash RAM, hard drive, floppy disk, PCMCIA format removable memory (see,

for example, the PCMCIA card 50 in Fig. 7A), writeable optical media or other storage

device. The memory may selectively capture images, as indicated by the operator

interface/capture interface 52, or may be programmed to selectively capture periodic

images or all images. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 2, an optional viewer device 48

is provided. This permits the operator to recall and view all or selective images before

transmission, as indicated by the operator interface/recall interface 54. This permits the

operator to review all images retained in the memory 46 and transmit selective images,

as desired, to the Group—III transmission system. The remainder of the system of Fig.

2 operates in the same manner as the configuration shown and described in Fig. l.

The configuration ofFig. 3 incorporates all ofthe features ofFigs. 1 and 2, and

additionally, includes an interim data compression and decompression scheme to permit

increased utilization of the memory or storage medium 46. As shown in Fig. 3, an

interim format compressor 56 is inserted between the gray scale bit map 16 and the

memory device 46. This permits compression and reduction of the data required to

store the image, effectively increasing the capacity of the storage device. It is an

objective of the storage device to preserve the gray scale quality of the image for

viewing at the location of capture. An interim format decompression device 58 is

inserted between the output ofthe memory device 46 and the rest ofthe system, whether
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the optional viewer 48 is utilized, or the output is entered directly into the half-tone

converter 18. The interim compression/decompression scheme is particularly usefiil

when all of the image data is to be permanently archived, or when limited capacity

portable media are used, such as, by way of example, floppy disks or a portable

PCMCIA card. It will be noted that the remainder of the system shown in Fig. 3 is

identical to the system shown and described in Fig. 2.

. Fig. 4 illustrates the use ofthe image capture and/or retention configured in any

of the optional embodiments of Figs. 1-3 and adapted for use in combination with any

of a variety of transmitting and receiving schemes such as, by way of example, the

Group-III system shown in Figs. 1-3, a modem, direct connection to a personal

computer, serial or parallel transmission, or any selected transmitting/receiving

protocol. This illustration demonstrates the versatility ofthe system once the image has

been captured, converted and conditioned by the image capture device of the subject

invention. Specifically, once the image is captured by the camera 10 and conditioned

by the gray scale bit map 16, it may be stored and transmitted, or transmitted "real time"

via any transmitting and receiving scheme. As shown in Fig. 4 the image capture

device includes the memory device 46 and the optional viewer 48 for incorporating

maximum capability. However, any of the schemes of Figs. 1-3 would be suitable for

producing a transmittable signal. In the embodiment shown, a format select interface

switch 60 is positioned to receive the fully conditioned signal on line 59. This would

permit either automated or manual selection of the transmitting protocol, including the

Group-III facsimile system previously described in connection with Figs. 1-3, as

indicated by selecting format select switch 60 position A; or PC modern protocol as

illustrated by the JPEG compressor 62 and protocol generator 64, as indicated by

selecting format select switch position B; or the wavelet compressor and PC modem

protocol, as illustrated by the wavelet compressor 66 and PC modem protocol generator

68 by selecting switch position C; or any selected conversion network 65, (if needed)

with a compatible compressor 67 (ifneeded) and compatible protocol generator 75 (if

needed), as indicated by switch position D; or a serial protocol scheme 77, with serial

drivers 79 directly to a hardwired personal computer 81 by selecting switch position E.
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Of course, it will be readily understood by those skilled in the art that one or a plurality

of transmitting protocols may be simultaneously selected. Depending on the protocol

selected, the signal output is generated at the selected output module and introduced to

a communications interface module 83 via a modem or other device, as needed, for

transmission via a transmission system to a compatible receiving station such as the

Group-III facsimile device 34, the personal computer 85, the video telephone 89, and/or

other server or receiving device 91 for distribution.

An exemplary circuit supporting the configurations of Figs. l~4 is shown in

Fig. 5. With specific reference to Fig. 5, an analog camera is indicated by the "video

in" signal at 70. Typically, the video signal is a composite video/sync signal. The

diagram shows all of the signal processing necessary to sync up to an NTSC signal 70

coming out of the analog camera and processed for introduction into an integral RAM

memory 71 and/or a portable RAM memory via interface 73. An analog to digital

(A/D) converter 74 converts the video portion ofthe analog signal from the camera and

produces the digital signal for output at line 76. The digital output data on path 76 is

introduced into a data multiplexer circuit 81 and into the RAM memory unit(s) 71, 72.

In the exemplary embodiment, the portable RAM memory 72 is an image card such as,

by way ofexample, a PCMCIA SRAM card or a PCMCIA Flash RAM card. However,

it will be readily understood that any suitable RAM memory configuration can be used

within the teachings ofthe invention. It is desirable to store compressed rather than raw

data in card 72 because of space and transmission speed factors.

As the signal at 70 is introduced into the circuit, the sync detector 78 strips the

sync signal portion off of the video signal. The sync signal drives the video address

generator 80 for providing a signal used to generate an address signal at the address

multiplexer circuit 82 for synchronizing the scanned in video signal with the locations

in RAM to define each frame to be captured. The read/write control 84 controls the

coordination of the sync signal 83 with the video signal to define a full frame.

Basically, when the camera is activated either by the operator or by automation, the

system processor 86 detects the initiation ofthe camera and capture sequence and sends

a signal via line 88 to the read/write control 84. The read/write control then monitors
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the incoming video signal 83 to find the horizontal and vertical sync pulse to identify

the beginning ofa frame. The read/write control then initiates writing to memory at the

RAM devices to initiate capture of the frame. The read/write control continues to

"write" to memory until the appropriate sync signal is received, indicating the end ofthe

frame. At this point a single frame is captured. in RAM 71 and/or on the portable
medium RAM 72.

This frame may now be output from the system via any of the available

transmitting schemes. In the exemplary embodiment, the processor 86 may be any

processor or such as a microprocessor or DSP, with sufficient capability to perform the

described functions. The processor bus is indicated at 87. The circuitry supporting the

processor comprises the processor chip 86 and the control store memory (ROM, Flash _

RAM, PROM, EPROM or the like) 92 for storing the software program executed by

the processor. It will be understood that other memory devices could be utilized

without departing from the spirit of the invention. For example, a Flash RAM would

permit flexibility and replacement ofthe program for upgrades and enhancements. The

user interface commands are generated and interpreted by the software that is being

executed by the processor 86.

The display unit 94 is connected through a typical interface 96, and provides

visual user interface at the camera body to give the operator a visual read-out of the

status of the collection and transmission of a selected * frame. In the exemplary

embodiment, the display unit is a two line, multi-character LCD display, but other sizes

or technology displays could be readily incorporated, depending, for example, on the

amount ofgraphics desired in the display module. The bank ofoperator buttons and/or

switches 98 are connected to the system through the button interface 100.

The general purpose control register 102 serves as a latch and permits control

bits to be introduced from the processor 86 to the transmitting systems or to transfer

status bits from the transmitting systems back to the processor in the well known

manner. The modem 104 may be any of a variety of widely available modems or

modern chip sets currently in commercial use. The modem should support CCITT

Group III fax format for transmission to Group III fax machines. Once the signal is
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introduced into the modem 104, it is handled in typical fashion to provide input/output

transmissions: (1) from the subject device to a hardwired telephonic line as indicated

at 114, (2) from the subject device to the external facsimile machine as indicated at

1 16, or (3) from the subject device to an external wireless device telephone as indicated

at 130. The specific selection is controlled by the user at button module 98 in

conjunction with the processor 86.

An isolation transformer 110 is provided to isolate the circuitry connected to

extemal communications circuit from the circuitry ofthe subject device. The relays at

108 and 112 permit patching directly into the hardwired telephonic line and to the

telephone company system as indicated at 114, to an external handset or fax machine

at 116, or to the modem 104, whereby facsimile data can be sent and received via the

modem. These relays could be mechanical or solid state. The relay 118 is connected

to a tone source 120 for providing an audible tone signaling to the user that the system

is being used for transmitting or receiving a captured image.

With specific reference to the circuitry associated with relay 112, it will be

noted that when the handset is switched away from the phone line to the tone source,

the modem transformer 1 10 is switched to the telephone line 114. This blocks normal

audio telephone service and permits the transmission ofan image signal from the RAM

devices 71 or 72, through the modem 104, and to the telephone line 114.

In the exemplary embodiment, a stand alone facsimile machine can be

connected through the external handset jack at 116. With relay 112 set to activate

telephone service and the tone generator 120 disconnected, the relay 108 can be set in

either of two positions. The first position, as drawn, connects the facsimile machine

at jack 116 to the telephone line, permitting standard facsimile transmission. The

second or alternative position permits the modem 104 to transmit the image data signal

directly to the facsimile machine at jack 1 16, for providing an archive copy or the like.

In this configuration, the facsimile machine will operate as a local printer for printing

the captured images. Signal source 120 may be used as a ringing voltage generator for

signaling such facsimile machine prior to connection.

The system of the present invention also contemplates wireless transmission
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over a cellular telephone, radio frequency, satellite transmission or the like. In the

exemplary embodiment, the specific configuration for a cellular telephone interface is

shown in detail. The amplifiers 122, 124 amplify the input of the modem 104 and are

controlled by the FETS 126, 128, respectively. The FETs are controlled by the control

register 102 and allow selection ofthe audio either coming in from the cellular interface

130 or from the telephone line 104 to the modem. This permits the cellular phone to

be used for three distinct _functions: (1) as an audio telephone, (2) as a transmitting

system for transmitting the captured image and related signals via a cellular system, and

(3) for receiving incoming transmissions to the processor. such as remote control,

remote configuration, or images.

In the exemplary embodiment, the image card 72 is a DRAM card or non-

volatile storage card such as a Flash RAM or the like and provides a removable medium

for storing the image data as either raw or compressed data. The card can also be used

to store compressed data sent into the system via external facsimile transmission. As

illustrated, the system is capable ofboth sending and receiving image data via Group—III

fax or other protocol. By incorporating the digital to analog (D/A) converter into the

system and pulling the signal from the RAM 71 (or portable RAM 72), the signal can

be displayed right at the camera viewfinder 134 or other display device connected at

port 13 8. A sync generator 136 is incorporated to provide synchronization ofincoming

data in the same manner. The sync detector 78 is utilized to define a frame-by-frame

correlation of the data generated by the camera at the video input 70 for storage to

memory 71 or 72.

Any standard power source may be utilized, including replaceable or

rechargeable batteries 141, or an AC adapter 142. The AC adapter is particularly

suitable for desktop applications.

The exemplary embodiment includes a speaker or other audio transducer 144

for emitting a detectable signal whenever the user interface merits its use, such as user

induced errors, system errors, user attention getting and the like.

In order to send a facsimile transmission over a typical Group—III Facsimile

system, the multiplexer 82 is switched to the processor 86 such that the RAM address
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is generated by the processor 82 instead of the video address generator signal. In the

facsimile transmitting mode, the processor accesses the RAM and manipulates the data

representing each frame image. For example, the processor will perform the gray scale

to halftone conversions described in connection with Figs. 1-4 to prepare the signal for

facsimile transmission. The processor can also perform image compression and output

the image as a gray scale. In the facsimile transmission mode, once the half tone

conversion is completed, the processor executes a code for performing a bi-level

compression of the data and the signal representing the frame data is output over line

90, through the multiplexer 81 and over the processor bus 87 to the processor 86, then

to modern 104 for transmission. Other memory and processor configurations could be

used without departing from the scope and spirit ofthe invention, as will be recognized

by those skilled in the art.

Various physical configurations ofthe invention are shown in Figs.7A & 7B.

Figs. 6A, 6B and 6C are block diagrams for desktop and portable units. Figs. 7A and

7B illustrate the subject invention as incorporated in a standard 35 millimeter type

camera housing.

A basic desktop system is shown in Fig. 6A, and includes a console unit having

a telephone jack 152, an external telephone connection 154 and a video input/camera

power jack 156 for connecting the analog camera 10. A facsimile machine may be also

connected at jack 154 to provide local printer capability. The configuration shown in

Fig. 6B is a basic portable system, with a battery powered portable module 160 having

a self-contained power source 162. The system may include an integral RAM and/or

the removable memory module as indicated by the image card 72. The camera 10 may

be an integral feature ofthe portable module 160, or may be a detached unit, as desired.

In this embodiment, a cellular telephone 164 is provided with a data jack 166 for

connecting to the output jack 168 ofthe module, whereby the image data signal may be

transmitted via the cellular telephone to a remote facsimile machine over standard

cellular and telephone company facilities. When incorporating the circuitry ofFig. 5,

the cellular phone may be used as both an input and an output device, and incoming

data or stored images may be viewed through the viewfinder 170. _
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Fig. 6C shows a comprehensive desk or stationary configuration incorporating

all of the features supported by the circuitry of Fig. 5. As there shown, the control

module 172 is adapted for receiving the image card 72 and is powered by an AC power

adapter as indicated at 142. The camera 10 is connected to the module via a hardwired

connection at jack 174. A monitor 176 is provided for viewing data images. A video

cassette recorder 178 is provided and may be used as an auxiliary input device for the

images transmitted from the system. The facsimile machine 180 can be used as a local

printer, or can be used to send facsimiles transmissions in the well—known manner.

Direct connections to the telephone line system are provided at jack 182. The

FAX/phone jack 186 can be connected to a facsimile machine 180 and/or a standard

telephone 184, where the public telephone system can be accessed. A data jack 188 is

used to connect to a cellular telephone or the cellular modem, or other wireless device

for transmission or reception of image data.

Turning now to Figs. 7A and 7B, the camera body 190 is similar to a standard

35 millimeter camera housing and is adapted to receive a standard lens 192 with a

viewfinder 194. The electronics are housed in the casing in the area normally occupied

by the film and film advancing implements. The operator interface button keys 98 are

housed within the housing and may be positioned on the back plate 196 of the body.

Fig. 8. The LCD unit may be positioned to be visible through the viewfinder 194 or

may be in a separate back window 198. The memory card 72 is positioned in a slot 200

provided in a sidewall of the camera body. This camera has the appearance of a

standard SLR 35 millimeter camera. In addition, where desired, an integral cellular

phone can be incorporated in the camera housing and transmission can be sent directly

from the camera housing to a remote receiving station. The keypad for the telephone

is indicated at 202.

Fig. 8 is an illustration of an exemplary schematic diagram for the circuit of a

system according to the teaching of the invention as specifically taught in the diagram

of Fig. 5. Pin numbers, wiring harnesses and components are as shown on the drawing.

Fig. 8, part A, is the system interconnect and shows the central processor board 300, the

video board 302, the power board 304 and the CRT electronic interconnect board 306.
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The telephone interface is provided at 307. Board 308 is the audio connector board.

Board 310 is the serial connector board and board 312 is the video connector board.

Fig. 8, part B contains the audio logic, with audio 1/0 at 314. The audio amplifiers are

designated 316 and 3 18. A microphone connector is provided at 320, with preamplifier

circuit 322. Audio switches are provided at 324 and 326. Summing circuit 328

provides audio summing. The serial RAM for audio is designated 330. Fig. 8, part C

includes the camera module 332 and the camera control digital to analog convertor 334.

Amplifier 336 is the video buffer. Module 338 is the camera shutter control resistor.

Fig. 8, part D contains the central processor unit 340. Voltage in is at 342, with

the power switch at FET 344. Power shutdown is provided at the video shutdown bit

346. The video connector is designated at 348. Pin 1 is switched five volts out to video

logic. Pins 2-9 are connected to the video data bus and pins 10-22 are video control

signals. Buffers 350 and 352 are the video board I/O isolation buffers. As shown, pin

19 ofbuffer 352 is the output enable and is connected to the video shutdown bit 346.

Line 354 is bus enable. Pin A0 ofbuffer 350 is the direction control signal and pins Al-

A7 are connected to the processor data bus. Pins 10-17 ofbuffer 352 are also connected

to the processor bus.

The system DRAM memory is designated 356. The processor I/O module is

designated 358 and the I/O decoder is provided at 360. A non—volatile RAM 362

provides system parameters. The processor oscillator is shown at 364 and a real time

clock at 366. Controller 368 is the RAM card controller. The PCMCIA socket for the

RAM card is shown at 370a and 370b. The modem is designated 372. The serial

controller is shown at 374 with serial controller oscillator 376. Module 378 is a

memory module. A signal buffer is provided at 380, and an address decoder at 382.

Connectors are designated at 384, 386 and 388.

Fig. 8, part B shows the modem board connector at 390, the glue logic PLD at

392 and the glue logic module at 394. Module 396 is the synchronous/asynchronous

serial controller. Circuit 398 is the signal multiplex relay and circuit 400 is the

transmit/PTT relay. Bypass relays are shown at 402. Relay 404 is the digital mode

relay. Transformer 406 is the audio isolation transformer. Circuit 408 provides a low
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speed data filter. The line drivers are designated 410 and the line rectifiers are

designated 412, respectively. Connector 414 provides radio/serial data connection.

Fig. 8, part F shows the status LED's 416 and the PCMCIA door open switch

418. Fig. 8, part G shows the power switches 420. Fig. 8, part H is the battery pack

422.

Fig. 8, part I is the power supply. The rechargeable battery connection is

shown at 424, with DC power input at 426. An internal battery/extemal DC input

transfer relay is provided at 430. The signal for the power switch on the removable

disk drive access door is on pins 3,4 of connector 428. The voltage IN regulator is

designated at 432, with the processor voltage regulator designated 434. The processor

power control bit is at 436. The system power control bit is at 438, with the system

voltage regulator at 440. The video power control bits are at 442 and 444, with the

video voltage regulators at 446 and 448, respectively. Battery 450 is the real time clock

battery. Connector 452 is the battery charger connector. Connector 454 connects

processor power, system power, regulated battery power and real time clock power, as

shown. Connector 456 connects video power. The power sequencer circuit is at 458.

Fig. 8, part J shows the direct access arrangement to a land line telephone at

460 and the video viewfinder circuitry (CRT electronics) at 462.

Fig. 8, part K is the video control circuitry. The video input amplifier is

designated at 464. The composite video sync stripper is designated at 466. The video

H/V timing pulse generator is at 468 and the video phase lock loop at 470. The register

472 is the video control register. Circuit 474 provide programmable video filters--edge

enhancers, with the FET switch designated at 476. The video filter circuit is at 478 and

the video filter is at 480. The video reference digital to analog circuit is shown at 482,

with the video analog to digital circuit at 484 and the video analog to digital data out

buffer at 486. The voltage reference circuit is designated at 488.

Fig. 8, part L shows the push button control switches as 490 and 492. The

keyboard display is designated 494, and the microcontroller 496 is the keyboard and

keyboard display microcontroller. The backlight circuitry is designated at 498, with the

back light control at 500. Module 502 is the LCD module.
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The circuitry supports any of the preferred configurations from a basic real

time transmission system via Group-III fax to a comprehensive system supporting both

land line and wireless transmission of image, audio and documentary data at both a

local and remote station,

The subject invention also permits digitized collection ofaudio signals through

the use ofan internal microphone, and external input device, a cellular telephone, land

line telephone, wireless radio or other communication system, and digitized audio

playback, as well. The playback can be via an internal speaker, out an external out jack

to a remote device or via a cellular telephone, land line telephone, wireless radio or

other communication system.

The digitized image and audio capture features permit association of audio

with an image, as well as data with the image. Usefiil data associated with the image

includes GPS from either internal or external GPS devices, date and time, and text

which may be input from an integrated keyboard or from a remote location.

It is an important feature of the invention that the system supports storage of

images in an interim storage format including raw video, interim gray scale format

and/or halftone format. The image can also be stored in the selected output mode, such

as by way of example, a Group III facsimile mode. The versatile capability of the

system permits transmission of captured data to a standard bi-level facsimile machine

such as Group III, to gray scale facsimile systems or full color facsimile systems, as well

as to other remote receiving devices such as, by way of example, personal computers

and network servers. The data may be transferred in any of a variety of formats and

protocols including JPEG, FAX, emerging ne imagery formats, wavelets and data

protocols. The invention is adapted to operate in multiple modes, with a unitary capture

and send mode or separate capture and store, and send modes.

In the preferred embodiment, the system is adapted for tagging a collected

image, video, audio, and other data such as a GPS signal, with a real time clock and

added text. This permits the complete historical data to be transmitted simultaneously

with the image signal.

It is contemplated that the system ofthe invention would be self-contained with
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an integral power unit such as a rechargeable battery source or the like. Therefore, the

system is adapted to power up when in use and power down when not activated,

preserving power during idle time. The power systems for the video camera, the video

input circuits and converters, the modem or other transmission devices and other high

drain components may be isolated and only powered when needed. This also permits

use of ancillary functions, such as use as a cellular telephone, to proceed without

draining the power source by powering idle components. The processor clock rate may

also be slowed down during idle mode to further conserve power.

Where desired, the system also includes camera operation control capability

through the use ofa digital/analog network for converting digital commands to analog’

signals for controlling the gain, pedestal, setup, white clip, lens focus, and other

functions of the camera from a local input device, a remote device or as programmed

functions. The central processor may also be used to control camera shutter rate. Other

camera features and parameters which may be controlled in this manner are compressor

resolution (high, medium, low), field/frame mode, color or monochrome, image spatial

resolution (640x430, 320x240, for example), lens and camera adjustments, input

selection where multiple cameras are used and the like.

When an integrated communications device is used, such as by way of

example, a cellular telephone, the telephone can be isolated from the rest of the system

to permit independent use, and independent power up and power offand other cellular

phone functions.

In operation, the system permits not only the manual capture, dial (select) and

send of images, but may also be fully automated to capture, dial and send, for example,

on a timed sequence or in response to a sensor such as a motion sensor or from a remote

trigger device. The remote trigger may be activated by an incoming telephone signal,

for example. The remote device may also be use for remote loading and downloading

of firmware, and of the programmable devices, as well as to provide remote

configuration of sampling modes during both the capture and the send functions.

Circular sampling techniques are supported by the data capture system of the

present invention. Fig. 9 is a diagram illustrating exemplary sampling techniques in
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accordance with the teachings of the invention. As shown in Fig. 9, the time sequence

is indicated by the Time Line: tl, t2...tn, with a sample at each time interval, as

indicated by Sl...Sn. For purposes of illustration, the triggering event occurs at time

interval tl0. Based on the predetermined programming ofthe system, images will start

to be collected upon triggering event, as shown at 210, for a predetermined period prior

to and after trigger, as shown at 212, or immediately preceding the trigger, as shown at

214. This permits "circular image storage" without requiring that all images be

collected and stored in order to look at events surrounding a triggering event. The

technique is also very useful when multiple overlapping zones are monitored by

multiple devices and it is desirable to sequence from device to device without losing
any critical images.

This is particularly useful when triggering events are used to ‘initiate

transmission of collected image data over the communications system. For example,

if a triggering event is motion detected at a motion sensor, it may be useful to look at

the images captured for a period of time both prior to and after the actual event. The

circuitry ofthe subject invention permits any circular sampling technique to be utilized

depending upon application, such as prior to an after trigger, only after trigger or only

before trigger. Again, as an example, it may desirable to look primarily at images

captured before a triggering event if the event is a catastrophic event such as an

explosion or the like. Other circular sampling techniques may be employed, as well,

incorporating multiple cameras, for example, wherein different fields are sampled
depending upon the time frame in a sequence of events.

Other configurations are contemplated and are within the teachings of the

invention. While specific embodiments have been shown and described herein, it will

be understood that the invention includes all modifications and enhancements within

the scope and spirit of the claims.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

l. A selficontained image processing system for capturing a visual image

and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, the image processing system

comprising:

a. An image capture device;

b. A processor for generating a data signal representing the image;

c. A communications device adapted for transmitting the data signal

to the remote receiving station;

(1. A wireless transmission system between the communications

device and the compatible receiving station.

2. The image processing system ofclaim 1, further including a memory for

receiving and storing the data signal, and wherein the communications device is adapted

for recalling the stored data signal from memory.

3. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein said memory is a

removable random access medium and wherein the system is adapted for selectively

charging and discharging the memory.

4. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the image capture

device is an analog camera for generating an analog image signal and there is further

included an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a

digital signal.

5. The image processing system of claim 1, further includinga

subprocessor for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the

digital signal.
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6. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the subprocessor

comprises: ,

A gray scale bit map;

A half tone converter; and

A binary bit map.

7. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein there is further

included an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device.

8. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising a housing

for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body.

9. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein said image capture

device is a digital camera.

10. The image processing system ofclaim 2, further including a View screen

for viewing the captured and stored image.

11. The image processing system of claim 5, further including a facsimile

receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local printer for

reproducing the captured image in hard copy.

12. The image processing system ofclaim 1 wherein the processor is adapted

for generating a signal in any of a plurality of selected protocols and wherein the

communications device is adapted for transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to

a remote, compatible receiving station.

13. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein:

a. The image capture device is an analog video camera for

generating a video signal;
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The processor further comprises:

i. An analog to digital converter;

ii. A sync detector and a video address generator for

synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and

end of the signal to define a still frame;

iii. A random access memory for receiving and storing the

converted, synchronized signal frame-by-frame;

iv. A processor routine for converting the signals stored in

the memory to a protocol adapted for transmission to a remote, compatible protocol

receiving station;

c. A communications device for transmitting the signal in the

proper protocol to the compatible receiving station.

14. The image processing system ofclaim 13 , wherein the processor routine

converts the signals to a Group-III facsimile protocol, the system further including a

facsimile modem for accepting the signal and transmitting to the compatible receiving

station.

1 5 . The image processing system ofclaim 13, further including a hardwired

transmission system and a wireless transmission system associated with the modem and

a switching device for selecting in the alternative either the hardwired or the wireless

transmission system.

16. The image processing system of claim 13, further including a local

facsimile receiving system associated with the modem for providing local hard copy of

the stored image signals in the memory.

17. The image processing system ofclaim 16, further including a switching

device for selectively activating and deactivating the local facsimile receiving system.
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18. The image processing system of claim 13, further including an integral

viewer for viewing the images stored in the memory.

19. The image processing system of claim 13, wherein the memory is a

removable memory medium which may be selectively removed from the system.

20. The image processing system of claim 19, wherein the removable

memory medium comprises a PCMCIA card memory.

21. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the system is of

modular construction, and the camera, the processor and the communications device are

each independent, functional units which may be coupled toone another for defining

the assembled system.

22. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising an audio

signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in correlation with the

captured video signal.

23. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising a data

processor for creating a text data signal associated with said image data signal.

24. The image processing system of claim 23, further including an input

device for providing text data to the data processor.

25. The image processing system of claim 24, wherein said input device is

user controlled.

26. The image processing system of claim 25, wherein said user controlled

input device is an integral keyboard.
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27. The image processing system ofclaim 24, said input device comprising

a real time clock.

28. The image processing system ofclaim 24, said input device comprising

a global positioning system.

29. The image processing system ofclaim 2, wherein said image data signal

is stored in a raw video format.

30. The image processing system ofclaim 2, wherein said image data signal

is stored in a compressed format.

3 1 . The image processing system ofclaim 2, wherein said image data signal

is stored in a half—tone format.

32. The image processing system ofclaim 1, wherein the remote receiving

station is a standard bi—leVel facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated

in a standard bi—level facsimile machine format and protocol.

33. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the remote receiving

station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a

gray-scale format and protocol.

34. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the remote receiving

station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signal is generated in a full color

format and protocol.

35. The image processing system of claim 1, wherein the remote receiving

station is a digital device and the image data is digital.
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36. The image processing system of claim 1, further comprising an self-

contained power source for powering the system.

37. The image processing system ofclaim 36, wherein said communications

device is adapted to be used independently of the image capture device and the

processor, and wherein the power supply is adapted for isolating the power to the

communications device from the power to the image capture device and processor.

38. The image processing system of claim 37, further including a power

initiation device associated with the image capture device and the processor, wherein

the power to the image capture device and the processor is offwhen the initiation device

is not activated.

39. The image processing system ofclaim 3 8, wherein the power initiation

device is user controlled.

40. The image processing system of claim 38, further including a trigger

device for activating the power initiation device.

41. The image processing system of claim 40, wherein the trigger device is

a timer.

42. The image processing system of claim 40, wherein the trigger device is

triggered by the presence of an image to be captured.
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ABSTRACT

An image capture, conversion, compression, storage and transmission system

provides a data signal representing the image in a format and protocol capable ofbeing

transmitted over any of a plurality of readily available transmission systems and

received by readily available, standard equipment receiving stations. In its most

comprehensive form, the system is capable of sending and receiving audio,

documentary and visual image data to and from standard remote stations readily

available throughout the world.

CURFRC\NEW FAX CAM I 058959\007(J03
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COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2023!

www.uspto.gov

09/790,381 02/21/2001 David A. Monroe 69834000024

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

CONFIRMATION NO. 5404

FORMALITIES LETTER

g;;.;;;r,;,,F-,,s;;;,a;p,e,r,, ,_,_P_ A  llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll. 'oco0oooo0o59o3996*
711 Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, TX 77002

Date Mailed: 03/26/2001

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained
by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.‘136(a).

o The oath or declaration is missing.

a To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or oath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e)
of $65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be submitted with the missing items
identified in this letter.

a The balance due by applicant is $ 65.

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

Customer Service Center .
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202

' PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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1 I A
PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

App ication of CERTIFICATE OF EXPRESS MAIL

David A. Monroe I hereby certify that this correspondence
is being deposited with the United States
Postal Service as First Class Mail

addressed to: COMMISSIONER OF

PATENTS, Washington, D.C. 2023 1, this

1 day ofApril, 2001.

/QM fla-
Dora Rios

Serial No.: 09/790,381

Filed: 02/21/2000

Apparatus for Capturing, Converting and

Transmitting a Visual Image Signal via

a Digital Transmission System

K/§/\)\J%/9/\—/\&\¢/\¢’\/MM
SUBMISSION OF MISSING PARTS

Commissioner ofPatents and Trademarks

Box: APPLICATION BRANCH

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

Responsive to the Notice ofMissing Parts dated March 26, 2001, (copy enclosed) enclosed
is the Declaration for the above—identified application.

Respectfully submitted,

}3MCTETrE"‘L@=
ZQO

Date . .

Reg. No. 26.540
BRACEWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 61389

Houston, Texas 772081389

(713) 221-1430

Attorney Docket No. 069834000038

CURFRC\069834\00O03S
HOUSTON\l283 087.]
4/26/01--3:32 PM
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Docket No. 069834000038
57

<)'*/
PMENV’ DECLARATION FOR PATENT APPLICATION

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address and citizenship is as stated below next to my name.

I believe that I am the original, first and sole inventor of the subject matter which is claimed and for which

a patent is sought on the invention entitled Apparatus for capturing, converting and transmitting a visual
image signal via a digital transmission system

the specification of which: (check one)

[] is attached hereto;

[X] was filed on 2/21/01 as Application

Serial No. 09/790,381 and

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification,
including the claims, as amended by any amendment(s) referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the examination of this application in
accordance with Title 37, Code of Federal Regulation, §l.56(a).

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code, §l 19 of any foreign
application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate listed below and have also identified below any foreign
application for patent or inventor's certificate having a filing date before that of the application on which

_ priority is claimed:

PRIOR FOREIGN APPLICATION(S) PRIORITY CLAIMED

___;_______j_____ [ ] ll
(Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Year Filed) Yes No

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, §12O ofany United States app1ication(s) listed
below and, insofar as the subject matter ofeach of the claims ofthis application is not disclosed in the prior
United States application in the manner provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United StatesCode,
§l 12, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal
Regulations, § 1 .56(a) which occurred between the filing date ofthe prior application and the national orPCT
international filing date of this application:

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) ' (Status - Patented,
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Pending, or Abandoned)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status - Patented, .
Pending, or Abandoned)

(Application Serial No.) (Filing Date) (Status - Patented,
Pending, or Abandoned)

I hereby appoint the following attomey(s) and/or agents, to prosecute this application and transact all
business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Robert C. Curfiss Reg. No. 26,540

Albert B. Kimball Reg. No. 25,689

Mark A. Tidwell Reg. No. 37,456

Stephen Schlather Reg. No. P-45,081

Address all Telephone Calls to: V Stephen F. Schlather
(713) 221-1339

Address all correspondence to (Paul Lilly
BRACWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.

P. O. Box 61389

Houston, Texas 77208-13 89

I hereby declare that all statements made herein ofmy knowledge are true and that all statements made on
information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the

knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or
both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such Wlllfill false statements may

jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

avid A. Monroe

2,00 l

Residence Citizenship U S A:n V '¢V '

g 7 ’ ,.Post Office Address ggm [31;f2,,._,, hi 4:; '7 3 330

INVENTOR'S SIGNATURE DATE (cf

SCHLSF\069834\000O38
HOUSTON\l275933.1
4/9/01--2:31 PM
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\~
TATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE .

COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2023i
www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING/RECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATITORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

09/790,381 02/21/2001 David A. Monroe /69834000024

CONFIRMATION NO. 5404

FORMALITIES LETTER

Stephen F~ 3°“'a”‘er ||||||l||l||lli|||l|llllllllllIllllllllllllllllilllllllllil||l||IIIIIlllllilllllllllllllllll
Bracewell & Patterson, L.L.P. .Oco00o0o0o5903996.
711 Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, TX 77002

Date Mailed: 03/26/2001

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 _CFR 1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained
by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee underthe provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(3).

o The oath or declaration is missing.

o To avoid abandonment, a late filing fee or bath or declaration surcharge as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e)
of $65 for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, must be submitted with the missing items
identified in this letter.

a The balance due by applicant is $ 65.

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

Customer Service Center

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202
PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE

i:'»‘:;r_c3I-£10090064‘?"""i
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND OFFICEtame
COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
WASHINGTON, DC. 2023i

' < www.usp'ro,gov
APPLICATION NUMBER FILING/RECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

09/790,3 81
02/21/2001 David A. Monroe 06983400003 8

CONFIRMATION NO. 5404

FORMALITIES LETTER

g;;gg3,;,f-&s;;;gpSgrn_ ,,_,,. llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll*ocoooooooo7373o31*
711 Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, TX 77002

Date Mailed: 01/28/2002

NOTICE OF INCOMPLETE NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

A filing date has NOT been accorded to the above-identified application papers for the reason(s) indicated below.

All of the items noted below and a newly executed oath or declaration covering the items must be submitted
within TWO IVIONTHS of the date of this Notice, unless otherwise indicated, or proceedings on the application will
be terminated (37 CFR 1.53(e)).

The filing date will be the date of receipt of all items required below, unless otherwise indicated. Any assertions
that the item(s) required below were submitted, or are not necessary for a filing date, must be by way of petition
directed to the attention of the Office of Petitions accompanied by the $130.00 petition fee (37 CFR 1.17(h)). If the
petition states that the application is entitled to a filing date, a request for a refund of the petition fee may be
included in the petition.

o The application was deposited without drawings. 35 U.S.C. 113 (first sentence) requires a drawing "where
necessary for the understanding of the subject matter sought to be patented." Applicant should reconsider
whether the drawings are necessary under 35 U. S. C. 113 (first sentence).

A copy ofthis notice ALI/SQ" be returned with the reply.

Customer Service Center

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202
PART 3 — OFFICE COPY
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_ UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
> ‘ COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSUNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2023i
n www.uspto.gov

‘ msni *

I APPLICATION NUMBER , FILING DATE ‘ _ - FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

09/790,381 02/21/2001 David A. Monroe ' 069834000038

.CONF|RMATION NO. 5404

WITHDRAWAL NOTICE

g;;gg5v;,55;;gta;;<;rn_ M  I IliiilllliillllillilIllllllilllllllliiiliiliiilliiillllliiiillllliililliliiilillilillii, _ *OC000000007373024"
711 Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, TX 77002

Date Mailed: 01/28/2002

WITHDRAWAL OF PREVIOUSLY SENT NOTICE

The Notice mailed on 06/21/2001 was sent in error and is hereby withdrawn. A corrected Notice is enclosed. The
time period for reply runs from the mail date of the corrected Notice. We apologize for any inconvenience thiscaused. ‘ ‘

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

/\//'IZ(_/_![)',m,-2 /4'-5.404:/’
Customer Service Center

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202
PART 3 ~ OFFICE COPY
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Application of CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

David A. Monroe I hereby certify that this correspondence

and. its attachments are being deposited
with the United States Postal Service as

First Class U.S. Mail addressed to:

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND

TRADEMARKS, Washington, D.C.

20231, this fl day of March, 2002.

2Qe«- éuk‘
Dora Rios

Serial No.: 09/790,381

Filed: 02/21/2001

Apparatus for Capturing, Converting

and Transmitting a Visual Image Signal

via a Digital Transmission System

\./\J%%/\./\/%%%\/&/%/
RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF INCOMPLETE

NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Dear Sir:

Responsive to the Notice ofIncomplete Nonprovisional Application dated January28, 2002,

(copy enclosed) enclosed are the drawings for the above-identified application.

The Commissioner is authorized to charge any filing fees to deposit account 50-0259 of
Bracewell & Patterson. ‘

Respectfillly submitted,

& PATTERSON, L.L.P.

BRACEWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.
P.O. Box 61389

Houston, Texas 77208-13 89

(713) 221-1430 '

Attorney Docket No. 069834.000038

CURFRC\069834\000038
HOUSTON\1 403747.1
3/25/02--5:05 PM
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' a_nd_Transmitting a Visual Image" Signal
A via a'Digita1 Transmission System

PATENT

CERTIFICATE OF MAILINGApplication of

I hereby certify that this correspondence
and its attachments are being ‘deposited
with the United States Postal Service as

First : Classy.-.U.S. Mail‘ addressed to:
COI\/fl'\/HSSIONER OF" PATENTS AND

TRADEMARKS, Washington,

20231, this 2_6;1;. day of-March, 2002.

‘Dora Rios A

David A. Monroe

Serial No.: 09/790381

F1150: 02/21/2001

Apparatus for Capturing, Converting %\/&/\J\./§/\/\J\/\J\J_\J
RESPONSE To NOTICE 011 INCOMPLETE

’ — 

Commissioner ofPatents and Trademarks
Washington, DC. 2023 1

Dear S_ir:

L ' ' . Responsive to the Notice ofIncomplete Nonprovisional Application dated January 28, 2002,
(Copy enclosed) enclosed are the drawings -.for the above-identifiedapplication.

A i" .' The Commissioner is authorized to charge any.fi1ing_ fees to deposit account 5'0-0259 of
I Bracewell & Patterson;

Respectfully submitted,

&' PATTERSON, L.L.P.

BRACEWELL & PATTERSON, L.L.P.

P.O. Box 61389

Houston, Texas 77208-1389

(713) 221-1430 '

Attorney Docket No. 069834000038

CURFRC\069834_\000038
HOUSTQN\l403747.l
3/25/02-5 :05 PM
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I I ATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2023i

I " " www.usptogov
’ APPLICATION NUMBER FILING/R.ECEIPT DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

09/790,3 8] I
02/21/2001 David A. Monroe 069834.000038

CONFIRMATION NO. 5404

FORMALITIES LETTER

g;ggg;g,'ff;;gf;f;rn_ M IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII*ocoooooooo7373o31*
711 Louisiana, Suite 2900
Houston, TX 77002

Date Mailed: 01/28/2002

NOTICE OF INCOMPLETE NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

filing date has NOT been accorded to the above-identified application papers for the reason(s) indicated below.

5i”i‘The filing datevwill be the date of receipt of all itemsirequired below, unless othenlvise indicated. Any assertions I
1 that the item(s) required below were submitted, or are not necessary for a filing date, must be by way of petition
Eidirected to the attention of the Office of Petitions accompanied by the $130.00 petition fee (37 CFR 1.17(h)). If the
Igiltpetition states that the application is entitled to a filing date, a request for a refund of the petition fee may be
gmtincluded in the petition.

o The application was deposited without drawings. 35 U.S.C. 113 (first sentence) requires a drawing "where
necessary for the understanding of the subject matter sought to be patented." Applicant should reconsider
whether the drawings are necessary under 35 U. S. C. 113 (first sentence).

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

azgar - A ’
Customer Service Center -*

Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202

PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE’
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Page 8 of 21
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addrcsv: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

17.0. Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 223134450wwwtusptmguv

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMEDVINVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

09/790.381 04/11/2002 David A. Monroe 0698341100038 5404

7590 10/03/2003 EXAMINER

Stephen F. Schlather ~ POKRZYWA, JOSEPH R
Bracewell & Patterson, L.L.P.

711 Louisiana, Suite 2900 PAPER "UMBER
Houston, TX 77002 2622

DATE MAILED: 10/03/2003 Q

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

PTO-90C (Rev. 10/03)
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Application No. Applicant(s)

O9/790,381 MONROE, DAVID A.

Office Action Summary Examine, Art Unit

Joseph R. Pokizywa 2622

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
eriod for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) FROMTHE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(3). In no event, however, may a reply be timely tiled’

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
If the period for reply specified above is less than thirty (30) days, a reply within the statutory minimum of thirty (30) days will be considered timely.
If NO period for reply is specified above. the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will. by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).
Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication. even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

:atus

1)l:I Responsive to communication(s) filed on

2a)|:l This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non—final.

3)|j Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

sposition of Claims I

4) C|aim(s) 1 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)I:I Claim(s)_ is/are allowed.

6) C|aim(s)1 is/are rejected.

7)|_-_| Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. ’

8)[:| Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.
aplication Papers

9)lZ The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)lZ The drawing(s) filed on 21 February 2001 is/are: a)I:I accepted or b) objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

11)|:I The proposed drawing correction filed on __ is: a)I:l approved b)I:I disapproved by the Examiner.

if approved, corrected drawings are required in reply to this Office action.

12)D The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

iority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 119 and 120

13)l:] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)I:I All b)|:] Some * c)I:I None of:

LC] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.|:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.I:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

l4)I:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) (to a provisional application).

a) CI The translation of the foreign language provisional application has been received.

15)|:I Acknowledgment is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. §§ 120 and/or 121.

achment(s)

Z Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) CI Interview Summary (PTO-413) Paper No(s). .
3 Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 5) E] Notice of informal Patent Application (PTO—152)
3 information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO-1449) Paper No(s) . 6) D Other:
atent and Trademark Office

L-328 (Rev. 04-01) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 6
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Applicati0n/Control Number: 09/790,381
Art Unit: 2622

DETAILED ACTION

Specification

l. The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities:

on page 11, line 13, PCMCIA card 50” should read PCMCIA card 72”;

V on page 21, line 23, “ne imagery formats” should read “new imagery formats”;

Appropriate correction is required.

Drawings

2. The drawings are objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4) because

reference character “S1” has been used to designate both the hardwired personal computer in Fig.

4 and the data multiplexer circuit in Fig. 5, and reference character "83 " has been used to

designate both the communications interface module in Fig. 4 and the sync signal in Fig. 5. A

proposed drawing correction or corrected drawings are required in reply to the Office action to

avoid abandonment of the application. The objection to the drawings will not be held in

abeyance.

3. The drawings are objected to as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because they

do not include the following reference sign(s) mentioned in the description: reference numeral

“29”, on page 10, line 11. A proposed drawing correction or corrected drawings are required in

reply to the Office action to avoid abandonment of the application. The objection to the

drawings will not be held in abeyance.
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N22 \1

Application/Control Number: 09/790,381 Page 3

Art Unit: 2622

4. The drawings are objected to because the lettering is too small to recogniz_e in Figs. 8A-

8L, and because in Fig. 4, PC modem protocol box “66” should read “68”, as read on page 12,

lines 27 and 28. A proposed drawing correction or corrected drawings are required in reply to the

Office action to avoid abandonment of the application. The objection to the drawings will not be

held in abeyance.

Claim Objections

Claims 3 and 5 are objected to because of the following informalitiesz

In claim 3, line 1, “claim 1” should read “claim 2”, as reference is made to “said

memory”, introduced in claim 2;

In claim 5, line 1, “claim 1” should read “claim 4”, as reference is made to “the digital

signa ”, introduced in claim 4.

Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

6. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by another filed
in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent granted on an application for
patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent, except that an
international application filed under the treaty defined in section 351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this
subsection of an application filed in the United States only if the international application designated the United
States and was published under Article 21(2) of such treaty in the English language.
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Application/Control Number: 09/790,3 81 Page 4

Art Unit: 2622 ’

7. Claims 1, 2, 4-12, 21, 23-27, and 30-36 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being

anticipated by Hassan et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646).

Regarding claim 1, Hassan discloses a self—contained image processing system (device

110 in Figs. 1 and 2) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station

(see abstract, column 1, lines 47 through 52, column 2, lines 43 through 61, and column 3, lines

10 through 20), with the system comprising an image capture device (CCD 203, column 3, lines

21 through 67), a processor (microcontroller 205) for generating a data signal representing the

image (column 3, lines 21 through 67), a communications device (facsimile interface 219)

adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving station (column 4, line 65 through

column 5, line 9), and a wireless transmission system between the communications device and

the compatible receiving station (column 2, lines 4 through 54, and column 3, lines 10 through

20, with the fax modem 240, being “applied as an input to the transmitter section of a cellular

telephone”, as read in column 5, lines 7 through 9).

Regarding claim 2, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of‘a memory for receiving and storing the data signal (RAM 207), and wherein the

communications device is adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory (column 4,

lines 24 through 64).

Regarding claim 4, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of the image capture device is an analog camera (lens assembly 201 on a CCD 203) for

generating an analog image signal (column 3, lines 21 through 67), and there is further included

an analog to digital converter for converting the analog image signal to a digital signal (column

3, line 47 through column 4, line 67).
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Application/Control Number: 09/790,381

Art Unit: 2622
i

Regarding claim 5, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 4 (as

understood by the examiner), and fiirther teaches’ of a subprocessor for generating a Group-III

facsimile compatible signal representing the digital signal (column 4, line 65 through column 5,

line 9).

Regarding claim 6, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and filrther

teaches that the subprocessor comprises a gray scale bit map, a halftone converter, and a binary

bit map (see abstract, column 1, lines 54 through 63, and column 3, lines 47 through 67).

Regarding claim 7, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of an integrated wireless telephone associated with the communications device (column

2, lines 4 through 54).

Regarding claim 8, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of a housing for housing all of the elements of the system in an integrated body (column

2, lines 39 through 66).

Regarding claim 9, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the image capture device is a digital oa1nera(colunm 2, lines 39 through 67, and

column 3, lines 21 through 46).

Regarding claim 10, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and fiirther

teaches of a View screen for Viewing the captured and stored image (LCD display 215, column 4,

lines 19 through 64).

Regarding claim 11, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 5, and fiirther

teaches of a facsimile receiving device associated locally with the system for providing a local
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printer for reproducing the captured image in hard copy (column 2, line 66 through column 3,

line 4, and column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 22).

Regarding claim 12, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the processor is adapted for generating a signal in any of a plurality of selected

protocols and wherein the communications device is adapted for transmitting the signal in the

proper protocol to a remote, compatible receiving station (column 4, line 65 through column 5,

line 10).

Regarding claim 21, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the system is ofmodular construction (see Fig. 2), and the camera (CCD 203) , the

processor (microcontroller 205), and the communications device (fax interface 219) are each

independent, functional units (column 3, line 21 through column 5, line 9) which may be coupled

to one another for defining the assembled system (see Fig. 2).

Regarding claim 23, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of a data processor for creating a text data signal associated with the image data signal

(column 4, lines 19 through 64).

Regarding claim 24, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 23, and

further teaches of an input device for providing text data to the data processor (keypad 211,

column 4, lines 1 through 64).

Regarding claim 25, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 24, and

fiirther teaches that the input device is user controlled (column 4, lines 1 through 64).
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Regarding claim 26, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 25, and

further teaches that the user controlled input device is an integral keyboard (keypad 211, column

4, lines 1 through 18).

Regarding claim 27, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 24, and

further teaches that the input device comprises a real time clock (column 4, lines 24 through 42).

Regarding claim 30, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, and further

teaches that the image data signal is stored in a compressed format (column 3, lines 47 through

54).

Regarding claim 3], Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, and further

teaches that the image data signal is stored in a half-tone format (column 3, lines 37 through 67).

Regarding claim 32, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the remote receiving station is a standard bi—level facsimile machine and the image

data signal is generated in a gray-scale format and protocol (column 3, lines 50 through 67,

column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9, and column 6, line 62 through column 7, line 2).

Regarding claim 33, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the remote receiving station is a gray-scale facsimile machine and the image data

signal is generated in a gray-scale format and protocol (column 3, lines 50 through 67, column 4,

line 65 through column 5, line 9, and column 6, line 62 through column 7, line 2).

Regarding claim 34, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the remote receiving station is a color facsimile machine and the image data signal is

generated in a full color format and protocol (column 3, lines 50 through 67, column 4, line 65

through column 5, line 9, and column 6, line 62 through column 7, line 2).
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Regarding claim 35, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the remote receiving station is a digital device and the image data is digital (column

2, line 45 through column 3, line 33, and column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9).

Regarding claim 36, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of a self-contained power source for powering the system (column 5, lines 23 through

25).

8. Claims 1-3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C_. 102(e) as being anticipated by Wertsberger

(U.S. Patent Number 6,072,600).

Regarding claim 1, Wertsberger discloses a self—contained image processing system (see

Figs. 1 and 2) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (see

abstract, column 2,, line 50 through column 3, line 25), with the system comprising an image

capture device (CCD image sensor 1, column 4, lines 5 through 47), a processor (CPU 16) for

generating a data signal representing the image (column 4, lines 20 through 58), a

communications device (fax modem circuitry 13) adapted for transmitting the data signal to the

remote receiving station (column 4, lines 48 through 67), and a wireless transmission system

(telephone interface circuitry 15) between the communications device and the compatible

receiving station (column 5, lines 1 through 6).

Regarding claim 2, Wertsberger discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and

further teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the data signal (memory means 11, and

secondary storage 20), and wherein the communications device is adapted for recalling the stored

data signal from memory (column 4, lines 48 through 67, and column 5, lines 24 through 27).
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Regarding claim 3, Wertsberger discloses the system discussed above in claim 2 (as

understood by the examiner), and further teaches that the memory is a removable RAM and

wherein the system is adapted for selectively charging and discharging the memory (column 5,

lines 24 through 27).

9. Claims 1, 21, and 36-42 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(6) as being anticipated by

Parulski et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,666,159).

Regarding claim 1, Parulski discloses a se1f—ccntained image processing system (see

Figs. 1, 2, and 7—9) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station

(see abstract), with the system comprising an image capture device (camera module 10, column

3, lines 6 through 40), a processor (pen-based computer 12) for generating a data signal

representing the image (column 3, lines 27 through column 4, line 6), a communications device

(RF transmitter module 14) adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote receiving

station (column 4, lines 4 through 25), and a wireless transmission system between the

communications device and the compatible receiving station (column 4, lines 7 through 25).

Regarding claim 21, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches that the system is of modular construction (see Fig. 1), and the camera (camera module

10) , the processor (pen-based computer 12), and the communications device (RF transmitter

module 14) are each independent, functional units which may be coupled to one another for

defining the assembled system (see Figs. 1-3).
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Regarding claim 36, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, and further

teaches of a self-contained power source for powering the system (column 3, lines 41 through

60).

Regarding claim 3 7, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 36, and

further teaches that the communications device is adapted to be used independently of the image

capture device and the processor, and wherein the power supply is adapted for isolating the

power to the communications device from the power to the image capture device and processor

(column 3, lines 41 through 56).

Regarding claim 38, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 37, and

further teaches of a power initiation device associated with the image capture device and the

processor, wherein the power to the image capture device and the processor is offwhen the

initiation device is not activated (column 3, lines 41 through 56).

Regarding claim 39, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 38, and

further teaches that the power initiation device is user controlled (column 3, lines 41 through 5 6).

Regarding claim 40, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 38, and

further teaches of a trigger device for activating the power initiation device (column 3, lines 41

through 56).

Regarding claim 41, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 40, and

fi1I'tlf161‘ teaches that the trigger device is a timer (see Fig. 5, and column 3, lines 33 through 60,

whereby the flash 24 is equivalent to a timer, as it waits a predetermined amount of time to

charge before firing).
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Regarding claim 42, Parulski discloses the system discussed above in claim 40, and

further teaches that the trigger device is triggered by the presence of an image to be captured

(column 3, lines 41 through 60).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

10. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

11. Claims 13-18, and 29 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) as being unpatentable over

Hassan et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646) in View of Ross (U.S. Patent Number 5,546,194).

Regarding claim 13, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, but fails to

specifically teach if the image capture device is an analog video camera for generating a video

signal. Ross discloses a self—contained image processing system (see Fig. 1) for capturing a

visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station, with the system comprising an

image capture device (video camera 10, column 3, lines 4 through 5), a processor (control system

22 in Fig. 1, or CPU 44 in Fig. 2) for generating a data signal representing the image (column 3,

lines 20 through 29, and column 3, line 63 through column 4, line 20), a communications device

(Group III fax transmitter 20 in Fig. l, and fax modem 50 in Fig. 2) adapted for transmitting the

data signal to the remote receiving station (column 2, lines 15 through 29, wherein the remote

receiving station is inherently included in the system), and a subprocessor (Group III formatter

18) for generating a Group-III facsimile compatible signal representing the data signal (column
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3, lines 30 through 52). Continuing, Ross teaches that the image capture device is an analog

video camera for generating a video signal (column 3, lines 4 through 9). Further Ross teaches

that the processor comprises a sync detector (sync separator 24, column 3, lines 53 through 62)

and a video address generator (address multiplexer 43, column 4, lines 6 through 11) for

synchronizing the digital signal with the analog signal for defining the beginning and end of the

signal to define a still frame (column 3, lines 20 through 62), a random access memory (RAM

38) for receiving and storing the converted, synchronized signal frame-by-frame (column 4, lines

3 through 22), a processor routine for converting the signals stored in the memory toia protocol

adapted for transmission (column 4, lines 22 through 36) to a remote, compatible protocol

receiving station (inherently included), and a communications device (FAX modem 50) for

transmitting the signal in the proper protocol to the compatible receiving station (column 5, lines

7 through 16). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the

time the invention was made to include the teachings of Ross in the system of Hassan. Hassan’s

system would easily be modified to include the teachings of Ross, as the systems share

cumulative features, being additive in nature.

Regarding claim 14, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13,

and Hassan further teaches that the processor routine converts the signals to a Group-III

facsimile protocol, the system further including a facsimile modem for accepting the signal and

transmitting to the compatible receiving station (column 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9).

Regarding claim 15, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13,

and Hassan further teaches of a hardwired transmission system associated with the modem and a
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switching device for selecting in the alternative either the hardwired or the wireless transmission

system (column 3, lines 10 through 17, and colurrm 4, line 65 through column 5, line 9).

Regarding claim 16, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13,

and Hassan further teaches of a local facsimile receiving system associated with the modem for

providing local hard copy of the stored image signals in the memory (column 4, line 65 through

column 5, line 22, and column 6, lines 10 through 21).

Regarding claim I 7, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 16,

and Hassan further teaches of a switching device for selectively activating and deactivating the

local facsimile receiving system (column 6, lines 10 through 21).

Regarding claim 18, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in claim 13,

and Hassan further teaches of an integral viewer for viewing the images stored in the memory

(LCD display 215, column 4, lines 19 through 64).

Regarding claim 29, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 2, but fails to

specifically teach if the image data signal is stored in a raw video format. Ross discloses a self-

contained image processing system (see Fig. 1) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to

a remote receiving station, with the system comprising an image capture device (video camera

10, column 3, lines 4 through 5), a processor (control system 22 in Fig. 1, or CPU 44 in Fig. 2)

for generating a data signal representing the image (column 3, lines 20 through 29, and column

3, line 63 through column 4, line 20), a communications device (Group III fax transmitter 20 in

Fig. 1, and fax modem 50 in Fig. 2) adapted for transmitting the data signal to the remote

receiving station (column 2, lines 15 through 29, wherein the remote receiving station is

inherently included in the system), and a subprocessor (Group III formatter 18) for generating a
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Group—IlI facsimile compatible signal representing the data signal (column 3, lines 30 through

52). Continuing, Ross teaches of a memory for receiving and storing the data signal (RAM 38,

column 3, line 65 through column 4, line 11), and that the image data signal is stored in a raw

video format (column 3, line 63 through column 4, line 51). Therefore, it would have been

obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include the

teachings of Ross in the system of Hassan. Hassan’s system would easily be modified to include

the teachings of Ross, as the systems share cumulative features, being additive in nature.

12. Claims 19 and 20 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hassan

et al. (US. Patent Number 5,550,646) in View of Ross (US. Patent Number 5,546,194), and

further in View of Wertsberger (U.S. Patent Number 6,072,600).

Regarding claims I 9 and 20, Hassan and Ross disclose the system discussed above in

claim 13, but fail to teach if the memory is a removable memory medium which may be

selectively removed from the system, with the removable memory medium comprising a

PCMCIA card memory. Wertsberger discloses a self-contained image processing system (see

Figs. 1 and 2) for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (see

abstract, column 2, line 50 through column 3, line 25), with the system comprising an image

capture device (CCD image sensor 1, column 4, lines 5 through 47), a processor (CPU 16) for

generating a data signal representing the image (column 4, lines 20 through 58), a

communications device (fax modem circuitry 13) adapted for transmitting the data signal to the

remote receiving station (column 4, lines 48 through 67), and a wireless transmission system

(telephone interface circuitry 15) between the communications device and the compatible
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receiving station (column 5, lines 1 through 6). Continuing, Wertsberger teaches of a memory for

receiving and storing the data signal (memory means 11, and secondary storage 20), and wherein

the communications device is adapted for recalling the stored data signal from memory (column

4, lines 48 through 67, and column 5, lines 24 through 27). Further, Wertsberger teaches that the

memory is a removable memory medium which may be selectively removed from the system

(column 5, lines 24 through 27), with the removable memory medium comprises a PCMCIA

card memory (column 5, lines 24 through 27). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person

of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to include the teachings of

Wertsberger in the system of Hassan and Ross. The system of Hassan and Ross would easily be

implemented to include Wertsberger‘s removable PCMCIA card memory, as the systems share

cumulative features, being additive in nature.

13. Claim 22 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hassan et al.

(U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646) in View of Shibata er al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,689,300).

Regarding claim 22, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 1, but fails to

specifically teach if an audio signal capture device adapted for capturing an audio signal in

correlation with the captured Video signal. Shibata discloses a self-contained image processing

system for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a remote receiving station (see Figs. 1,

8A, and 8B, and abstract), which includes an audio signal capture device adapted for capturing

an audio signal in correlation with a captured video signal (column 17, lines 12 through 51).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to include the teachings of Shibata in the system of Hassan. Hassan’s system
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would become more convenient for a user, as the user would be able to communicate audio

information along with video information, as recognized by Shibata.

14. Claim 28 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. lO3(a) as being unpatentable over Hassan et al.

(U.S. Patent Number 5,550,646) in view of Bradley et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,995,041).

Regarding claim 28, Hassan discloses the system discussed above in claim 24, but fails to

specifically teach if the input device comprises a global positioning system. Bradley discloses a

self-contained image processing system for capturing a visual image and transmitting it to a

remote receiving station (colurrm 2, line 42 through column 3, line 6, and column 7, line 43

through column 8, line 30), with the system comprising an image capture device (column 7, line

43 through column 8, line 24), a processor (500, colunm 8, line 64 through column 10, line 2), a

communications device adapted for transmitting a data signal to the remote receiving station

(column 2, line 57 through column 3, line 6), and a wireless transmission system between the

communications device and the compatible receiving station (see Figs. 1-3). Further, Bradley

teaches that an input device comprises a global positioning system (column 2, lines 42 through

61). Therefore, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art at the time the

invention was made to include Brad1ey’s teachings in the system of Hassan. Hassan’s system

would become more user—friendly with the addition of Bradley’s GPS teachings, since the user

would automatically know the coordinates of where he is located.
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Citation ofPertinent Prior Art

15. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure:

Creedon et al. (U.S. Patent Number 5,235,432) discloses a video-to-facsimile system.

Conclusion

16. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Joe Pokrzywa Whose telephone number is (703) 305-0146. The

examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday, 7:30-4:00.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Edward L. Coles can be reached on (703) 305-4712. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 872-9306.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 306-0377.

3.2.9.

Joseph R. Pokrzywa
Examiner

Art Unit 2622

SUPEFWESGRY PATENT EXAMWER
TECHNOLOG¥ CENTER 2600
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An image communication system and method includes an

image capture device which utilizes CCD technology to
“take a picture", i.e., to capture an image, and then to
generate a digital representation ofthat image which may be
applied to a fax modem and then transmitted to a remote
facsimile machine via a telephone communication link. The
digital image is processed, such as by dithering, to enhance
its presentability, so that shades of gray present in a con-
ventional black and white photograph are converted to a
pattern ofblack and white dots which retains the character

of the original image. in spite of subsequent facsimile
transmission. The image capture device may include a
printer and a memory for storing multiple images as well as
the destination numbers of facsimile machines which are
intended to receive copies of the images.

7 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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FIG. 3 A
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IMAGE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND
METHOD '

FIEl..D OF THE lNVEN'I'ION

This invention relates generally to communication of
images, and, in particular to transmission of image infor-mation to a facsimile receiver.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Visual communications systems and techniques, in which
images are captured and transmitted via the telecommuni-
cations network,.have recently become increasingly signifi-
cant. For example, AT&Thas recently introduced its Video-
Phone 2000, which attaches to ordinary telephone lines. A‘
real time moving image of the persons using the-system is
transmitted, along with the verbal conversation. However,
the VideoPhone and similar systems are not "portable, and
must be used either in a fixed location, or in any event near
a location in which a connection to-the telephone network is
available. Also, such systems are relatively expensive.

Another entry in this market, also available from AT&T,
is the Picasso still image phone, which is used in conjunction
with a conventional video camera and a television receiver.
At _the transmitting end, a still image from the video camera
is captured in the Picasso phone, and then transmitted to the
remote Picasso phone, where it is stored and then displayed
on a television receiver. This arrangement too is neither
portable nor inexpensive.

Yet other image capture anddisplay products are called
digital cameras or instant electronic cameras, such as are
described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,074,324 issued to J. S. Banett
on Feb. 14, 1978. Commercially available digital cameras
include the Model 3 available fiom DYCAM and the
Fotoman Plus available from Logitech. With a digital cam-
era, an image is scanned by an internal charge coupled
device (CCD), digitized and stored inside the camera. A
personal computer is then needed to view, manipulate and
store the image. These digital cameras are designed as
computer peripherals, specifically, as input devices for com-
puter based applications. No provision is made in digital
cameras for remote display of the images. -

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with our invention, an image communica-
tion system and method includes an image capture device
which utilizes CCD technology to “take a picture”, i.e., to
capture an image, and then to generate a digital representa-
tion of that image that can be transmitted via a telephone
communication link to a remote facsimile machine. The
digital image is advantageously processedto enhance its
presentability, stored-. The enhancement th ‘- digi

5

imagésessenfially converts‘ theshades-ofg gray; in a 55
conventional blaclri _and-fiwhite g V V _ _ _
blacltaud white 'dots"(s_ometitnes elements._or'
pels) which‘ retains the character of the original image in

pnomgiapn:

spite of subsuhseqnent facsimile 'transnr__ission and‘ possibleg-.
photocopingthatassures that the
image can be displayed on an output device, such as a
facsimile machine that is capablfefof. producing; only an
essentially, black’ and'5'whi"te,“ mt_nrappea..-image; The image
capture device" may‘ include a but is
nevertheless compact and lightweight, so that 2365
be easily trausported,.to;a.locatior_i at which a-connection to
the telephone,ne_twqrl_rislavailable:» " ~ " ”
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In one embodiment, the image capture device is arranged
so that it may be connected directly to a standard telephone
line, forexarnple, by usingaconventional R111 jack and.
plug. Alternatively; the-inrag‘er'capt1rre~ device: may be con '
uected to or include. a built in.ce1lular= telephone, In-either
event,._'the,user”-may‘ establish the communications connec-
tion to a remote facsimile machine by entering the destina-
tion number(s) ofone or more facsimile machines which are
intended to receive copies of the image into a keypad, or
retreiving the destination number from a memory in the
image capture device. The stored image is then applied to a
fax modem disposed within the image capture device, which
converts the stored information to an appropriate format,
and then dials the number ofthe remote facsimile machine ,
to establish the required communications connection(s) for
transmission of the facsimile image.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION or me DRAWING

The present invention will he more fully appreciated by
consideration of the following detailed description, which

‘gm of the accompanying drawing in

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an image
capture device arranged in accordance with the present
invention, and its use in a system to enable communication
of a captured image to a remote facsimile machine;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of image capture device 110 ofFIG. 1;

FIG. 3 is allow diagram illustrating the steps performed
by the system of FIG. 1 when a captured image is to be
transmitted to a remote facsimile machine; and

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps performed
by the system of FIG. 1 when a captured image is to be
printed locally.

DETAILED DESCRIP'I'ION

Referring first to FIG. 1, there is shown a schematic
diagram illustrating an image capture device arranged in
accordance with the present invention, and its use in a
system to enable communication of a captured image to a
rsmme The image capmre dsvi... '"

331110?‘ and it1:;.a.pp.¢§rHIi¢'="re8=m51éti
small; portable; hand held camera. Image capture device 110
is arranged, as described in more detail below, to “take a
picture”, such as a picture of damaged automobile 120, and
to store a digital representation (image) of the picture in an
internal memory. The image remains in the memory until the
image capture device can be connectedor gainacccss to a
telecommlmications network,"sucI'l=‘astb”y being —'connected

' .. .t°1¢Ph°li¢ 1i.n¢ 131

Iishedbetween image capture
device 110 and a remote facsimile machine 140, such as by
keying the number of facsimile machine 140 on a
112 built into image capture device 110. Alternatively, as
shown in FIG. 1, dialing may be accomplished using tele-
phone 150 which is connected to the same jack 130 and
bridged on the telephone line. When the connection is made,
a “send” button on the image capture device is activated,
causing the stored digital representafion to be applied to a
fax modem in the device. The image, in this case, of the
damaged automobile, is thus transmitted to and displayed on
the remote facsimile machine. Advantageonsly, the image
capture device also includes a printing capability, such as
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may be provided byathermal printer, so that a
hard copy ofa stored image may be generated and reviewed.
This is helpful in previewing the image that is to betransmitted to a remote facsimile machine -

Dialing can be accomplished in an alternative arrange-
ment, such as by first storing a sequence of digits represent-
ing the dialed number in a memory within the image capture
device, and by thereafter reading out and applying the digits
to a dialing circuit at the time theconnection is established.,.._J

The advantages ofthe present invention are that the’iriiage§?_:
capturedevice is small, portable. aud.inexpe‘nsive. It ca’n‘be.='
counected'_to" the telephone: network anywhere, an
telephoneljacl:"’is—"available, or, if al;
telephone capability or. connection, anywhere cel_lula'r.~‘ser- "
vice is available, and a picture stored in the camera can be
transmitted to any conventional facsimile machine in near
real time. The invention thus would be of great value to
architects, landscapers, designers, artists, engineers, insur-
ance adjusters, auto repairmen, teachers, doctors, advertis-
ing agencies, marketing departments, etc.

Referring now to FIG. 2, there is shown a block diagram
of image capture device 110 ofFIG. 1. A picture is taken by
the device by focusing light collected by alens assembly 201
on a charge coupled device (CCD) 203, which has an
associated control elent 204 that operates in response to
commands issued by a microcontroller 205 and comm1mi-
cated to CCD 203 via a system bus 225. Microcontrolla205
may be implemented in a digital signal processor (DSP)
chip, such as the 3210 chip available from AT&T, which
preferably includes an internal clock frmction. The combi-
nation of lens assembly 201, CCD-203 and control element
204 are well known to-those skilled in the art, and can be
found in digital cameras such asthose made by Dycanr. Well
known functionality in such arrangements includes auto-
matic focusing ofthe image provided by lens assembly 201.
As an alternative to antomatiefocu , and to save cost,
lens assembly 201 maybe arranged with a-large focal depth.
Automatic aperturelexposure control may be provided using
photo sensor 231, which is arranged to measure the lighting
conditions relative to the image being captured, and provide
a signal to exposure control circuit 229 which is connected
to system bus 225. In cases where the ambient lighting
conditions are inadequate, a signal may be sent to flash
control circuit 226 to actuate a built-in flash nrbe 227. In
addition. automatic color balance and other camera features
may be provided. V , V

The image o‘1rtp‘t‘it~fromv 2031 is
controller 205 to enhance reseutabilrty, -' _V ,
ditheringyaud-~then—stored,'mgcompresseddigitalforrn, Ea
raudom’ac(:ess memory‘ (RAM).20l; Compression may be
achieved using any well known compression/archiving algo-
ritluu, which is later reversed by corresponding decompres-
sion when the image is later printed or transmitted to a
remote facsimile machine. The purpose of the dithering (or
other enhancement) is to enable the picture to be displayed
on a facsimile machine that is essentially limited to display-
ing black and white bit mapped pictures, rather than grey
scale images. ‘This can be explained as follows: The image
captured by CCD 203 is generally about 640 by about 480
pixels, each having 16 possible grey levels. This image may
be dithered to around 1500 by 1000 black and white pixels,
such that each original pixel is represented by a two by two
block ofpixels, which may have sixteen difl"erent black and
white patterns. If the dithered image is transmitted to a fax
machine which reproduces 200 pixels (dots) per inch, an
image of approximately 7.5 inches by 5 inches can be
produced, when displayed sideways on a page.
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Keypad 211 is provided in image capture device so that a
user can input commands and other information into the
device, and the commands can be passed to microcontroller
205 via a keypad control circuit 213 and system bus 225.
Advantageously, keypad 211 and keypad control circuit 213
are arranged to implement a command set that includes
various commands that initiate the taking of a picture (i.e.,
shutter control), storing a picture in memory, printing a
picture, deleting a picture from memory, and initiation of
transmission of one or more pictures to a remote facsimile
machine. The information that can be input via keypad 211
includes the telephone numbers of one or more facsimile
machines with which the device can communicate, and other
operating instructions and parameters associated. with fac-
similes, such as a designation of the point oforigination, the
resolution of the display, and so on. The keypad can be
fabricated from a well known rubber mat disposed on PCBswitches.

LCD display 215, and its associated LCD control circuit
217, are included in the image capture device to provide -the
user with a visual indication of the operating modes and
status of the device. Specific alphanumerics shown on LCD
display 215 are determined by signals generated by micro-
controller 205. Typical information that may be displayed
include the image number of the image being captured,
which corresponds to the “film counter” function of a
conventional camera, the current time and date, the number
of images already stored (and the date and time they were
stored), the image number of the image being recalled from
RAM 207 and transmitted to a remote facsimile machine,and so on.

RAM 207, which is used for storing images captured by
the image capture device, should have a capacity ofapproxi-
mately 4 MBytes, so that approximately 20 images can be
stored. 4 MBytes will be suflicient, since each image
requires approximately 640x480] 2=l53600 bytes. Advan-
tageously, the image capture device is arranged so that the
date and time anirnage is captnredin taken frornaninternal
clock in microcontroller 205 and stored together with the
image itself. This enables movement image retrieval, for
example, based upon the sequence in which images were
captured. _ .

An EPROM 209 is used to store programs used in
microcontroller M5, that control the overalloperation ofthe
image capture device, and specific frmclions performed
Specifically. EPROM 209 may store dithering and/or.com-
pression algorithms used to process and/or compress the
digital image prior to "storage in RAM 207. Also, EPROM
209 controls the “prompts” that may be displayed on LCD
display 215 when various fimctions are activated. For
example, when an image is captured, the user of the system
may be prompted to enter a supplemental ID number or
other text information by displaying a. legend on LCD
display 215 that reads “enter ID on keypad". This supple-
mental ID or relevant notes would be entered by a user via
alphanumeric keypad 211, and stored with the digital image
in RAM 207. The supplemental ID or notes could later be
recalled and displayed on LCD display 215, so that a user
could be reminded of important facts (such as client name,
file number, etc.) associated with a particular digital image.
In a similar fashion, a camera identification number may be
entered to identify the camera when a fax is sent or image
printed. EPROM 209 may be implemented using commer-
cially available CMOS devices.

Afacsimile interface 219 is provided in the image capture
device in order to prepare an enhanced digital image for
transmission to a remote facsimile machine. Facsimile inter-
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face 219 includes a fax modcmV240 and._associatcd:control‘=;’3...
electronics, which. maybe arranged-to’ send the bit map”

connecu'on..through» jack.13,0,- which, as statedpreviousl "
maybea‘conventional.Rll ljack. Alternatively, the output 0
faxtmodem 240 be applied as an they A
section .of:a.cellular telephone; . A

Local printing is accomplished in the image capture
device by a printer 221 which, as stated previously, may be
a miniatme thermal printer, a dot matrix printer, or another
type of printing device. Printer 221 may also print and
output messages indicating the status of facsimile transmis-
sions, such as confirmation that a message was successfully
received, or error messag. The microcontroller 205 may
provide suitable conversion between the digital image for-
mat used when images are applied to system bus 225 afier
being retrieved fiom RAM 207, the format of text messages,
and the format used in printer 221. The associated primer
control circuit 223 provides line feed and other basic mecha-
nism control frmctionalities over printer 221.

Power for the elements of image capture device 110 is
provided from a battery, preferably rechargeable, which isnot shown in FIG. 2. ‘

Referring now to FIG. 3, there is shown a flow diagram
illustrating the steps performed by the system of FIG. 1
when a captured image is to be transmitted to a remote
facsimile machine. The process is initiated in step 301, when
a user depresses a “FAX” key, being a designated command
represented by one of the keys (or a combination ofkeys) on
keypad 211. The fax transmission command is recognized in
microcontroller 205, and the fax transmission “program" is
retrieved from EPROM 209. In step 303, information is
supplied to LCD control circuit 217, generating a display on
LCD display 215 requesting the user to "ENTER IMAGE
NUMBER”, i.e., the identification of a particular image
storedinRAM207.Whenaparticularstoredimageis
identified by one or more entries on keypad 211 in step 305,
the designated image is retrieved front RAM 207 and
converted by microcontroller 205, in step 307, illustratively
from compressed storage format to group III fax format, as
described above. At this time, the image may be processed
to enhance its presentability, such as by dithering, if dith-
ering was not performed previously when the image was
captured and stored. ~

Next, in step 309, the user is prompted for the telephone
number of the remote facsimile machine, by display of a
suitable legend on LCD display 215. The telephone number
may be manually entered in step 311, by use ofkeypad 211.
Alternatively, a particular prestored telephone number may
be indicated by entry of an associated dial code in step 311.
In the latter event, microcontroller 205 would be arranged to
retrieve the associated number from RAM 207 in response
to receipt of the code. Once the number is entered, a.
“SEND” key on keypad 211 is actuated in step 313, causing
a facsimile cover sheet to be retrieved in step 314 and both
the cover sheet and the stored image to be applied to fax
modem 240 in facsimile interface 219, in step 315. Modern
240 converts the image to standard facsimile format, and
applies the output signal, including conventional modem
control signals, to the communications channel, such as
telephone line 131 viajack 130, which serves as the physicalinterface.

Note here that the fax cover sheet retrieved in step 314 can
be automatically generated in accordance with our invention

image using standard FAX prot9'col,_.Gmup.3,! with;nin:mal..,.
- FAX"transmission hand shaking. The output of fax modem

' 240~.i_sJapplied to. the’; telephone" ‘network via _a ‘physfical,

6

by storing certain infomtation for the cover sheet in RAM
207. The stored information is then augmented by the
current date and time obtained from the clock in microcon-

, troller 205, as well as the stored date and time (indicating
when the image was captured) and supplemental ll) number
associated with the digital image being transmitted, if pre-
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viously provided by the user. A camera identification num-
ber, which is provided by the user and stored in RAM 207,
may also be included in the cover sheet.

Alter transmission of a stored image is complete, the user
is prompted in step 317 to determine if other images are to
be transmitted. If a positive response is entered via keypad
112, the procs of FIG. 3 is repeated, beginning with step
303. If a negative response is entered, of if no response in
entered within a predetermined time period, the process is
completed in step 319, wherein information indicating con-
firmation of receipt of the facsimile is" received in fax
modem 240 from the remote fax machine, or if an error
condition is reported, that information is received. Such
information may be stored temporarily in RAM 207, and
then printed on printer 221 in step 319.

FIG. 4 is a flow diagram illustrating the steps performed
by the system of FIG. 1 when a captu.red image is to be
printed locally. The beginning portion of the process, which
is similar to the beginning portion of the process of FIG. 3,
is initiated in step 401, wh a user depresses a “PRlN'I"
key, being a designated comnrand represented by one of the
keys (or a combination of keys) on keypad 112. The print
command is recognized in microcontroller 205, and the print
“program" is retrieved fiom EPROM 209. In step 403,
information is supplied to LCD control circuit 217, gener-
ating a display on LCD display 215 requesting the user to
“ENTER IMAGE NUMBER", i.c., the identification of a
particular image stored in RAM 207. When a particular
stored image is identified by one or more entries on keypad
211 in step 405, the designated image is retrieved from RAM
200 and converted by microcontroller 205, in step 407, hour
compressed storage format to appropriate printer format.
illustratively bit mapped graphics. At this time, the image
may be processed in step 409 to enhance its presentability.
Finally, in step 411. the image is applied to printer control
circuit 223 and printer 221 for local printing.

Various changes and modifications may be made in the
invention by those of ordinary sldll in the art. -‘Thus, it is
intended that the invention be limited only by the appended
claims. For example, the use of compression in the storage
ofaninrage in RAM ZIYI and the later decompression before
printing or transnrission to a remote facsimile machine, is
entirely optional, and compression can be dispensed with in
order to save either processing time or cost. In addition,
dithering (or-other. ;pro9essingl: sash: performeslat
the titne that the image ' “retrieved for printing or _tIausrnis'-
Sionariiihéfthalrtatrac mgr:.rJ=at,.me-' 3 .- 1 ,
207;" This alternate a1'ranger"ne'"rit-woitl‘ be used when time
delay in retrieval is not an important factor, since, in this
arrangement, images could be captured and stored in RAM
207 more quickly. As a yet further alternative, the image
capture device can include additional “temporary~" memory,
to facilitate the capture of several images in a short time
period. Each captured image is stored in the temporary
memory in real time, and, at a later time, ditbered,(and
optionally compressed) and stored in RAM No’ also
that;whi_le_bla__ck and .White.have been described

e.r_s stored 1n»RAM»:~
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transmitted to acolor facsimile would be arranged to comply 5. An image communication method comprising the stepswith established standards and protocols. of

we Claim: generating a digital representation of an image in a
1. An image communication system comprising ponable image capture device; -
3P°ft3b1eimflE¢°“Pm1'5d3V‘iC¢5flG1“di“gmB3fl§afl3flE5d 5 processing said digital representation so that shades of

to 3635313 digital T°P1'955m5-‘i095 Of images; gray present in said image are convened to a pattern of
means for processing said digital representations so that black and white dots; ~' . ’

shades of gray present in said images are converted to storing said digital’ representation as well as destination
P3’-‘ems °fb1a¢k and Whit“ d0“? 10 numbers of Group III compatible facsimile machines

memory means for storing destination numbers of fac- which are intended to receive copies of said images in
sirnile machines which are intended to receive copies of a memory in said portable device; and
Said images; supplying one of said stored destination numbers and one

a Group III compatible fax modem; and means for sup- of said processed digital representationsto a Group III
plying one of said stored" destination numbers and one ,5 compatible fax modem in said portable device, so that
of said processed -digital representations to said fax said image may be transmitted from said portable
modern, so that said image may be transmitted to a device to one or more remotely located ones of said
remote Group I[[ compatible facsimile machine. facsimile machines.

2. The invention defined in claim 1 wherein said image 6. The method defined in claim 5 wherein said method
communication system further includes a printer ananged to 20 further includes the step of storing multiple images in said
print a copy of said processed digital representations. memory.

3. The invention defined in claim 1 wherein said memory 7. The invention of claim 5 wherein said portable image
means is arranged to store multiple images. capture device includes a CCD camera. .

4. The invention of claim 1 wherein said portable image ‘
capture device includes a CCD camera. * * * =1 *
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A video—to-FAX conversion system includes a video camera
(10) forgenerating video signals which are then captured by
a frame grabber and stored in a frame butfcr (14). The data
in the frame butter is comprised of digitized values front the
video signal which are stored in pixels with a first aspect
ratio. A conversion device (16) is operable to map informa-
tion in the frame butler to the binary output space ofa Group
in FAX protocol and perform contrast enhancement
thereon. The contrast enhancement includes the steps of tirst
generating a histogram of all ofthe pixel values in the frame
bulfer (14) after expansion thereof into the output space of
the Group III FAX. The histogram values are then utilized to
generate an adjusted value for each of the gray scale values
available for the pixels in the frame buffer 14. Each pixel in
the frame brttfer (14) is then expanded and the contrast
enhancement applied thereto to adjust the values therein.
The pixels are then processed through a dithering operation
to diffuse error across the output space and then a determi-
nation is made as to whether it is a black pixel or a white
pixel. This operation is done on—the-fly such that an
expanded frame butfcr is not required, as only a predeter-
mined number of horizontal scan lines are required for both
the contrast enhancement and image dithering operation
prior to sending them to a Group [II torrnatter (18) and,
subsequently, to a Group III FAX transmitter (20) for the
output of the Group III FAX.

rs Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
CONVERTING A VIDEO IMAGE FORMAT

TO A GROUP III FAX FORMAT

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention pertains in general to facsimile
apparatus. and more particularly, to an apparatus for receiv-
ing video image format and converting it to a Group III FAX
format and then transmitting it as a Group III FAX.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In present day technology, images are received and stored
in various formats. On the reception end, the image can be
input either through a scanner or through a frame grabber
that is operable to receive a video input from a video camera,
for example. and then digitize the image for storage thereof‘.
Each of these input devices provides a predetermined format
for the stored image. For example, the scanner has a pre-
defined scanning hcad that determines the maximum reso-
lution of the image. A relatively high resolution scanner may
allow for 300 dots per inch (DPI) or more along the
horizontal axis, each dot representing either a darkpixel
(picture element) ‘or a white pixel. This image is then stored
as an image file with one of a predetermined number of
image file formats. With respect to the frame grabber, this
typically samples the incoming. video on a given horizontal
scan line, there being a predetermined number ofhorizontal
scan lines per frame, and then dividing up the analog input
value into “samples” or pixels thateach have a digitized
value ofeight bits, representing the analog value. The image
is then stored as a digitized frame in a frame butfer.

When an image is to be output, itis necessary to ensure
that the stored image can be “mapped" to the output space
of the output device. For example, if a scanner scanned at a
resolution of 300 DP] and this were to be output on a laser
printer at a resolution of, for example, 300 DPI, this would
be a relatively easy task. However, if the resolution of the
stored image were not equal to that of the output device,
some adjustment would be required to map the full image to
the full output space. One place this presents a problem is
with respect to a received facsimile image. which typically
has a resolution of 200 DP]. This would therefore require
that each pixel be expanded to represent IV: pixels on the
output. However, if the output device were a facsimile
image, this would require a 300 DPI stored image to be
translated to a 200 DPI FAX image. Typically. the image is
merely reduced by a factoroftwo such that it is 150 DPI and
then transmitted such that it only occupies % of a horizontal
line in order to alleviate the need for translating pixels,

In order to convert a scarmed image from either a scanner
or a video source into pixels, it is necessary to perform
various image enhancements. Since the input values from
either a scamrer or a video source are analog values, it is
necessary to convert them to "gray—scales" in order to
represent them with pixels that are either black or white. For
example, a gray area would be represented by alternating
black and white pixels. If the tone were decreased to a much '
grayer level approaching white. the number of white pixels
would dominate the number of black pixels. This, of course,
would be the reverse for a relatively dark gray area, wherein
the black pixels would dominateover the white pixels. Since
the eye cannot decipher individual pixels, it “averages the
pixels”. One area that has not been addressed for present
technology is the receipt of a video image and subsequent
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retransmission of that image by facsimile. The difliculty that
arises with this type of uansmission is the incompatibility
between the two formats. As described above, a facsimile
typically operates at 200 DPI in a binary output space,
wherein a typical video image is captured in an analog input
space by a frame grabber and digitized with a resolution of
432 pixels across and 488 pixels along the vertical. The
problem exists wherein it is necessary to map each pixel in
the video image into black or white pixels in a facsimile
transmission, and this mapping function controlled such that
it covers the entire image or entire output space.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention disclosed and claimed herein com-
prises a video-to-Group Ill FAX converter. The converter
includes a video input for receiving a video image and
digitizing it to provide sequential frames of input informa-
tion. A tlrst conversion device is provided for converting the
frames in.the video image to an array of digitized analog
pixels in a frame buifer. These are arranged in a first image
space that is not compatible with the output image space of
the Group III FAX protocol. A mapping device is then
operable to map the image space of the frame bulfer to a
binary image space associated with the Group Ill FAX
format. This binary image space is comprised of binary
image pixels. A FAX transmission device then transmits the ’
binary image pixels in the binary image space via a Group
II] FAX protocol over a FAX transmission media.

In another aspect of the present invention, a contrast
enhancement device is provided for adjusting the analog
values in the frame bulfcr for optimal contrast in the binary
image space. The mapping device is first operable to expand
each of the pixels in the frame buffer to an associated portion
of the binary image space. These expanded pixels are then
processed with the contrast enhancement device to adjust the
analog values therein. An image dithering operation is then
performed on these expanded and enhanced pixel values to
difiusc error across the binary image space, before conver-
sion to the binary pixels. 'I'hereafier, each ofthe pixel values
is compared to a. threshold and. if below the threshold,
converted to a black pixel and, if above the threshold,
converted to a white pixel.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TI-[E DRAWINGS

For a more complete understanding of the present inven-
tion and the advantages thereof, reference is now made to
the following description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying Drawings in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a block diagram of the overall system;
FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of the frame grabber,
FIG. 3 illustrates a flowchart for the overall operationsystem;

FIG. 4 illustrates a block diagram for the cell expansion;
FIG. 5 illustrates a diagrammatic view of the optional

enhancement technique;
FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart for the contrast enhancement

feature; . h
FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart for the image ditheringtechnique;

FIGS. 7:: and 7b illustrate diagrammatic views for the
contrastcnhancement operation; and

FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart depicting the setting of the
binary pixel value.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a block
diagram of the overall system. A video source comprising a
video camera I0 generates on an output 12 a video signal.
This is a conventional video camera. and the video format is
a well-known standard. The video format provides an analog
output that is output in a serial manner. The output is
comprised of a plurality of horizontal scan lines arranged in
a "frame” to provide an image, tlte images bounded along
the horizontal line by the beginning and end of the line,
which defines a horizontal sync pulse. The vertical bound-
aries -at the top and the bottom‘ are defined by vertical sync
pulses. Therefore, at the beginning of a horizontal sync
pulse, a horizontal scan line is initiated and. at the end ofthe
horizontalscan line, another horizontal sync pulse occurs
and another horizontal scan line is ‘begun. At the last
horizontal scan line, a vertical sync pulse occurs. Again, thisis a conventional video format. '

The video 12 is received; digitized and stored in a frame
buffer 14. The frame butler 14 allows -the sampled video to
be stored in the form of pixels. Each sample oomprisesva
digitized analog value which is termed a “sample”. This
sample is stored as an 8-bit word for conventional black and
white. If color is involved, there could be an 8-bit word for
each color or four 8-bit words. However, the preferred
embodiment is involved only with black and white, although
it should be understood that color could be utilized.

The frame bufi'er.14‘is utilized to store the original data
for the frame that was received from the video camera 10.
This information in its stored state is not compatible with a
Group ll] facsimile output. Therefore. the information in the
frame buffer is accessed and input to aconversion device 16
that is operable to convert the information in the frame
buffer 14 into a compatible format for a Group 111 FAX.
Further, the information is enhanced and filtered, since
conversion from a digitized analog value'(gray scale) to a
half—tone binary pixel output results in some loss of image.
This is achieved with various enhancement devices as will
be described hereinbelow.

After conversion and enhancement, the binary bit-mapped
infomiation is then input to a Group III fonnatter 18, which
is operable to utilize a Huffman code for formatting the
binary pixel information into a compatible format for a
Group lll transmitter. This is a conventional formatting
operation, which provides headers, and of page indications,
etc., for the purpose of transmitting a Group Ill FAX. This
is then transmitted to a Group lll FAX transmitter 20 to
provide an output. The operation of the frame buffer 14. the
conversion device 16, the Group Ill formatter 18 and the
Group III transmitter 20 is controlled by a control system 22.

Referring now to FIG. 2. there is illustrated a more
detailed block diagram of the overall system The video
camera 10 has the output thereof input through the line 12
to a sync separator 24. The sync separator 24 is a conven-
tional integrated circuit that is operable to extract from the
video signal the horizontal sync (l-Isync), the vertical sync
(VSync) and the even and odd fields. These are input to a
tinting and control state machine 26. Again, the extraction of 50
the horizontal sync’ and vertical sync timing signals from the
video signal are conventional. '

The output of video camera 10 on the line 12 is also input
to a video clamp circuit 28. which video clamp circuit is
operable to maintain a DC bias on the input video. The
output of the video clamp circuit is output to a selectable
color filter 3010 provide the selective filtering thereto at a
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frequency of 3.5 MHz. conventionally referred to as a trap
filter. This results in a filtered analog video output signal on
line 32. This is processed througha llash‘analog-to-digital
(AID) converter 34' to pr'ovide’ori a data bus 36'digital data
for storage in a RAM_38..'l'he..AlD convener'34*‘and‘thei=
RAM 38 arc't:’ontroll‘ed«by the state machine 26. Addition-'
ally, the RAM 38 is controlled through an addresslconn-.olv . r V» -2,
bus 41, which is output from arraddress multiplexer 43. The
multiplexer 43 has two inputs; one from the state machine 26
through an address bus 39, and one from a CPU 44 through
an address bus 45. The data bus’36is also input to the central
processing unit (CPU) 44, CPU 44 providing general control
functions thereto. The CPU 44 is operable to interface from
an external location to the system through an RS 232
interface circuit 48. Additionally. the CPU 44 is operable to
interface through the data bus 36 and the address bus45 with
a FAX modem 50, this then output through a DAA device 52
to the telephone company. The FAX modem 50 is a con-
ventional peripheral device which can either be a chip set or
it can be an external board. '

In operation. the video infom-ration on line 12 is captured
as apvframe and?:stored":'.iir"§the R;AM:,38 3’8v'is“°“
comprised‘-'of'more'one’device; our , represented as a
single block in FIG. 2. The information in the frame buifer.
which comprises pan of the RAM 38, is processed to
enhance and map the infomtation into the output space of a
typical Group -III facsimile protocol. However. as willbe
described hercinbelow, the enhanced image is not stored in
the RAM 38. Rather, the overall image in the frame buficr
is processed to determine how each line should be pro-
cessed; thereafter each horizontal line of information in the
frame buffer" internal to the RAM 38 is processed on a
line-by-line basis in a serial ntanner and output to the FAX
modem 50 in an "on the lly“ operation However, if suiti-
cient memory were provided, the entire "output image could
be prestored and then output at a later time.

Referring now to FIG. 3, there is illustrated a flowchart
depicting the overall operation of the system. The flowchart
is initiated at a block 60 and then proceeds to a function
bloclr 62 to receive the video signal. The program then flows
to ‘a function block 64 to perform the frame grab operation.
As described above. this is an operation whereby the input
video signal is digitized and stored in a frame butter. The
program then flows to a function block 65 to expand the
number of pixels to a format that will map the number of
pixels in a typical frame to the number of pixels in a Group
II] facsimile. Since they are not the same, it is necessary to
increase the number of pixels that represent a single scan
line and then map the number of pixels representing the scan
line in the frame buffer to that representing the line in a
conventional Gmup lll facsimile protocol.

Alter expansion, the program flows to a function block 66
to perform an optional image enhancement which accents
edges, as will be described hereinbelow. The program then
flows to a function block 68 to perform a contrast enhance-
ment or equalization. lt should be noted that at this point the
data is still represented by a gray scale value which is a
digitized value stored as an 8-bit word. This. in and ofitself,
is not compatible with a binary pixel representation that
exists with a Group III facsimile protocol. The contrast
enhancement is an important aspect of the present invention
in that it is “automatic" and the user does not need to adjust
it. It merely recognizes in a relatively dark image that
intensities can be equalized over the entire surface of the

image to remove some of the dark areas and lighten them up.
With respect to a relatively light image, the contrast
enhancement actually darkens it to highlight some of the
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liner details. This will be described hereinbelow. The pro-
gram then flows to a function block 70 to perform a gamma
correction (nonlinear intensity correction) and then to a
function bloclc 71 to perform an image dither operation. This
image dither operation will convert the digitized 8-bit values
to binary values of either a dark or alight pixel.

After the image has been firlly mapped into a binary pixel
map having an aspect ratio compatible with the Group [II
FAX protocol. the program flows to a function block 72 in _
order to convert the output to a standard Group [II fomtat via
a standard Huffman code. This basically adds headers, etc.
that are necessary to operate under Group III protocol. The
program then flows to a function block 74 to transmit the
image at a CCIT Group II] protocol FAX and then to a
function block 76 representing the Group III FAX ‘output.
The program flows to return block '78 to send the next image.

Referring now to FIG. 4, there is illustrated a diagram-
matic view of the cell expansion routine. A first frame -80
represents the information stored in the frame buffer. As
described hereinabove, this information is extracted in the
frame grabber operation. digitized and stored in the RAM 38
as a frame of information and maintained therein for pro-
cessing of the frame until the full image is sent out as a
Group III FAX. The information in the frame 80 is arranged
as gray scale pixels in a.43?)<488 fomrat and then each pixel
in the frame 80 expanded into a 4:3 space, as represented by
a virtual frame 82. The frame 82 is virtual by the fact that it
is never completely formed and stored in the RAM 38;
rather, it is formed on the fly, as will be described in more
detail hereinbelow.

By expanding each pixelin the frame 80 to a be field, the
virtual frame 82 will," now have 1728 pixels along the
horizontal and [464 pixels along each vertical column. ‘For
descriptive purposes, a single pixel 84 in the frame 80 is
mapped as a field 84', the field 84' comprised of four pixels
along each horizontal row and three pixels along‘ each
column. However, without enhancement, the value of each
of the pixels in the frame 84' has the same value as the single
pixel 84.

Referring now to FIG. 5, there is illustrated a diagram-
matic view of the optional image enhancement-procedure.
After the cells have been expanded, a moving neighborhood
window 86 is moved acrossthc virtual frame 82, the moving
input window 86 comprising a 3x3 pixel window having
nine pixels contained therein. The center pixel is referred to
by “P” with the remaining neighboring pixels around the
borderthereofreferred to by "N1". “N2", “N3”, ‘‘N4’'. “N5”,
“N6”, "N7" and “N8”. The window 86 moves from left to
right along a single row of pixels and then begins at the next
row of pixels moving from left to right. The center pixel
value "P"' is calculated via a spatial filtering technique
referred to as an “unsharp filter" algorithm. This algorithm
essentially takes the value of the center pixel “P” and
multiples it by a factor of three and then subtracts therefrom
twice the average of all of the pixels in the moving window
by the following equation:

p-=3,”-_2{  } In
This provides a little “r:rispness" to the image prior to
performing the following steps. Again, this is a general
spatial filtering technique.

Referring now to FIG. 6, there is illustrated a flowchart
depicting the contrast enhancement operation. The program
is initiated at a start block 88 and then proceeds to a function
block 90 to indicate that a histogram is to be formed of the
expandedlfiltered frame. As described above, the expanded
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virtual frame 82 is a “vinual" frame in that it is never
completely fonned and stored in memory, to minimize
memory requirements. Therefore. only a predetermined
number of horizontal scan lines in the virtual frame 82 are
maintained. this corresponding to approximately tluee hori-
zontal scan lines of the original frame 80. However, in order
to create a hist it is necessary to first process through
all of the pixels in the virtual frame 82. This willtherefore
require an entire pass through the algorithm with all of the
information in the frame for forming the expanded frame
and the optional enhancement described above with respectto FIG. 5.

In the first scan through, the program will flow to a
function block 92 to set a_Sum value equal to zero. The
program will then flow to a function block 94 to increase the
Sum value by a Bin count value within the histogram. Since
there are 256 possible gray scale values for a given pixel, it
is necessary to cycle through the virtual frame 82 and
determine how many pixels fall‘ in any given gray scale
range. If the image were a very dark image, a large number
of pixels would fall to the lower end of the histogram;
however, if the image were a white image. a large number
of pixels would fall in the Bin vahres at the upper end ofthe
histogram.

Forthe first pass through, the value of I is set equal to zero
such that the value of SUM is increased by the value of B0.
The program then flows to a function block 96 to calculate
the pixel adjust value Yadj, as follows:

bfi‘= K255

The value of MAXPIX is, in the prefened embodiment,
equal to 2,529, 729 pixels. After the adjusted pixel value for
the i"' value is calculated, the program flows to _a function
block 9810 store the adjusted pixel value and then flows to
a decision block III)-to determine if the value of i is equal
to MAX. i.e., 255. If not, the program flows along the "N"
path to a. function block 102 to increase the value of i and
then back to the input of function block 94 to again incre-
ment the value SLIM by the next value of B. This continues
until i is equal to 255, at which time the programwill flow
from decision block 100 along the “Y” path thereof to afunction block 104. ’

Function block 104 is operable to perform the actual
contrast enhancement. The function block 104 indicates the

operation wherein the pixel value for a given pixel is
retrieved. it being a bit word. and then the value calculated
The program flows to a function block 106 to lookup the
correction Zadj, from the lookup table, this being calculated
in function block 96 in the first pass through the virtual
frame 82. The pixel value is then adjusted by this value and
output, as indicated by a function block 108. The program
then flows to a function block Ill) to provide gamma
correction to the output contrast enhanced pixel and then to
a decision block 112. The gamma correction is a well-known
technique which is provided by a lookup table. ‘Therefore,
each pixel positioned in the virtual frame 82 has associated
therewith a gamma correction factor. which is applied in the
function block 110. The decision block 112 detcnnincs
whether the last pixel in the virtual frame 82 has been
corrected and output. lfnot, the program flows along an "N"
path back through a function block 114 to select the next
pixel and then back to the input of the function block 104.
When the last pixel has been corrected, the program flows
along a “Y” path to la Done block 116.

Referring now to FIG. 7, there is illustrated a flowchart
depicting the image dithering operation. which is initiated at
a block 118. As described above, image dithering is required

(2)
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to convert from the 8-bit value output in the contrast
enhancement proccdtne described above with respect to the
flowchart ofFIG. 6, and convert it to a binary pixel of either
a black dot or a white dot. The technique utilized in the
present invention is one of diffusing error across the virtual
frame 82. it should be noted that the dithering process is
operated orr-the-fly. The program flows from the block 118
to rt function block 120 to select the pixel andthen to a
decision block 122 to determine if the pixel is selected from
an even row or an odd row. As will be described hereinbe-

low. the error diffusion for an even row diffuses to the right
as the row is traversed and then the next mw, the output row,
is traversed front right to left and, therefore, the error is
dilfused to the left If it is an even row, the program flows
to at function bloclr 124 along the “Y" path to set the system
for a “Right Diffuse" operation. If it is an odd line, the
program flows along the “N” path from decision block 122
to a function block 12610 set the system for a “left diffuse"
operation. The output of both function block 124 and 126
flow to a decision block 123. 2

The decision block 128 deterntines whether the value of
the pixel is less than 128, one-half the total value of 256.
Essentially, a decision is made that anything above a value
of 128 is a white pixel and anything equal to or below a
value of 128 is a black pixel. lfthevalue is grcatcrthan 128,
the program flows along an "N" path to a function block 130
to set the error value ‘‘E'' to be equal to the value of the pixel
minus the value 255. However, ifthe value is equal to or less
than 128, the program will flow from decision block 128
along the “Y” path thereof to a function block 132 to set the
error equal to the actual pixel value. The program will then
flow to a function block 134 from both function blocks 130and 132. '

In function block 134, the di_ft’use operation is performed.
The difl"use operation is described with reference to dia-
grammatic views of FIGS. 7:: and 7b. In FIG. 7a, there is
illustrated a diagrammatic view of the “tight difl"use” opera-
tion and, in FIG. ‘lb, there is illustrated adiagrammatic view
of the “left diifuse” operation In the dilfusion operation to
the right. the error in each pixel is diffused to the right, which
is referred to as "east", over one and down one, which is
refened to as the “southeast" direction, directly down, which
is referred to as the “south” directionand one to the left and
down, which is referred to as the “southwest” direction. The
pixel that is diffused is referred to as the P0 pixel. The east
pixel is referred to as P1, the southwest pixel is referred to
as P2, the south pixel is referred to as P3 and the southeast
pixel is referred to as P4. In the left diffuse operation, the
pixel P0 is ditfused to the “west” as pixel P1, to the
southwest as pixel P4, to the south as pixel P3 and to the
southeast as pixel P2. The value ofpixels P1, P2, P3 and P4
for both the Right Diffuse and Left Diffuse operation are set
forth in the following table:

TABLE l
__.__;____._.___j_.________

P] + 7ll6E
P2 + 3/162
P3 + Sll6E
N-+ lI16E
 

It can be seen that each of the pixel values is increased by
a percentage of the value of "E". Of course, the function
block 130 sets this as a negative value such that the error
correction is in the negative direction. For example, if the
value of P0 were equal to 30 out ofa maximum value of255,
this would flow through the function block 132 and the value
of B would be equal to “230". the large amount of the error

20
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would flow to pixel P1 with the next highest level flowing
to pixel P3. The smallest amount would flow to pixel P4.
However, if the pixel value were equal to 200, the value of
“B” would be—55. Therefore, each ofthe pixel values Pl—P4
would be decreased in value. _

After diffusing the error, the program would flow to a
function block 136 to select the next pixel, and then to a
decision block 138 to determine if this was the last pixel. If
not, the program would flow along a “N” path back to the
input of a function block 120 and diffuse the error across the
next pixel group of pixels. Whenever the edge of a line
occurs. the values P1 and P4 would be set to “0". When the
end of the virtual frame 82 occurs. the programs flows from
decision block 138 to a retum block 140.‘

Referring now to FIG. 8, there is illustrated a flowchart
depicting the setting of the binary pixel value. The program
is initiated at a start block 150 and then proceeds to a
function block 152 wherein the error diffused pixel_ value
calculated in the flowchart ot'FlG._ 7'is retrieved and then the
program flows to a decision block 154 to determine if the
value of the error diffused pixel is less than 28. If so, this
indicates a black pixel, which is set in a function block. 156,
and then the program proceeds to a decision block 160. lfthe
value is greater than 128. the -program flows along an “N"
path to set the value of the pixel to a white pixel, as indicated
by a function block 162. The program then flows’ to a
decision block wherein the determination is made as to
whether this was the last pixel. If not. the program flows
along the “N" path to a function block 166 to select the next
pixel and then to the input of function block 152 to receive
the next error diffused pixel value. When the last pixel has
been processed. in the virtual frame 82, the program flows
along the “Y” path from decision block 160 tea done block168.

It can be seen that the contrast enhancement operation
requires art entire pass through all values stored in the frame
buffer 80 for the original video image that was digitized and
stored there; The cell expansion is done as necessary to
calculate the various adjusted values for each of the 256 gray
scale levels. Once this is done, a lookup table is formed and
then a contrast enhancement performed, again only on the
selected pixels as they are retrieved for output. Once‘ the
histogram values are calculated, it is then only necessary to
retrieve pixel values from the frame buffer 80. expand them,
apply the contrast enhancement adjustment value thereon
and men perform the image dithering operations thereon.
After the image dithering operation is performed, i.e., the
error diffusion operation, the pixel’ values are selected as
being either a black pixel or a white pixel, based upon the
error diffused value as it compares to the threshold of 128.
This, therefore, does not require the entire virtual frame 82
to be stored in memory. Since the facsimile output generates
a single line at a time, this canbe done at the same time that
the facsimile is being generated and output in the serial
fashion associated with a facsimile transaction.

Although the preferred embodiment has been described in
detail, it should be understood that various changes. substi-
tutions and alterations can be made therein without depart-
ing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by 'the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A video-to-Group [II FAX converter, comprising:
an video input for receiving a video input signal having

sequential lines of video information;

a first conversion device for converting saidllines of‘video
infonnation to an array of analog pixels in a frame
bufl'er, each of said analog pixels having a digital value
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that represents an analog sampled value within an
associated one of said lines of video infomration;

a mapping device for mapping said array of said analog
pixels in said frame butter to a binary image space
associated witlt a Group III FAX format as binary
image pixels, said binary image space comprising a
larger number of binary image pixels than said analog
pixels stored in said frame buffer, and wherein said
mapping device is operable to expand each of said
analog pixels stored in said frame buffer to provide an
expanded array of analog pixels having an aspect ratio
corresponding to the aspect ratio of said binary image
pixels, said mapping device mapping said analog pixels
in said frame buffer to said expanded array of analog
pixels by mapping said analog pixels to-virtual pixels in
a virtual frame bulfer as intemtediate values and having
an associated virtual image space substantially siruilar
to the image space of said expanded array of analog
pixels such that less than the total number of said
virtual pixels corresponding to said binary image pixels
are generated and stored at a given time in said virtual
frame buffer, said mapping device having a spatial filter
for filtering said intermediate mapped pixels in said
virtual frame butler to provide filtered virtual pixels
which form said expanded array of analog pixels, said
mapping device operable to map said expanded array of
analog pixels to said binary image space; and"

l a FAX transmission device for transmitting said binary
image pixels in said binary image space via a Group III
FAX protocol over a FAX transmission medium.

2. The converter of claim 1 and further comprising a
contrast enhancement device for adjusting the digital values
in said frame buffer for optimal contrast in said binary image
space.

3. The converter of claim 1, wherein only the ones of said
analog pixels in said frame buffer associated with a prede-
termined number of the sequential lines of video information
are mapped into said virtual frame buifcr at said given time.

4. The converter of claim 1, wherein said virtual frame
buifer is comprised of an intermediate virtual frame buffer
having intermediate virtual pixels each corresponding to
said virtual pixels and an output virtual frame butfer having
output virtual pixels each corresponding to said virtual
pixels, and said mapping device comprises:

an intermediate mapping device for mapping the values of
said analog pixels stored in said in said frame buffer to
corresponding ones of said intermediate virtual pixels
in said intermediate virtual frame butter in the aspect
ratio of said binary image space;

a binary image mapping device for mapping said inter-
mediate virtual pixels in said intermediate virtual frame
buffer to said output virtual pixels in said output virtual
frame bullet; and

a contrast enhancement device for adjusting the values of
said intennediate virtual pixels in said intermediate
virtual frame buffer prior to mapping into said output
virtual frame buffer for optimal contrast in said binary
inrage space.

5. The converter of claim 4. wherein said contrast
enhancement device comprises:

a histogram device for generating a histogram of the
contents of said intermediate virtual frame buifer for all
of said virtual pixels associated therewith: and

an adjustment device for calculating an adjusting factor
for each pixel in said intermediate virtual frame bufl'er
in said histogram as a function said generated histo-
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gram, and adjusting the value of each of said virtual
pixels in said intermediate frame bulfer by said asso—
ciated adjustment factor prior to mapping thereof to
said output virtual frame butfer; .-

6. The converter of claim 5, and further comprising a
gamma correction device having a plurality of gamma
correction factors stored in a lookup table and operable to
correct the values ofeach of said intermediate virtual pixels
in said immediate virtual frame buffer by said associated
gamma correction factors stored in said lookup table prior to
mapping said intermediate virtual pixels into said output
virtual frame bulfer by said output mapping device.

7. The converter of claim 5, wherein said binary mapping
device comprises means for convening the value of each of
said output virtual pixels to a two-state value prior to
mapping thereof into said binary image spmc, one state
representing a dark area in said binary image space and one
state representing a white image in said binary image space.

3. The converter of claim 7, and further comprising:
an image dithering device for comparing the value ofeach

of said intermediate virtual pixels in said intermediate
virtual frame buffer after adjusting the value thereof by
said contrast enhancement device to a predetermined
threshold and calculating an error relative to said
predetermined threshold, said image dithering device
operable to dilfuse said calculated error across neigh-
boring pixels to said each pixel prior to mapping to said
output virtual frame bufier; and

a binary decision device for comparing said error diffused
values of said output virtual pixels from said output
virtual frame buffer after contrast enhancement thereof
such that one binary state is generated when said error
ditfused values exceed said threshold, and the other of
said binary image states is generated when said error
diffused values is less than said predetermined thresh-old.

9. The converter of claim 4, wherein said mapping device
is operable to map only the ones of said pixels stored in said
frame buifer required to generate a single line in said binary
image space.

10. A method for converting a video formattedsignal into
a Group H] FAX formatted signal for transmission as a
Group III FAX. comprising the steps of:

receiving a video input signal having sequential fines of
video information; '

converting with a first conversion device the lines of
video infonrtation to an array of analog pixels in a
frame buffer, each of the analog pixels having a digital
value that represents an analog sampled value within an
associated one of the lines of video information,

mapping the array of analog pixels in the frame buffer to
a binary image space associated with a Group lll FAX
format as binary image pixels, the binary image space
comprises a larger number of binary image pixels than
the analog pixels stored in the frame buffer, and
wherein the step ofmapping is operable to expand each
of the analog pixels stored in the frame buffer to
provide an expanded array of analog pixels having an
aspect ratio corresponding to the aspect ratio of the
binary image the step of mapping the analog pixels in
the frame bufi'er to the expanded array of analog pixels
mapping the analog pixels to virtual pixels in a virtual
frame buffer as intermediate values and having an
associated virtual image space substantially similar to
the image space of the expanded array of analog pixels
such that less than the total number of the virtual pixels
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corresponding to the binary image pixels are generated
arttl stored at a given time in the virtual frame bufier, the
step of mapping filtering the intermediate mapped
pixels in said virtual frame buffer with a spatial filter to
provide filtered virtual pixels which form the expanded
array of analog pixels, the step of mapping operable to
map the expanded array of analog pixels to the binary
image space; and

transmitting the binary image pixels in the binary image
space via a Group III FAX protocol over a FAX
transmission medium.

11. The method of claim 10,. and further comprising the
step of adjusting the digital values in the frame buffer for
optimal contrast in the binary image space.

12. The method ofclaim 10, wherein only the ones of the
analog pixels in the frame bulfer associated with a prede-
termined nurnber of the sequential lines ofvideo information
are mapped into the virtual frame buffer via the step of
mapping at the given time.

13. The method of ‘ claim 10, and further comprising
providing an intermediate virtual frame buffer having inter-
mediate virtual pixels, each corresponding to the virtual
pixels and providing an output virtual frame buffer having
output virtual frame pixels, each conesponding to the virtual
pixels, and wherein the step of mapping comprises:

mapping in an intermediate mapping step the values of the
analog pixels stored in the frame buffer to correspond-
ing ones of the intermediate virtual pixels in the inter-
mediate virtual frame buffer in the aspect ratio of the
binary image space;

mapping in a binary image mapping step the intermediate
virtual pixels in the intermediate virtual frame buffer to
the output virtual pixels in the output virtual frame
bufier; and

ajusting the values of the intermediate virtual pixels in the
intermediate virtual frame butler prior to mapping into
the output virtual frame buffer for optimal contrast in
the binary image phase.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the step of adjusting
the values of intermediate virtual pixels comprises the stateof:

generating a histogram of the contents of the intermediate
virtual frame buffer from all the virtual pixels associ-
ated therewith; and

12

calculating an adjusting factor for each pixel in the
intermediate virtual frame buffer in the histogram as a
function of the generated histogram, and adjusting the
value of the virtual pixels in the intermediate frame
buffer by the associated adjusting factor prior to map
ping thereof to the output virtual frame buffer.

15. The method of claim 14, and further comprising the
step of storing a plurality of gamma correction values in a

’ loolcup table and correcting the values of each of the
intermediate virtual pixels in the intermediate virtual frame
buffer by the associated gamma correction factors stored in
the lookup table prior to the step of mapping the interme-
diate virtual pixels into the output virtual frame buffer.

16. The method of claim 14. wherein the step of mapping
comprises the step of converting the value of each of the
output virtual pixels to rt two-state value prior to mapping
thereof into the binary image space. one state representing a
dark area in the binary image space and one state represent-
ing a white image in the binary image space.

17. The methodiof claim 16, and further comprising thesteps of:

comparing in an image dithering device the value of each
of the intermediate virtual pixels in the intermediate
virtual frame buffer after the step ofadjusting the value
thereof to a predetermined threshold;

calculating an error relative to the predetermined thresh-
old:

diffusing the calculated error across neighboring pixels to
each pixel prior to mapping to the output virtual frame
buffer; and

comparing the error diffused values of the output virtual
pixels from the output virtual frame butler after the step
of adjusting the values thereof by the adjusting factor
such that one binary state is generated when the error
diffused values exceed the threshold and the other of
the binary image states is generated when the error
diffused view is less than the predetermined threshold.

18; The method of claim 13, wherein the step of mapping
is operable to map only the ones of the pixels stored in the
frame buffer required to generate a single line in the binary
image space.
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ELECTRONIC CAMERA SYSTEM WITH
PROGRAMMABLE TRANSMISSION

CAPABILITY

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention is directed to an electronic camera system.
More specifically. the invention is directed to an electronic
camera system that includes a transmission mechanism fa‘
sending image data to selected receiver units.

BACKGROUND

Motion video cameras and electronic still cameras have

been utilized for sevm-al years in applications involving
image data transmission. Electronic image data genmrted
fromavideocameranforexample, canbetransmittedbya
conventional broadcast television station and received by
anytelevisioninthe broadcastarcatunedtothe appropriate
channel. Itis not possible. however. for the transmitter to
select which receives will obtain the image data. as selec-
tion-is controlled at the receiver: Image data from electronic
still cameras has been transmitted via conventional tele-
phone lines to selected receives through the use of a
comptnqeqtdppedwithamodemlheimagedatamustfimt
be downloaded from the electronic still earnua to the
compact. which then transmits the image data we second
modem equipped computer via the telephone line where it
can be viewed orprinted. Unfortunately. the requirement fun-
a - telephone line to transmit image data does not allow
images to be quickly and easily .tra.nsmitted from remote
field lomtions to receiver units. While systems have been
lxcposed. that utilize radio frequency transmission to trans-
mitirnage datafromanelecuoniccarneratoanindividunl
base unit, none of these systems have the capability of
selectively transmitting image data to a plurality ofreceiverunits.

In view ofthe above, it is an object of the invention to
provide an electronic camera system that includes a pro-
grammable transmission capability for selectively transmit-
ting electronic image data to a plurality of remote receiveunits.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention provides an electronic camaa system that
includes a programmable transmission -capability ft! selec-
tively transrnitting electronic image data to a plurality if
remote receiva units. In one preferred‘ embodiment of die
invention, a camera module is detachably coupled to a
portable Ol)ll1plItfl' including a display screen and a data
entry device. The camera. module includes an electronic
image sensor for generating digital image data representa-
tive of a scene to be imaged The electronic image data
generatedby the camera moduleis suppliedtotheportable
computer for display on the display screen. The data entry
devieeisusedby anoperata-to selectwhich oftheplurality
ofbaseunitsaretorcceivcthedigita1imagedata.'l'lredigital
irnagedataissuppliedbyttteportablecomputertoa
radio-frequency transmitter’ module for transmission to the
selected receiver units. The radio-frequency transmitter
module is formed eitlm integral with the portable computer
or. like the camera module. is detachably coupled to the
portable computer. In a further prefmed embodiment. a
combined telephonelcamera unit is provided that includes a

module for generating electronic image data repre-

45
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stored in the memory unit. a mechanism for selecting which
of the plurality of receiver units is to receive the digital
image data. and a cellular transceiver for transmitting the
digital image data to the receiver units selected by theselection mechanism.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION orme DRAWINGS

The invention will be described in greater detail with
reference to certain preferred embodiments thereof and the
accompanying drawings. wherein:

FIG. lisadiagramofacamera systemin accordaneewith
a first embodimet of the invention;

FIG. Zpis a perspective side view of a camera module
utilized in the gamers system illustrated in FIG. 1;

FIG.-3 is a frontvview of the camera module illustrated in
FIG. 2;

FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of the ccrnponents of
the camera module illustratedin FIG. 2;

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram ilhrstrating the opaation of the
camera system illustrated in FIG. 1; »

FIG. 6 illustrates the display of is captured image and a
receiver unit menu selection on a display screen of the
camera system illustrated in FIG. 1;

FIG. ‘I is a perspective front view of a combined
telephcnelcamua unit in accordance with a second embodi-
meat of the invention;

FIG. 8 is a top View of the combined lelephonelcamera
unit illustrated in FIG. 7; '

FIG. 9 is a schematic block diagram of the combined
tdephondcamaa unit illustrated in FIG. 8;

FIG. 10 is allow diagram illustrating the operation of the
combined" unit ilhrstrated in FIG. 7; and

FIG. Ilia adiagramillustrating thetransmission ofimage
datattoabaseunitutilizingthecombinedunitillustratedinFIG. 7.

DETAILED D N OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Adiagamofacamera systeminaccordancewithafirst
embodiment of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 1. The
camaa system includes a “clip-on" electronic camera mod-
ule ]! coupled to a pen-based computer 12 that includes a
radio frequency (RF) transmitter module 14' including an
antenna. The camera I0 car_1_.be.of a_fo_rm
in copcndinemd‘ comma, .US-pate pp. ,

cornputer._._or cfya typeincopendingi and com-
monly assigned=‘U.Si patent application Ser. No. 07/988560
entitled “Electronic Camera Incorporating a Computer-
Compafible Bus Interface", which describes a removable
cantera modulethat interfaces directly to a standard personalg:

compatihlerbus. 10 takes still
imfls°§.th?f<=%n*i¢¢!isp1aYed oh, =1fi!5¥¢*§9'5V° display s<=r'ecn=-~
16150 e pen-based-.computer’12;’Tl‘_he
module_.;~ld'_‘can, eitl1er“be “a.4:lip-on unit.
module 1Q.._or» consuucted integrally the pen.-based
coinputer[1;2;.'l,‘lie intu'active_:__glispiayJ‘scree‘ 1'9-’aas.as~.=.n

sentativeof a- scene to be imaged,.a Kunitfor,» ,
t the electronic generated-‘ ;é
a display ‘screen‘ for displaying the electronic 1mag'edata

' iinput-dévice to tlnspo-~ba$vd.96mputcr 12-wh
“pen” is used to sel'cct3vax7i:o:us__g-icousfor butto; _ ildisplayed‘
on the display screen 16 to'cnta'-’d'at'a""o&r commands into the

’ Still ' es captured by the camera
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module 10 are transmitted from the pen-based computer 12
to oncormorereceiver units, labcledA. B andCi.n FIG. 1.
viatheRFtransmittumodu1e l4.T.hestillimages canbe
displayed. printed. manipulated or stmed at the rweivcr
units A-C.

'l‘he camemmndule 10 is shoWni,ngrea_t_erdetailin_FIGS.»,
2and3 as prcter-ably including a slide—out optical veiwfinder '
18.. a‘ capture 2! for capture —~____:_
operation. a lensn’-. a»l‘lip-out-tlashiunit 24am plfitects are
lens when cainura‘ module 1. /is" not. in: use, and a..
computer busjconnector _p _ that connects the
10 to eitha‘ the'interna'lEbtis5of the ‘ p _
tom interface 1>”on‘tsuch'-at slot) cfF|h=ipcn—-
12‘;Motmtin'gclips27'areprrividedtcaidin
securing the camera module 10 to the pen-based computer
12. As shown in FIG. 4. which illustrates a schematic block
diagram of the internal components of the atmera module
10. scene light passes through the lens 22, an adjustable
apertnre28. ashuttet-mechanism30andafi.|t2er32toan
electronic imaging unit 34. me electronic imaging unit 34
includes a charge coupled device (CCD) electronic imaging
sensor 36. for example an Eastman Kodak KAF-400, driven
byaCCDdriva'unit38.'l'heelectronicimngingunit34is
coupledtoanimagc signalprocess4r40thatprocesses an
analog image signal generated by the dectronic imaging
scnsor36intodigitalimagedata,and supplies thedigitd
imagedatatothecompnterbus connecttrfi. Specifically,
theanalogimagesigna|issnppliedtaoagainstage,a
correlated double sampling (CD8) circuit and then an
anslog—to—digital (AID) convcrtawhich are not specifically
t'.|lustI'atedinthcdiag.’aIn.The digitizedoutputsignalfrom
theAID converter is processed via an I~I’ROM lockup table
which pa:fcrms gamma ccuection andwhite balancing. The
overalloperationofthecameramoduleliiscontrolledby
a camera control processor 42 that includes either a general
purpose microprocessor or discrete circuit elements, which
rcoeivesiuptrtsfromaligtrtrneastrringunittldandthe
capture switch 20, and controls the operation ofthe flash 24,
the signal pmcessorfl. andadriverunitlldthat controls the
operationoftheaper-ture28and shutter30.

Thcopuationofthecamerasystemisillustratedin
greater detail in the flow diagram-illustratedinFIG. 5. ‘lire
usu'tumsonthepen-basedcmnputcrlzusingapower
switch (not shown) to activate a camera application program
stcrcdinamemoryunitoftlrepcn-hasedcomputer'l2,and
thenflipsuptheflashunitzdwhichcansespowertobe
supplied to the camera module 10 by activating a pawn
switch (not shown). 'I'he user frames the sdaject using the
opticalviewlinderlsandpresses thecaptureswitchzlto

a sequencewhercthe scenelightlevclisreadbythe
cameracontrolprocessor-tzusingthe lightmeasuring mi!
44. the aperture28 is adjusted, andthe slIrtter3l is opened
to expose the electronic image senstr 36 to scene light. The
camera control processor 41 also controls the firing of the
flashImit24ift:he lightmeasurcmenttakenhythelight
measuring unit 44 indicates insuflicient scene illumination.
The image captured by the electronic image sensor 36 is
processed by the image signal processtr 40 and supplied to
the perhbaséli °dmput=ri1_2:via,fl!=.:wnn=¢tor26~ Whm it is
storedin the rneinory‘unit:'of

As illustrated in FIG. 6, the stored image is displa‘yed.o
the display screen 16 of the pen-based computer 12 along
with a transmission selection menu. The user has the option‘
oftransrnittingtheimage to one ormorc ofthcrecciverunits
A-C. The user selects the receiver units that are to receive
the image by utilizing a pen or stylus to touch the appro-
priate icon displayed on the display screen 16. If

p1,2}"oc;‘
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appropriate, the image can be compressed, using for
example JPEG compression, and convuted to an app:o]:ti-
ate focmat by the pen-based computer 12 prior to transmis-
sion to the receiver units A—C. Alta" selection. the image is
transrnittedtothe selectedreceivertmitsviatheRFtrans-
mitter module 14. .

The RF transmission link between the RF tranlta‘
__module 14 and the receiver units A—C may be a single
frequency system including a cellular system that uses the

_m~:_same frequency for all receivers. or a .mnltiple frequency
system. that uses dilferent frequencies for each of the
diilcrent receiver units A-C. In the latter case. the image is
transmitted multiple times. once using the appropriate fre-
quency band for each selected receiver unit. For single
frequency systems, a header code is transmitted prior to
transmitting the image. The header includes an ID fa‘ each
recciverthatistoreaivetheimage.Inasimplecase,athr-ee
bitdigitalcodeis1rnnsmitted.wherethefirstbitis lif
receive unitA should receivethe image and 0 if it should
not. the second hit is 1 ifreceivu unit B should receive the
image andoifis should not. andthethirdbitis 1 ifreceiver
unitC shouldreceivetheinnage and0ifnot.Alternativcly,
each receive unitA—C could be assigned a specific address.
and the header would contain the address of each receive‘
that should receive the image.

A second embodiment of the invention is illustrated, in
FIGS. 7 and 8. In this embodiment. a cellular telephone is
provided with the components of an electronic image cam-
era to forma combined telephonelcamera unit 48. The topof
the combined Imit 48 includes a lens 50. a tlip-up flash unit
52. and an antenna 54. The front face of thecombincd unit
48is1rovidedwithaliquidcrystaldisplaysu'cenS6andn
telephone keypad 58. both of which are coupled to, an
internal bus 60 along with a control processing unit 62.
mermryunit6¢I.andeellulartransccivca'66nsshownin
FIG.9.'I‘heinternalbus60isalsoconnectedtoaca:nera
module 68. which includes the same basic components as
illustrated in FIG. 4. with the exception that the output from
theimage signalprocessmis supplieddirectlytotheintcmal
bus 60 instead of a oonnedor.

In operation, asillnstratcd ingreater detail by the how
diagramillustrawdinflfi. l0.the use-takesapictureby
tlippingup theflash unitszandprcssing animage capture
switch (not shown). Alternatively, a key (fer example the it

ofadesiredfaxmachinethatistoreoeivetlrcimage using-
the keypad58.'I‘he numberis transmitted to the fax machine
via the cellular transceiver 66. The fax machine responds
hacktothecomhinedunimswith thetypeoffaxmodeitis
capable of receiving, for example group IV fax, color fax.
etc.The storedimage is then converted to the appropriate fax
standard by the control processingunit 62. andis transmitted
tothereceivingfaxmachineusing thenmnalccllular
telephone system that includes an RF link from the cellular
transceiver 66 to a cellular base unit. which conneas to the
normal wire, fiber. and satellite telephone system as shown
in FIG. 11. Once the image transmission is complete, the
imagecanbetransmittcdtootherfaxmacltinesbyentazlng
the desired numbers using the keypad 58.'l'hememor'y unit
64 can include prestored phone numbers. to reduce the
number of keystrokes needed to dial frequently used
numbers, and can include memory for multiple images. so
that multiple images an be transmitted to the samereceiv-
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ing fax machine. one after the other. In addition, the com-
bined unit 48 may be pie-programmed so that the complete
image capture and telephone dialing sequence is paforrned
each time the image capttue switch is activated.

The invention has been descflbed with reference to catain
preferred embodiments thereof. It will be understood,
however. that modifications and variations are possible
within the scope of the appended claims. For example.
although the first illustrated embodiment utilizes a pen-
based computer. other types of portable computers with
non—interactive displays can be utilized. In such a case.
commands and data would be entered via a keyboard. mouse
or other data entry devices.

INDUSTRIAL Ul'lLII'Y

The invention provides an electronic camera system that
includes a programmable transmission capability for selec-
tively transmitting electronic image data to a plurality of
remote base units. 'l'he camua system is particularly suited
to applications, such as news gathaing operations, in which
itis desirable to capture imagesin remote field locations and
transmit the images to a base station for subsequent review.
distribution or publication.

Refaence Numaals

10 Qmera Module

12 Pen-based Computu
14 RF Transmitter Module

16 Display Screen
18’ Optical Viewfinder
20 Capture Switch
22 Lens
24 Flash Unit

26 Computer-Bus Connector
2'] Mounting Clips
23 Apcrtnre
30 Shutter Mechanism
32 Pitt:

34 Electronic Imaging Unit
36 Electronic Imaging Sensor
38 CCD Driver Unit

40 Image Signal Processor
42 Camus Control Processor

44 Light Measuring Unit
46 Driver Unit .
48 TelephoneJCama'a Unit
50 Lens '
52 Flash Unit
54 Antenna

56 Display Screen
58 Keypad
60 Internal Bus

62 Control Processing Unit
64 Memory Unit

5

6
66CellularTransceiver
68 Camera Module
What is claimed is:

1. An electronic camera system for selectively l:ransmit-
ting digital image data to a plurality of base receiver units.
said electronic camera system comprising:

imaging means for imaging a scene and generating digital
image data representative of the imaged scene;

storage means for storing the digital image data;
display means for displaying the digital image data gen-

erated by the imaging means:

selection means fa‘ seleaing at least one of the plurality
ofbase receiver units toreceive the digital image data;

radio-frequency receiver means for receiving a mode
signal from the base receiver unit selected by the
selection means indicating the type of transmission that
canbereoeivedbythe selected basereceiverunit:

means responsive to the mode signal for converting the
digitalimagedatato standardizeddigitalimagedata
corresponding to the type of transmission that can be
received by the selected base receiver unit; and

radio-frequency transmission mmns for transmitting the
standardized digital image data tothe base receiver unit
selected by the selection means to receive the digital
image data.

2.An electroniccamera system asclaimedinclaim 1.
wherein the radio-frequency transmission means includes a
cellular transceiver.

3.Anelcetroniccameraasclaimedinclaimlwherein
saidimagingmeansis containedinamodulethatis sepmte
from saiddisplaymeans and said selection means.

4.Aneleetroniccameraasclaimedinclaim1wh<:"ein
said radio-frequency receiva means and said radio-
frequency transmission means are contained in a module
that is sqaarate from said display means and said selectionmeans. '

5. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 2 who-ein
said cellular transceiver connects to a standard telephonesystem connection.

6.Anelemoniccamu'aasclaimedin claimfiwherein
said telephone system connedion connects to said pluralityof base receiver units.

'1. An electronic camera as claimed in claim 6 wherein
said at least one of said plurality of base receiver units
includes a facsimile machine.

8.Aneleetronie(2mr-raasclaimedinswllereinsaid
camaa systemfurtherincludes amernoryunitthat: stores a
plurality of phone numbers.

9. An clearonic eamaa as claimed in claim 8 wherein
said selection means selects one base receiver unit. and
wherein said selection means selects one of said prestored
phone numbers in said memory unit and automatically dials
said one selected pr-estm-ed phone number:

1I.An clectroniccameraaa claimedin claiml wherein
saidradio-frequency transmission means transmits standard-
izeddlgitalimagedataforaplurality ofimaged scenes to
said selected one of the plurality of base receiver units.

##1##
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FACSIMILE CAMERA DEVICE

RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims the benefit of US. provisional
application Ser. No. 60/010,833 filled Jan. 30, 1996.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to facsimile equipment in general
and more particularly to a electronic still camera constructed
and adapted for facsimile image capture, storage and trans-mission.

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

Facsimile (popularly known as fax) equipment has
become a common method of relaying information in
today’s business world. Most fax machines built today fall
into one of two major groups: computer based and standa-
lone fax machines. Computer based technology can be as
compact and versatile as the computer equipment itself. In
terms of usability as fax equipment it can send most com-
puter files designed to be printed on any printer. However in
order for the computer to send images that were not origi-
nally generated by the computer, the irnage has to be
scanned, digitized, or otherwise converted to a computer
readable form. This necessitates additional scanning equip-
ment whenever external printed or photographed material is
to be transmitted by fax.

Dedicated standalone fax machines are for the most part
built around a static line image capture element that requires
the image to be printed on paper that is then transported
through the fax machine. During this process, a static line
image capture element senses the image and transmits it to
the receiving fax machine, or saves it for later transmission.
Most standalone fax machines can feed only single pages of
paper, of standard dimensions such as US letter and legal
size paper or ISO A4 size paper. If the material to be
transmitted is from a book or of non standard dimensions,
the user must first photocopy the image onto a single sheet
of paper of the proper dimensions, and only then use the fax
machine to transmit the picture. Additionally, if a picture of
real world objects is to be transmitted, the object needs to be
photographed and then the photograph needs to be trans-
mitted to paper or computer readable form before it can be
transmitted via a regular standalone fax machine or acomputer based fax device.

Additionally, standalone fax machines are relatively large
and bulky, thus limiting their portabflity. Light, portable fax
equipment can find many uses particularly by travelingbusiness people.

Still video photography allows capture of images of
varying formats and seem to be a perfect fit for the problems
ofvarying sources of the image. Still video can also be made
highly portable. There are various implementations of still
video equipment commonly available from companies like
Kodak, Sony and Canon, and various aspects of the art are
disclosed in numerous US patents and other publications.
Methods of improving still video performance were
described in detail in U.S. Pat. No. 5,003,398 (Suzuki, Mar.
26, 1991) and methods of storing image data in non volatile
memory were described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,077,612
(Megrgardt et at, Dec. 31, 1991). Still video photography
equipment, however, is designed and geared towards high
resolution color photography, primarily for display on tele-
vision or a computer monitor. Most current still video
camera units call for 24 bit color resolution at a ditferent
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aspect ratio and dilferent resolution than that required byfacsimile standards such as ITU T.4.

There are in existence such methods as described by US.
Pat. No. 5,193,012 (Schmidt, Mar 9, 1993) to convert real
time output of a still video camera signals to a fax compat-
ible output, and same disclosure describes various devices
such as the Image Data Corporation PhotoPhone, and other
devices and methods for transmitting captured video images
or for translation and conversion of video images into fax
compatible form. Similarly, US. Pat. No. 5,235,432
(Creedon et 211., Aug. 10, 1993) teaches a method for
converting video signals to facsimile signal. These former
disclosures dictate the use of an interim device or method to
convert from common, television oriented video output to
fax compatible format, mostly as an adaptation of an exist-
ing still video camera. ’I‘hose attempts show the need for
generating fax signals from a still video-like device,
however, the starting point of those former devices is the
common, television oriented video signal. The above
described methods call for interpolation of the video data.
When applied to a page ofwritten material for example, this
interpolation process may cause loss ofclarity of the printeddata.

Therefor there is a clear need for a fax equipment device,
designed specifically as facsimile equipment, comprising an
image capturing device designed specifically to standard
facsimile resolution and aspect ratio, with fax transmitting
capability directly integrated with the device, and proper
mounting and focusing equipment that will make the device
easily usable as a light portable fax camera.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of this invention to provide a light, portable
fax camera device to satisfy the needs described above. The
invention aim is for a portable device capable of easy
capture of images of regular (e.g. US letter size or ISAA4
size) sheets of paper or documents for transmission as fax.
It is also an object of this invention to allow capturing of
image data from sources other than regular documents such
as books, magazines, etc. without reproduction of the above
images to a sheet of paper, prior to transmission of that
image to a remote fax machine. Additionally, it is an object
of this invention to allow photography, in a manner similar
to regular photography, of any object whereby the image of
the photographed object may be transmitted as fax without
the need for film, or the need to print the photograph, or
transfer the photograph to a computer, or video tape recorder
or any similar intermediate steps.

It is also an object of the current invention to allow
reception of incoming fax messages and store them for
viewing, retransmitting, or printing using external printer.

The current invention, hereafter the Fax Camera,
describes an electronic still camera-like device coupled with
fax transmission circuitry, and supporting The
Image Capture Device [1] is constructed of one or more
CCD (Charge Coupled Device) planar image sensors, con-
structed with a resolution, color resolution, aspect ratio, and
other aspects, essentially similar to the image aspects
requirements of fax standards such as [TU 'I‘.4 or any otherapplicable fax standard.

The Image Capture Element[1] captures the image pro-
jected upon it by a lens system[3]. The output of the image
capture element is converted to digital signals by anAnalog
to Digital circuitry[9] and stored in Memory[]_l]. The
stored image may then be transmitted via the coupled fax
modem circuitry[l3] to a remote fax machine, or transferred
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to a computer or printer via a Data Communication Port [21
], or a storage device[20].

The most common images sent by fax today are images of
letter size paper documents. To best fit the Fax Camera for
that purpose, the invention is provided with Mounting 5
Support[19], attached to and collapsible toward or into the
fax camera enclosure[6]. The Mounting Support is con-
structed to allow the camera to face a surface where a sheet

of paper may be placed forimage capture, as a preparation
for transmission. The Mounting Support also assists the user
in proper placement and alignmentof the paper documents
to be faxed. The ends of the Mounting Support[l9] create a
virtual frame[25] of the proper size, e.g. ITU A4 size,
indicating proper document placement. Additionally, to fur-
ther facilitate capturing documents, the Lens System is
constructed with a preset position. When the Lens System is
set to that position, the lens is best focused to capture an
image placed in the plane of, and inside the virtual'frame[25]
created by the Mounting Support. Images from books, or
other paper or essentially flat images are taken similarly,
whereby the virtual frame[25] provides an easy reference as
to the size of the captured image. Other methods of placing
an image at predetermined distance are olf-course possible,
and two of them are depicted in FIG. 7 and FIG. 8.

The optical system is constructed in a manner that allows
minimal distortion of a flat image when the image placed in
the Virtual Frame[2S]. This may be achieved by proper
optical designwhere the periphery of the lens field of view
is not used for image capture, or by placement of special
geometry lens elements into the optical system.

In order to facilitate data entry the Fax Camera incorpo-
rates an input device [14] such as a keypad to allow manual
entry of telephone numbers and other pertinent data. The
Fax Camera may also incorporate a display device, such as
an LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) display, to allow the user
to view-and edit image data, display incoming fax images,
and program and control the Fax Camera operation.

Other conveniences such as a dash lighting device, an
automatic focus mechanism, automatic exposure mecha-
nism and others described below may be added to the Fax
Camera to enhance usability.

These and other aspects of the invention will be apparent
from the following description of the invention.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the invention, showing dataand control flow.

FIG. 2 is a perspective physical illustration of the inven-tion

FIG. 3 is a physical illustration of the device showing the
Mounting Support [19] extended, and the invention ready to
acquire an image[2].

FIG. 4 depicts the optical principle of the invention.

FIG. 5 depict an alternative method for implementing the
Image Capture Element[1]

FIG. 6 depict another alternative implementation of the
Image Capture Element [1]

FIG. 7 shows a distance measurement and placement
method as an alternative to Mounting Support[19].

FIG. 8 presents another alternative method for placement
of a sheet of paper at proper distance for full page image
capture.

4
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT OF THE

INVENTION ’
Electrical Construction

The preferred embodiment will'utilize a special mono-
chrome frame transfer CCD image sensor with a‘ pixel
resolution of substantially 1728x2287 or somewhat larger,
as the Image Capture element [1]. (It should be noted that
smaller resolutions are both- supported by ITU standards,
and that electronic manipulation can easily provide for lower
resolution. Similarly, a smaller pixel count may be used to
allow for unprintable edges of image. It is however desirable
to maintain an aspect ratio substantially similar to 1728::
2287 pixels.) Thus the Image Capture Element[1] support at
least a one to one correlation’ between Image Capture
element pixels and T‘.4 pels, at a resolution of 7.7 linesl
millimeter on an A4 sheet of paper. The Image Capture
Element [1] is placed so that light reflected from the image
[2] passes through the optical Lens System[3] and hits the
Image Capture Element[1].

A solenoid operated shutter device[4] is placed between
the Image Capture Element[l] and the Lens System[3] to
allow the Image Capture Element [1] to stay dark between
image acquisition cycles. The shutter device solenoid is
operated under the control of the CPU[16].

A Trigger [5] operates a switch that indicates to the
CPU[l6] to begin an image capture cycle. In an alternative
implementation, the trigger function may be initiated by aremote control device.

The Image Capture Element [1] is connected to and
accepts control and timing signals from the Control Cir-
cuitry The control circuitry provides timing and control
signals required by the Image Capture Element [1] as well
as conditioning, anti blooming, ‘black’ current handling, and
amplification of the image signal output of the Image
Capture Element [1] to a level and format appropriate to
provide image data to the A/D Conversion Circuitry [9]. The
Control Circuitry[7] is made similar in design and compo-
nents to current still video and camcorder designs, but with
timing conformant to the characteristics of the Image Cap-
ture Element [1] employed. The reader is referred to stan-
dard literature and to manufacturer literature such as Texas
Instruments Area Array Image Sensor Products catalog from
1994 for control circuitry reference. Obviously specific
timing, rows, column and voltage variables should be modi-
fied as dictated by the details of the Image Capture ElementCCD.

I " in§Memor”y§ MeanS'=[1-1.].‘ ,
' __.is\b‘uiltf to accept image

signal from the separate pixelsof Iii1'age‘Gapt'ure‘ Element
[1] and sampling synchronization signals from the control
circuitry, and transform the image data into a level similar
for digital processing. The conversion performed by the A/D
Conversion Circuitry[9] is a simple bi-level conversion,
representing each pixel as a single bit value of 1 or 0.

Fax Modem Circuitry[13] is commonly available from
manufacturers such as Rockwell, Cirrus Logic, Yamaha, and
others. The Fax Modem Circuitry[13] is built ‘and connected
in a manner that allows the CPU to control its operation, i.e.to send and ' ' ‘I
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The Fax Modem Circuitry[13] is connected to Telephone
Interface Circuitry [15] that allows the Fax Camera to
connect to a public switched telephone network, or a cellular
telephone communication link. Additionally, cellular tele- '
phone circuitIy[70] may be built into the fax camera to
provide self contained communications capability.

The CPU [16] is also connected to an Input Device[14]
and to an LCD Display Device to allow entry of user
commands, telephone numbers, etc. The input device[14] in
the preferred embodiment is implemented as a touch sensi-
tive screen placed over an LCD Display Device[18] and
utilizes the.LCD Display Device under the CPU[16] control
to provide labeling of the appropriate function of the input
device. The LCD Display Device[18] is connected to the
Cl’U[16] and is capable of displaying text and graphics. The
Display Device[18] is also utilized to display captured or
received images or parts thereof. It is also used to facilitate
entering alphanumeric data to be included in the sent fac-
simile image, to display pertinent status information, or to
facilitate programming the Fax Camera operation.

Power for the operation of the Fax Camera is provided by
an’ internal battery[10]. The battery may be rechargeable
type or non rechargeable type. ‘ pp _ V

AP,CM.CI-A'd'evice‘interface.is bu: jm ,the‘Piax,'C”a1i1er'
Devicevintherpreférredrimplementati n; ow«storage.of
image into.‘a'PCMCI’Ase'c_ondaiyst6 , L cegiijnstmcted
ofor‘magnetic ‘storage disk.

A Lighting‘ Device [17], such as a photographic flash is
controlled by the CPU[16] to facilitate image capturing at
low ambient lightlevels, and provide consistent and pre-
dictable lighting for page image capturing.

An embedded Data Communications Port [21], such as an
IEEE RS-232 conformant serial port is embedded in the
preferred implementation of the Fax Camera to allow direct
communication between the Fax Camera and a computer ora printer.

Physical Construction

The preferred implementation of the Fax Camera Device
is fitted into a housing[6], similar to commercially availablecommon cameras.

Four telescoping legs, comprising the Mounting Support
[19], are attached to the Housing[6], constructed to extend
and pivot from the housing[6] and to mechanically lock in
the extended position to provide mounting support that
places the fax camera at a predetermined distance from the
photographed image[2]. The Mounting Support is con-
stnicted so that when extended and resting against a mount-
ing surface such as a table, it creates a virtual frame[25]
defined by the contact points of the support legs with the
supporting surface. The virtual frame[25] is ofa size equiva-
lent or slightly greater than the size of ITU A4 paper sheet.
The frame distance from the Enclosure[6] is computed or
experimentally determined, so that if the Lens System[3] is
placed at the page image acquisition preset position, the
Lens System[3] is focused on the virtual frame[25] plan,
with the frame essentially filling its field of view, allowing
minimal distortion, full page capture, and best focus of
acquired document image.

The Lens System [3] is placed in the front side of the
Housing[6] and is constructed to allow focusing an Image
[2] reflection on the Image Capture Element [1]. The Lens
System [3] is also constructed with a Page Image Acquisi-
tion preset position to allow easy focus, for optimal capture
of a full A4 or US Letter size page when such a page is
placed in the virtual fiame[25] defined by the ends of
Mounting Support [19]. The Lens System[3] is also con-
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structed to allow continuous focusing on any object at
variable distances from the Fax Camera. In this embodiment
the Lens System[3] is detachable from the housing[6], to
allow mounting of dilferent type of lenses. The Lens System
[3] also includes an iris device to provide aperture control.

Ashutter Device [4] is placed in the light path between the
Lens System[3] and the Image Capture Device[l].

Electronic circuitry is placed on one or more Printed
Circuit Boards[8], and housed inside the camera enclosure.

A Display Device[l8] and a touch sensitive screenused as
Input Devioe[14] are placed at the back of the housing. The
Input Device is placed on top of the Display Device[18], so
that the Display Device may be utilized as a background for
the transparent Input Device[14].

A Trigger Burton[5] is placed on top of the Fax Camera.
The trigger is constructed to close a switch and provides,
when depressed, a sigial to the CPU[1] to begin the image
acquiring cycle. The trigger may be operated ‘remotely by
mechanical means, such as a cable, to reduce movement of
the Fax Camera during image capture.

Operation of the Invention

The Fax Camera may acquire an image in one of two
modes: Page Image Acquisition mode or Variable Distance

mode. The dilference between the two modes is primarily in
the focusing stage of operation.

In the Page Image Acquisition mode the user extends the
support meats [19] and pivot the telescoping legs to form a
four legged support. When fully extended, the legs form a
virtual frame-.[25] rectangle similar in size to an ITU A4
page. The user then places the object to be transmitted
between the support legs. The user also places the Lens
System[3] in its Page Image Acquisition mode preset posi-tion.

In Variable Focus Mode, the user points the Fax Camera
at the image to be captured, and uses an optical focus
mechanism to set the focus of the Lens System[3]. The
support means[19] may or may not be used while operatingin this mode.

From here on the operation of the invention is similar in
the Page Image Acquisition mode and the Variable Distancemode.

The user then presses the trigger[5], thus» initiating the
image scan. The CPU[16], upon receiving of the electrical
signal from the Trigger[5], commands the control circuitry
[7] to clear any charges in the Image Capture Element and
prepare the element for image acquisition. Once the Image
Capture Element[1] is ready to receive image data, the CPU
[16] activates the shutter device[4], and if desired, the
lighting device[l7]. Once a time period sulficient for the
Image Capture Element[1] to capture the image has elapsed,
the shutter device[4] has completed its operation, and the
CPU initiates a command to the Control Circuitry[7]‘ to scan
the data fi'om the Image Capture Element[1] and transfer it
to the A/D Conversion Circuitry[9]. The A/D Conversion
Circuitry[9] converts each. pixel to logic level bit, and
transfer the data to the CPU[16]. The CPU then compress the
data according to the method described in ITU standard T4
and stores it in memory[11]. Once the data is stored in
memory[11], the image capture is complete.

In an alternative embodiment the image data may be first
stored in Memory[l1] using the CPU[l6] or direct memory
access, and later compressed and stored back in Memory
[11]. In yet another alternative embodiment, the image data
is stored uncompressed, and the image data is compressed
only before or during fax sending operation.
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When the captured image is to be transmitted, the fax
camera is attached to a telephone line via the Telephone
Interface Circuitry[15]. The operator utilizes the input
device[14] to enter a telephone number (or use a number
previously stored in memory) and initiate the fax transmis-
sion. The CPU [16] then instructs the Fax Modem Circuitry
[13] to initiate the call, and negotiate with the remote fax
machine according to standard communication specifica-
tions (e.g. ITU T.30). The CPU[16] then transfers the image
data to the Fax Modem Circu.itry[13] that transmits the datato the remote fax receiver.

The device may also be attached to a telephone line to
receive fax data. The Fax Modem Circuitry transfers the
received fax data to memory[11] and the display device[18]
is utilized to display the incoming fax as a whole or in parts.

Utilizing the input device, a user may transfer image data,
captured or received, to a printer utilizing the Data Com-
munications Port[21], or transfer image data to Secondary
Storage[20]. The user may also add text to the stored image
by entering the text on the Input Device[14]. The usage, in
this embodiment, of a touch sensitive screen as the Input
Device [14] allows the user to enter direct graphical data
such as handwriting or diagrams. Such input will be done
using ‘pen’ technology as is well known in the art (e.g.
Apple Computers Newton). Such user entered data may
constitute the fax image, added to a fax image or be
superimposed on a captured or received image.

Note that a number of images may be stored in memory,
the exact number depending on the amount of memory
installed in the fax camera device and the complexity of thestored images.

Alternative Embodiments

While the ideal Image Capture EIement[l] is a single
CCD of appropriate resolution, the Image Capture Element
may be implemented by many methods, such as:

Multiple, CCD Image Sensors[30], each with resolution
lower than that needed for a frrll page scan, arranged to
provide each element with a portion of the image. When
combined, the images from the separate Image Sensors
create an image data set similar in resolution and ct ratio
to the single Image Capture Element[1] described above. An
example of such a split sensor device is depicted in FIG. 5.
The optical splitter divides the image projected by the Lens
System[3] into four quadrants. The splitter is constructed of
four right angle prisms [30a, 30b, 30c, and 30d] placed so
that the base faces of the prisms facing the Lens System[3]
are placed in close proximity to one another in a single plane
perpendicular to the axis of the Lens System[3]. Thus each
prism receive only a single quadrant of the projected image.
Reflected light from the image[2] passes through the Lens
System[35] and is reflected b

An additional method for providing a split sensor device
is shown in FIG. 6. The splitting of the image is achieved by
bundling of a large number of optical fibers [32] behind the
Lens System[3], and dividing of the optical fiber brindle into
multiple branches[32a, b, c, and d], so that each branch
conducts light from its corresponding quadrant onto the
corresponding CCD Image Sensor[31a, b, c and 11'].

In both the above implementations a sequencing program
or circuitry is needed, to reconstitute the full image data by
recombining the image data from the individual CCD ele-
ments [30]. In the arrangements of FIG. 5 and FIG. 6 for
example, the recombination circuit or software will attach
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data for each corresponding scan line from the top left Image
Sensor [31a] to the top corresponding line from the right
Image Sensor[31b], until all active scan lines in the respec-
tive Image Sensor[31] are exhausted, thus reconstructing the
top portion of the image frame. Similarly image data is
recomposed from Image Sensors[31d] and [31c], thus com-
pleting the image acquisition as if the image data was
acquired by a single CCD image sensor of a larger resolu-tion.

It should be noted that many other ways exist to split the
image data, such as creating an area image sensor where the
image sensitive area is close to two edges of the device, thus
allowing grouping of a number of sensors in close proximity
to one another, obviating the need for a separate optical
splitter. Other obvious methods for optical splitting of the
image include use of mirrors (e.g. instead of prisms [30]),
dichroic splitters, etc. It is also apparent that while FIG. 5
and FIG. 6 depict four CCD Image Sensors[31a, 31b, 31c,
and 31d], with minor changes to the optical splitter as many
CCD elements as desired may be connected and their
respective image signal recomposed to achieve the requiredresolution.

Another alternative to making the Image Capture Element
[1] is placing one or more commercially available CCD
Array Image Area Sensors (e.g. similar to device TC215
manufactured by Texas Instnlments), on a moveable plat-
form whose movement in one, two or three dimensions is
controlled by piezo electric, magnetic, electromagnetic,
electromechanical or otherwise mechanical actuators. Such
a sensor could generate a single image in multiple scan
passes, each scan pass capturing a difl"erent part, or interlace,
of the image. The image parts may then be recombined by
software or by proper placement of the separate images
captured in memory so that the separate parts will create a
frrll image. In another implementation, a line image sensor
may be placed on a movable platform placed in Lens
System[3] focal plane and moved linearly (e.g. in an
arrangement similar to focal plane shutter in a single lens
reflex camera) or pivoted to perform image scan to acquirethe image.

In all the above described alternative methods for con-
struction of the Image Capture Element [1], a color sensitive
image sensor may be substituted, to allow the transmissionof color facsimile.

Various methods of electronic resolution enhancement
such as duplicating adjacent lines or data interpolation
between pixels may be employed in order to reduce cost of
manufacturing of the Image Capture element[l].

In order to reduce image distortion, a separate Lens
System may be substituted for the page image capture preset
setting of the fax camera, or alternatively an additional lens
or lenses may be added by sliding, rotating or otherwise
inserting the additional lens into the optical path between the
image being captured [2] and the Image Capture Element[1]-

Optionally, the display device[18] may be used as an
electronic view finder, by eliminating the Shutter Device[4],
or by allowing pre acquisition exposure and transfem'ng the
image from the image Capture Element [1] to the displaydevice[18].

The Display Device[l8] may also be used to edit the
image prior to transmission, superimpose multiple images
stored in memory, or to add text data on, or in addition to,
the image. Such feature will facilitate transmitting facsimilecover pages.

It is also clear to those skilled in the art that many methods
exist for constructing the Mounting Support[19], eg using
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a separate support member, not attached to the camera, or the
use of a foldable and collapsible support frame, or similar
common support means.

The Mounting Support may be eliminated completely if
desired, and its functionality replaced by focused light
beams, as depicted in FIG. 7. In this implementation, fight
beams are focused on at least two vertices of the Virtual
Frame[25]. At least two light beams are used for each vertex.
The light beam emanates flom the Fax Camera and is
focused by a lens (not shown). The lens focal point is at a
vertex of the Virtual Frame[25]. Simple geometry dictates
that the two points of light [40] and [41] will converge and
focus only at the vertex point[42] thus providing an easy
mechanism for the user to identify the vertex location.
Similarly, light beams [43] and [44] convergence point
determine the second vertex of the Virtual Frame[25]. A
third, similar vertex designator will be sutficient to define the
Virtual Frame[25].

Yet anther method to facilitate capture of a full page
image capture is placing support beams [60] supporting a
sheet of paper suspended between them as depicted in FIG.8.

Other items common in photography such as light mea-
surement [22] means, distance measuring device[23] and
automatic focus mechanism [24] may be attached to the Fax
Camera device. Such additions may operate under the con-
trol of the CPU[16] or partially independently e.g. a distance
measurement device that directly controls automatic focusactuator.

Whereas the present invention has been described in
particular relation to the drawing attached thereto, and what
are at present considered to be the preferred embodiments of
this invention, it will be obvious to those skilled in the art
that various changes and modifications may be made therein
without departing from the invention and it is, therefore,
aimed to cover all such changes and modifications as fall
within the true spirit and scope of the invention.

I claim:

1. a fax camera comprising:

a) an image capture sensor mounted substantially in a
focal plane of an optical focusing system, for trans-
forming light reflected from an image into an electrical
signal;

b) a memory device for storing data representing said
electrical signal;

c) a facsimile signal transmission device for transmitting
said electrical signal to a facsimile machine, said fac-
simile transmission device also capable of receiving
image data from a remote facsimile machine;

d) an input device for receiving user input;

e) one or more programmable controllers for receiving
input from said input device and for controlling said
image capture sensor and facsimile signal transmission
device; and,

f) means for defining a virtual frame in predetermined
distance and orientation to said image capture sensor to
define a page flame for photography and transmission
of an object to a remote facsimile machine.

2. The fax camera of claim 1 wherein said means for
defining a virtual flame comprises mormting support con-
structed to support said fax camera on a surface, wherein
said focusing system is substantially oriented towards saidsurface.

15
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3. The fax camera of claim 2 wherein said mountingsupport is collapsible.
4. The fax camera of claim 1 wherein said meats for

defining a virtual frame comprises a page flame support
device for locating a printed image at selected predeter-
mined distance and orientation from said focusing system.

5. The fax camera of claim 1 wherein said means for
defining a virtual frame comprises means for directing at
least two beams of light to converge at a vertex point outside
and in front of said image capture sensor, wherein a multi-
plicity of said vertex points define a virtual frame at a
predetermined distance and orientation from said imagecapture sensor.

6. The fax camera of claim 1 wherein said programmable
controller is adapted to selectively transmit one or more of
said stored images via said facsimile transmission device.

7. The fax camera of claim 1 wherein said facsimile _
transmission device is adapted to receive a facsimile image
from a remote facsimile device, and wherein said program-
mable controller is adapted to receive said facsimile image
and store said image in said memory device.

8. The fax camera of claim 1 further comprising a display
device constructed to operate under control of said program-mable controller.

9. The fax camera of claim 8 wherein said display device
is constructed to display an image stored in said memorydevice.

10. The fax camera ofclaim 9 wherein saidprogrammable
controller is constructed to display user input data superim-
posed on said image.

11. The fax camera of claim 1 further comprising aphotographic flash device.

12. The fax camera ofclaim 1 wherein said image capturesensor comprises:

a) a movable image sensor for capturing successive partialimages;

b) an actuator for moving said image sensor between
successive partial image captures; and

c) wherein said programmable controller is constructed to
interleave data from said successive image capturesinto a single flame data.

13. The fax camera of claim 1 further comprising a digitalcommunications port.

14. The fax camera of claim 1 wherein said image capture
sensor comprises plurality of area may image sensors and
an image splitting device for dish-flauting light reflected from
an image to said area array image sensors.

15. A fax camera comprising:
a) an enclosure;

b) an optical focusing system comprising one or more lens
elements;

c) an image capture sensor mounted within said enclosure
substantially in a focal plane of said optical focusing
system for transforming light reflected from an image
into an electrical signal;

d) a memory device for storing data representing said
electrical signal of one or more images;

e) a facsimile signal transmission device for transmitting
said electrical signal to a facsimile machine, said trans-
mission device also capable of receiving image data
from a remote facsimile machine;

t) an Input device for receiving user input;
g) one or more programmable controllers for receiving

input from said input device and for controlling said
image capture sensor and facsimile signal transmissiondevice;
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h) collapsible mounting support to support said fax cam-
era on a surface, said mounting support defining a
virtual frame at a predetermined distance and orienta-
tion from said image capture sensor; and

i) a display device capable of displaying images and user
input, and constructed to operate under the control of
said programmable controller wherein said program-
mable controller is adapted to display image data stored
in said memory device, and data entered via said inputdevice.

12

16. The fax camera of claim 15 wherein said means for
defining a virtual frame comprises multiple means for direct-
ing at least two beams of light to converge at a vertex point
outside and in front of said image capture sensor, wherein a
multiplicity of said vertex points define a virtual frame at a

predetermined distance and orientation from said imagecapture sensor.
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PICTURE CODEC AND TELECONFIIRENCE
TERMINAL EQUIPMENT

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 07/913,402,
filed Jul. 15, 1992 and a continuation-in-part of application
Ser. No. 08/384,955, filed Feb. 7, 1995; which is a continu-
ation ofapplication Sn‘. No. 071838348, filedFeb. 20, 1992,
now US. Pat. No. 5,396,269.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

The rrcsent invention relates to a tcleeonfa-ence system
which makes itpossible to hold an audio and video meeting
between distant places connected by a communicationsnetwork.

2. Description of the Prior Art

A prior-art equipment for a teleconference system is
constructed by combining independent devices such as a
displayunit, a codec,acamera, amicrophone and a console.
In some cases,adocumentcamera,anelectronicblaclrbomi
and a small-sized computer are further combined in amor-
dance with -functions required it: confrrences.

Moreover, since such a prior—art teleconference equip-
ment constructed by combining the independent devices is
large inscale, ateleecnferenceroomfuexcluaiveuseis
usuallyrequired fix -the teleconference. On the other hand,
there is also an equipment for a teleconference system
whereinfundamentaldevicesarehousedin asinglemcksc
as to be movable, thaeby dispensing with the need for a
conference room for exclusive use.

In the teleconference system t:hus constructed, ordinarily
still pictures and -video can be exchanged between the
terminals of the system. ’

Techniques relevantto the teleconference equipments are
disclosedin the oflicial gazettcs oflapanese PatentAppli-
cations Laid-open No. 3979Wl990 and No. 2298911990.

In addition, Japanese PatentApplications concerning tele-
conference systems filed by the assignee of the present
application are PatentApplications Laid-open Nos. 1208891
1992 and 16688411991, and Patent Applications Nos
40698411990, 2598711991, 2599111991, 17402511991,
17404611991, 17403111991, 3400911991 and 2708611991.

Meanwhile, in the prior-art equipment for the teleconfer-
ence sysem, the codec includes an AID (analog-to—digiml)
converta: and a DIA (digital—to—analog) converterfcr each of
a still picture and video, and the still pidure display and
video display of a display unit are changed-over by switch-
ing a still picture signal and a motion picture signal which
are delivered from the two DIA converters.

Alternatively, the simultaneous displayofthe still pictures
and video is realized by delivering the still pictm-e and
motion picture signals to two separate display units, respec-tively.

With themethodwhutinthe stillpicturedisplay and the
video display are changed-over, the convasation of the
pertint communicating tenninal with the opposite tenni-
nal is not conveyed smoothly on account of a complicated
switching operation, etc.

0ntheotht:'hand,withthemethodwheret'nthe still
picture signal and the motionpicture signal are respectively
displayed on the separate display units, these two display
units are necessitatedtorcnderthetenninal equipment large
in size. Besides, while the user of the equipment is watching
the still picture, hislhe: eyes shifi widely and are inevitably
averted from the opposite communicating person.

40
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his therefore an object of thepresent invention toprovide
a teleconference equipment in which a still picture and video
can be simultaneously displayed on a single display screen.

In the prior-art teleconfaence system, the teleconference
roomfor exclusive use needs to be prepared as stated befcre,
so that the introduction of t:he teleconference system
involves a heavy financial burden. Moreover, when holding
the teleconference, confaees must move to the teleconfer-
ence room which is inconvenient. ’

In this regard, eventhe portable teleconference equipment
needstobemovedbyseveralpeopleonaccountofthesize
andweightflrereofandcannotbeusedwithease.

Because of such circumstances, thue has been a great
dernandinrecent years for the ahilityto hold ateleeonfum
ence more conveniently and more readily.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore another object of the present invention to
provide a desktop type teleconference equipment which is
smalliu sizeandwhichis easilyportable.

Inordatoaccomplishtheohjectnacconiingtothe
present invention, there is provided apicturecodectowhich
an analogpicture signal, coded stillpicture dataforplayback
and coded motion picture data for playbackate input, and
frcrnwhichcodedpicturedataobtainedbycodingtheinput
analogpicture signal andan analogpicttne signalobtained
by decodingeitheroftheinputcoded stillpicturedalnfor
playback and coded motion pidrtre data for playback are
output, thepictlne code ccmgxises an analog-to-digital con-
vert: which oonvats the input analog picture signal into
digita1pietmedata,astillpictnreccderwhichcodesthe
digital picture data produced by the analog-to-digital
converter, soastodelivercodedsti1lpictnredata,avideo
coderwhich codestlredigitalpictnredatarprodncedbythe
analog-to-digital converter, so as to deliver coded motion
pictmedata,ase-lectoa-whichselectseitherofthecoded
motionpirzturedatadelivra-edfromthevideoeoderanddre
codedstillpicture data delivu-edfitonrthe stillpicturecoder,
andwhiehdeliverstheselectedpiduredataastheoutput
codedpictmedata,astillpieturedecodawhichdeeodesthe
inputcodedstillpicutredataforplaybarzhintodecodedstill
picnnedataavideodccodawhichdecodesdreinputcoded
motion picture data for playback, into decoded motion
picture data, a picture-in-picture [xocessor which generates
picttncin-pirnurefmnedataonthebasisofthedecodedstill
picturedatadelivuedfrontthestillpicture decoder, the
decoded motion picture data delivered from the video
dccoderandthedigitalpictmcdatadeliveredfiomthe
analog-to-digital converter-,thepictnre-in-pimrrefrarnedata
forming a frame which concerns at least
twoofthedecodedstillpietnredata,thedecodedmotion
picturedataandthedigitalpictnredataa.ndadigital-to-
analog converter which converts the picture-in’-pidure
frame data genuated by the picture-in-pirture processor,
intothecutputanalogpicturesignal,andwhieh delivcrsthe
output analog picture signal.

Further, thaeis providuiateleeonferenceterruinalequip
rnentwhidrcomprisesthepieturecodecasdeflnedintlre
above paragraph, acommunication control unitwhid1t'r'ans-
mitseitherofthecodedstillpieturedataandthecoded
motion picture data, delivered from the picture codec,
through a digital communication channel, and which
receives either ofthecodedstillpicturedataforplaybaclr
andthecodedmotionpictnredataforplaybackthroughthe
digital communication channel and then delivers the
received picture data to the picture codes, a mmera which
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delivers the analog picture signal to the picture codee and a
display unit which displays apicture indicated by the output
unalogpictnre signal ofthepicturecodec.

Owing to the construction of the picture codec, a still
picture and video can be simultaneously displayed on a
single screen.

Moreover, the teleconference terminal equipment is small
in size and is easily portable. _

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a blockdiagram showing the general arrange-
ment of a telecoufmence taminal equipment according to
the lirst embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the construction of a
picture codec which is included in the teleconference ter-
minal equipment of the fi1'st:_embod.iment;

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showingthe construction of a
PinP(PictIn'e in Picture) processor which is included in the
teleconference terminal equipment ofthe first embodiment;

FIGS. 4(a)-4(t) are explanatrty diagrams showing the
aapectsofaPinPpa-ocess which isperfumedin thetele-
conference terminal equipment of the first embodiment;

FIG. Sis abloc-Jrdiagram showingthe construction ofa
G3-FAX (group 3 type facsimile) intaface which is
indnded in the tdeconfaence terminal equipment of the.
first embodiment; ‘

FIG. Sis an explanatory diagram showing the construc-
tion of ‘a. camera controllexternal device multiconnectcr
whichisinclndedinthetelccoufaence tuminalequipment
of the flrst embodiment; _ _

FIG. 7 is an explanatory diagram showing the construc-
tion-ofaV11IRS422nuIlticonnectorwhicl1isincludedinthe
teleconfuencetenninalequiprnentofthefirsternbodimcnt;

FIGS.8(a)and8(b)areaperspectiveviewandarear
view, respectively, showing the external appearance of the
teleconference terminal equipment of the
.FIG.9isabloekdiagramshowinganexampleofthe

construction ofa teleconfaence system aecordingto the first
embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. liis ablockdiagram showing another example of
the construction of the teleconfuence system of the first
embodiment;

FIG. 1lis ablockdiagramshowing stillanotherexample
of the construdion of the teleconfuence systtnn of the first
anbodimenx;

FIG. 12is ahlottdiagram showing yet anotherexample
.oftheoonstructionoEthete1econfuencesystemofthefirst

tanbodiment;

FIG. 13 is a block diagam showing a ftnther example of
the construction of the teleconfu-ence system of the first
embodiment;

FIG. 14 is an explanatory view showing the construction‘
andsavicesituationofateleconference systemaccordingto
the second embodiment of the pesent invention;

FIG: 15 is an extuior view showing the construction of
the first teleconference terminal equipment according to the
second embodiment of the present invtion;

FIGS. 16A and 16B are a side view and a sectional view,
respectively, of the first teleconfuence terminal equipment
of the second embodiment;

FIGS. 17A and 17B are exterior views showing the
construction of the second teleconfuence terminal equip-
.ment according to the second embodiment ofthe present
invention;
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FIGS. 18A and 18B are a sectional view and a side view,
respectively, of the second teleconference taminal equip-
ment ef the second embodiment;

FIG. 19 is an exteritr view showing the construction of
the third teleconference terminal equipment according to the
second embodiment of the present invention;

FIGS. 20A and 20B are an exterior view and an explana-
tory view, respectively, showing the construction of the
fourth teleconference terminal equipment according to the
second embodiment of the presentinvention;

FIG. 21 is ablock diagram showing theinternal construc-
tion ofthe teleconference terminal equipment of the second
embodiment;

FIG. 22 is an explanatory View showing the external
construction of a control keyboard according to the second
embodiment of the present invention;

FIGS. nAandflB area blockdiagramaudasdtematic
diagram, respectively, showing the intanal construction of
the control keyboard of the second embodiment;

FIG. 24 is an exteritr view showing the construction of
the first document photographing stand accading to the
second embodiment of the present invention;

FIGS._25Aand25Bareasideview andarearview,
respectively, of the that document photographing stand of
the second embodiment;

FIGS. 26A, 26B and 26C are exteeitn views showing the
construction of the second document photographing stand
according to the second embodiment of the present inven-tion;

FIG. 21 is an exteritr view showing the construction of
the third doctnnent photographing stand according to the
second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 28 is an explanatory view showing the situation of
a minorframe display in the teleconference tr:-minal equip-
ment of the second embodiment;

FIGS. 29(a)-29_(f) are is an explanatory diagrams show-
ing messages which are displayed on a monitor screen in the
teleconference terminal equipment of the second embodi-ment; '

‘FIGS. 30(a)—30(d) are explanatory diagrams showing
graphic user interfaces which are olfaed by the teleconfu’-
ence terminal equipment of the second embodiment;

FIGS. 31A, 31B, 31C and 31D are a front view, a rear
view, aplanview and abottomview, respectively, ofthe flrst
teleconference terminal equipment: of the second embodi-
meet;

FIGS. 32Aand32B are aright sideview andaleftside _
view, respectively, ofthefirst teleconference terminal equip-
ment of the second embodiment;

FIG. 33 is a perspective view of the control keyboard of
the second embodiment; .

FIGS. 3-IA,34B and34C areafroutview, aplau view and
a bottom view, respectively, of the control keyboard of the
second embodiment;

FIGS. 35A, 35B, 35C, 35D, 35B and 35F are,
rewectivt-.ly,afigbtsideview, alefi sideview, arearview,
a schematic sectional view taken along line A—A' in HG.
34A, a schematic sectional view taken along line B-3‘ in
FIG. 34]! and a schematic sectional view taken along line
C—C' in FIG. 34B; -

FIGS. 36A, 3613, 36C and 36D are a front view, a fight
side view, aplauviewaudabottomview,respectively, ofthe
document photographing stand of the second embodiment;

FIGS. 37Aaud 37B are arearview and aleft side view,
respectively, of the document photographing stand of the
second embodiment; and
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FIGS.38A,38Band38Careai'rontview,a1ightside_
v view and a plan view, showing tl1e folded state of the

document photographing stand of the second embodiment.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF THE
INVENTION

Now, the first embodiment of a teleconference terminal
equipment according to the present invention will be
described. '

FIG. 1 illustrates the functional block arrangement of the
teleconference terminal equipment in this embodiment.

As shown inthe figure, the teleconference ta-minal equip-
mentofthisembodimentcornpr-isesar:imera1,anLCD
(]iquid—crystal display) 2, dial functionkeys 3, a VSW
(video switch) 4, a picture codee 5, a telephone control
man-machine inttrface 6, a multipoint conversation control
7, a multimedia mnltiplexingldemnltiplexing and intern‘-‘
mmal signal control unit 8, a network interface and com-
rmmirations network control unit 9, a DIR (driver) 10, a
VDT (voltage detector) 11, an audio codec 12, an -ASW
(audio switch) 13, a hands-free set 14, a handset 15, a
G3-FAX inter:t‘ace.16, a V11 DIR 11, an RS422 DIR 18, an
RS?32C DIR 19, a data multiplexer/demnltiplexor 20, a
communication, interface matching section 21, a bus SW
(switch) 22, communimtion pa-ts 25-25, a control unit 26,
pefipheral device control interfaces 27-28, and a no-voltagecontact '31.

In addition, as external inputlontput trnminals, the tide-
conferencetermina1equipmentcom1risesavideoII0i.nmr—
face 110, an audio IIO interface 109, a micrtphone inplt
108,‘ a G3-FAX modular jad 107, a V11IRS422 multicult-
nectacr 106, an RS232C connedor 105, a mouse jack 104, a '
conference console connector 1(B, and a camera control andexternal device multiconnedor 101. ‘

The netwtrkintaface and connnnnir-at:ions network con-
trollmitflisconnectedtoadigitalconnnnnications network
through-the DIR 10, and it perfarns the communication
controls and communication processing betweenthe tele-
conference terminal equipment and the-network, such as
establishingacomnnnricationchannelwiththeopposite
communicating terminal equipment. The multimedia
mnltiplexingldemultiplexing and signal con-
trol unit 8 pazfonns various controls between the pertinent
terminal equipment and the opposite terminal equipment.
Besides, this control’ unit 8 demultiplexes video data, audio
data, data to bemultiplexed/deinultiplexed, control data, etc.
frornwithin areceived commnnicationframeintotI1eindi-
vidual data types,.and itmultiplexes such types ofdata into
a transmission communication frame. The video data men-
tionedaboveisinterfacedataon the networksideofthe
plcturecodec5,while theaudiodataisintafacedataontlre
net:worl:sideoftheaudiocodecl2.'I‘hedatatobe
mnltiplexedldemultiplexed is interface data with respect to
the data multiplexorldemnltiplexor 20. The control data is
transfmedbetween the control unit 8 and the control unit 6.

The data multiplexorldermtltiplexor 20 further dammi-
plexes the data demultiplexed from within the received
communication frame by the multimedia multiplexing!
demultiplexing and interterminal signal control unit 8, into
individual data types in accordance with protocols stipulated
with the opposite communicating terminal equipmentbeforehand.

Specifit:ally,inncasewhereafi‘amestipulatedinCon-
sultative Committee on International Telephone and Tele-
graph (CCl'l'I') Recommendation H. 221 is taken as the
communication frame, the multimedia multiplexing
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so signal control nnfu 8
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dernulhp'lexing and intataerminal signal control unit 8 trans-
fer-sFASorBASdatawithintheframetioandfi'omthe
controlunit‘26, audiodatato andfromthe audio codec 12,
video datain, e.g., aframe stipulated in CCIl'I' Recommen-
dation H. 261 published January 1990 to and from the
picture codee 5, and data to-be-multiplexedldernnltiplexed
to and fiom the data mnltiplextrldemultiplexor 20. Besides,
inacasewhu'eMLPdatais contained-in theframestipu-
lated in Recommendation H. 221, it is transfared between
thecontmlunit8andeitherthe control nuitffiorthe data
mnltiplexorldemnltiplexor 20 under the control of the con-trol unit 16.

'llu'ei.n, the data'mnltiplexe|1demnltiplexor 20 demulti-
plexes the data to- ' ed into G3-FAX data,
computerdatawaricnisconu-oldata,etc.inacccn'dancewitlr
the protocols stipulated with the opposite communicating
terminal equipment beforehand, and it delivers the demol-
tiplexed data items to the ‘G3-FAX modular jack 107,
V1llRS422 rnnlficonnector 106 and RS232C connector 105.
Contrariwise, the data mnltiplexu'/demultiplexor 20 multi-
plexes the data to-he-multiplexed delivered from the
G3—FAX modularjack ltfl,VHJRS422 multieonnector 106
and RS232C connector 105 and delivers the multiplexed
data items to the multimedia mnltiplmring/desnnltiplexing
and intcitmminal signal control unit 8;

In the case of holding a multipoint teleconference, the
multipoint convasation control ‘I performs controlsrequired
for the start andproceeding of the rnultipoint teleconference.
In contrast, in the case of - holding no mnltipoint
tdeconfucnee, the control 7 merely relays data. The V171‘
11 is a meansvfor detecting the feed voltage ofthe pertinent
teuninal equipment.

'I'hecamera1pichsupapictnre,whidrispresentedasa
display outpntbytheI£.D2.'I'heVSW 4is avideo switch
which changes-over the connection of the picture codec 5
withthecamera 1,I..CD2andvideoIIOintn'face110.'I‘he
video inpntlontpnt of an external video 1/0 device can he
cannectedwiththevideollointerface 110.

The picture codee 5 codes a picture signal supplied
through the VSW 4,.and delivers the coded signal to the
multimedia mnltiplexingldemultiplexing and interterminal
signal control unit 8 throng: the rnnltipoint conversation
control 7. In addition, the picture codec'5 decodes the video
data demnltiplexed fromtherecdved ccmmuniration frame

45 hythecontmlunitflanddelivasanomputthronghthevsw4

-Thehands-free set 14is amicrophone andaloudspulra
for fleeing hands. The G3-FAX intaface 16 is a modular
jacktowhiel1agmup3typefacs1'miler:nbeconnected.'l'he

5° audioinpntlonrpntcfanexternalaudiol/Odevicecanbe
connected to the audio I/0 intufaee 109. An extanal
microphone can be connected to the microphone input 108.

The ASW 13is an audio switch which changes-over the
connection ofthe audio codec 12 with the hands—fi-ee set 14, -

55 handset 15, G3-FAX interface._16, audio I/0 interface 109
and microphone input 108.

Theaudiocodeclzcodeaaspeechsignalsupplied
throughtheASWl3,anddeliversthecodedsignaltothe
multimedia multiplexing/demultiplexing and intun-.-rminal

through the nmltipcint conversation
control 7. In addition, the audio codec 12 decodes the audio
data demnltiplexed from the received communication frame
l1ythecontro1unit8anddeliver'sanoutputtlnoughflreASW

» 13. Incidentally,theaudiocodec12isconncctedtothe
55 VlllRS422 multiconnector 106 through the‘V11 DIR 17.

'I'hedialfnnctionkeys3arekeysforacoeptingthe'
instructions of a user. The telephone control man—machine
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interface6controls theASWl3inaccordance with akey
input fiom the dial function keys 3, so as to connect the
audio codec 12 with the hands-free set 14, handset 15,
G34-‘AX interface 16 (I rniuophone input 108. Besides, the
instruction based on the key input is u-ansfmed to the
rnultipoint conversation control ‘I through the telephone
control man-machine interface 6. In response to this
instruction, the multipoint convasation control 7 controls
the mnltipoint teleconference.

The G3-FAX interface 16 delivers a signal to-be-
transmitted supplied from the 3 type
facsimile) l\ll‘;.l'.lll10gt-» to the G3-FAX
connector, 107‘, to the audio codec 12 through the ASW 13
inthecaseoftreatingtheFAXd_a_taasandiodata.,.whileit ,
digitizes the signal to-be-transmittedinto‘a'.oode»and’de1i'vers= .,
tl|ecod:totlredatamu]liplexol1demu]tiplex0'i‘20'inthe‘case
of tIeatl’ng<.-t.he- FAX, data as data to—be-multiplexed;
Contrariwise, when supplied with -received data toward the
G3 FAX by the audio coder: 12, the G3-FAX intuzface 16
supplies the-‘G3-FAX modular jack 101 with the received
dataas itis, andwhen suppliedpwith receiveddata towardflte
G3 FAX by the data multiplexcrldemultiplexor 20, the
G3—FAX interface 16 decodes the received data into an
analogsigmlanddeliverstheanalogsignaltothe G3-FAX
modular jack 107.

The RS232C connector 105 serves as an RS232C}
interface, anditis a connector-to which a computer, aword
processororanelectronicblaclrhoardcanbeconnected.'l'his
RS732CconnectorlO5isconnectedtothecont1'olunit26or
the data rnulfiplexrnldermrltiplextr 20 through the bus SW
22. The communication interface matching section 21
matdresthedatarateoftheinputloutpntdataofthedata
multiplexer/demultiplexor 20 with that of the input/output
data of the RS232C interface 105. The communication pcrts
24and25 areones whichthe control unit26nsesinrelation
to the RSBZC interface 105.

The Vl1lRS422 multiconnectur 106 serves as a V1]
interfaceandanRS422intufarx=,anditisaconnectorfm'
connecting an ext:-nal device. In this embodiment, an
ammpleinwhichaconferencennitis connectedwillhe
described late‘.

The rnnlticonnector 106 as the RS4fl interface is con-
nectedtothecontrolunitzfithrough thebus SW22.'l'he
communicationputzsis onewhichtheconu-olunit26nses
in relation to the RS422 interface 106. The multiconnectcr
106 as the V11 interface is connected to the data
multiplexorldernnltiplexur 20.

In oompliancewiththecommands ofthecontrolunitzfi,
thepelipheralduricecontrolinterfaces Z7and28controlthe
‘various components in the teleconference terminal
equipment, amouseconnectedtothernousejaekl04,' and
a conferential console connected to the conference console
connector 103.Also, they control an external device such as
external camera through the camera comrollexta-nal device
rnulticonneetor 101.

Incidentally, the camera conhollexternal device multicon-
nector101 transfersdrecommandoftheconholuzfitzfito
the external device by means of the no-voltage contact 31.

'l'hedetaiIsofthepictnrecodec5willbeexplainedbelow
FIG. 2 illustrates the construction of the picture codec 5.
Referringtotliefigurethepicturecodeesinelndman

AID (analog—to-digital) converter 200, a video coder 20], a
still picture code: 202, a variable-length coder 203, a BCH
(Bose-Chaudhnn‘.-Hocquenghern code unit) 204, a PinP
(picture-in-picture) processor 205, a video decoder 216, a
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207, a variable-length decoder 208, a BCH 209, and video
switches 210, 21], 212, 213, 214 and 215.

Thus, in this embodiment, a still picture and video are
treated, but the signals thereof are digitized by the single
AID converter 200. This is based on the fact that the still

picture and the video are not usually transmitted attire same
time on account of the limited transmission capacity of a
communication channel employed in a digital connnnnica-
tions network. That is, in ordm to quickly send the still
pictureoflargedataqnantitytotheoppositecommunicating
terminal equipment, the transmission of the video is usually
suspended during that of the still pianre.

Besides, in this bodiment, a still picture and video
which have been received are displayed in a multiplexed
statewitl1inanidentica1t‘ranrethroughthePlnPprocessor
205 to be detailed late; thereby making it more convenien
foruse.Moreaver;thestil1picturesandvideoarernnIti-
plated into the identical frame before analogizing the sig-
nals of the respective pictures, whereby the single DIA
convert1:'220suflicesfor'turningthepichn'edataofbotl1 the
pictures into analog signals.

Next, the operation of the picture codec 5 will be
explained.

When supplied with a picture signal through the VSW 4,
the A/D converter 200 converts the picture signal into a
digital signal. Incidentally, although an NTSC signal is
assumed as the picture signal to-be-input in this
embodiment, even a signal conforming to another standard
suchasPALorRGBcanbesimilarlyprocessed.'l'he
diy't:lzedpict:uredatais t:ransfen'edtothePinPprocesscr205
asthepicturedata ofthepertinenttunninalequipmentitself.

Under the control of the pdflleral device control inta-
face 27, the video switches 210 and 211 deliva the
pidnredatatoeitherthevideo coder201orthestil1picture
coder 202, depending upon whether the input pirxure signal
isforastillpictmeorvideo. .

'I‘hevideocoder201codesthedeliveredpictnredatain
accordancewiflrcoderu1esbasedontheDCl‘(discrete
cosine tzansfcrm) stipulated in CCl'I'l‘ Recommendation H.
261.Also,the stillpicturecoderzncodesthedelivered
picture datain aecordancewithpredeterminedcoderules.
When snppliedwith thecodedpicturedatathroughthevldeo
switchzlzfrcrneithu-thevideocoda'201 orthestill
picture coda‘ 202, the variable-length code‘ 203 turns the
supplied image data into a variable-length code in accor-
dance with variable-length code rules stipulated in CCl'l‘I'
Reconnnendation H. 261. When supplied with the variable-
length code of the image datafrom the variablelength coda‘
203,theBCH204 addsBCl~[datafa'er1u-concctiontothe
suppliedoodeinto videodataandtransfersthevideo datato
the multimedia mnltiplexingldemnltiplexing and interturni-
nal signal control unit 8 through the rnnltipoint conversationcontrol 7.

Onthe other hand.,whentheBCH209is suppliedwhh
videodataorstillpicturedatathronghthernn1tipointcon-
versation control 7 from the multimedia multiplexing]
demultiplexing and interterminal signal control unit 8, it
checks BC]-I ‘data for error correction and delivers the
error-correctedvideodataorstillpicturedatatothevariahle-
length decoder 208. This variable-length decoder 208
decodsthedelivcrcdpicturedatainacctrdancewiththe
variable-length code rules stipulated in CCII1‘ Recommen-
dationH.26l.'I‘hedatadecodedbythevariable-length
dccoder2ll8istransferredtoeithathevideodecoder206or
the still picture decoder 207 through the video switch 215,

DlA(digital-to-analog) converter 220, astillpicture decoder depending upon whether it is the video data or the still
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picturedatawhen suppliedwiththevideodatadecodedby
the variable-length decode‘ 208, the video decode 206
decodesitinaccordancewiththecoderulesstipulatedin
CCIIT Recommendation H. 261. Also, when supplied with
the still picture data decoded by the _van’able-length decode’ 5
2J)8,tlrestillpich1redecoder2tWdeeodesitinaccordance
withprededaminedeoderulessuchascodemlesconfomh
ingtotheJPEGJointPh '

Standard published March 1991. The picture dattrdecoded
byvideodeooderM6txstillpicturedecoder2U7ish'a.ns-
ferred as received motion picture data tr received still
pit1In’edatatothePinPproeesscr205throughtheeo:rc»
spending video switch 213 or 214.

Ifnecessary,1hePinPprocessor205perfonnsaPinP15
processtobedescribedlatenbytheuseoftheimagedataof
the pertinent terminal equipment itself transferred from the
AIDcouverter20Iandtheimagedatadecodedbythevideo

1n'ct;uredecoder207,andit supplies

pplied image data into an analog signal,
whichis t|eliVfledtofl1cvidc0sW:itI:h4.

Then, thepicture signal ispresented as a display output on
t:he1JCD1orfl1elikeinaecmiancewiththeopu'at:ionofthevideo switch 4.

Next, thedetailsofthePinPprocesstt205willbeexplained.

FIG. 3 illustrates the construction of the PinP processor205.

Refaring to the figure, the PinPproeessor205 includes a
self-picture flame memory 301‘, a still-picture flame
memory 302, a video flame memory 303, MUX'es
(multiplexers), 305, 306 and 307, a major-frame address
generatrr 308, a minor-flame address generator 309, a
display frame timing controller-_ 310, and a MUX 311.

Next,t:hePinPprocess whichispetformedbythePinP
processor205 will be explained with reference to FIG. 4.

'I'he“PinPp'ocess”isaprocessfor1a-odncingapictnre-
in-pictureframe fromaplurality ofpictnres._That is, it is a
process for multiplexing "and oirtputting two picture data in
txderthatdifierentoutputpicturesmaybe displayedina

In this embodiment, the two picture data are selectedfrom
among the three picture data of the self—picture data trans-
fer:redflomt.‘neAlD converter 200, '
datatransfazredfrmnthe stillpicture decoder2I7 andthc
reeeivedmotionpictnredatatransferredfromthevideo
decoder-206, and they are nmltiplexed andoutput so as to be
dispIayedinthemajntandmintrframeareas.Inthecase‘
where, in this manna, the PinPprocess is carried out by
selecting twofrom the three pictmedataofthe self-picture
data,received still pidrtne data and received motion picture
data, sixtypesotfpictnre-in—pidnreflamescanbe1:|'oduced
as shown at symbols (a)——(1') inFIG. 4.

'I'hePinPprocessofthePinPprocesst'n'205ps'oceedsasstated below.

The self-picture frame memory 301 stores the transfened
self-picture data therein.The still-picture flame memory 302
stores thereeeived stillpicture datathaeinfllhe video frame
memory 303 stores the received motion picture data tlrerdn.
The contents of the flame memories are sequen-
tially updated '

The major-frame address generator 308 generates
addresses for fetching the data of a picture to be displayed

10

inthemajorflame area,in dfiplay sequence fromtheflame
memory in which the picture data are stored. While the
Inajct—flame address genuator 3050 is generating the data
addresses of the above picture corresponding to the major
flame area, themintr-frame address generatu'309 generates
in parallel with the address generation of the generator 308,
addresses for fetching the data ofapicture to be displayed
in the mint: frame area, in display sequence flom the frame

‘ ' picture data are sttred. On this
occasion, the address generation timings ofthe minor-flame
address generattr 309 are controlled ' ‘ '

atesskippedaddressesinaccoidancewithareductionrateso
astothinoutpixelsandthenfetchthepicturedatafmmthe
fmnememory.

Herein, the addresses generated by the major-frame
address gener'ator308are alfordedthmugh the correspond-
i.ngMUX3OS,306or3I1tot:heflame
Soainwhichthepidnredatatobe '

flameareaarestmed.Likewise,theaddressesgeneratedl:ry
the minor-flame address genuatt1r309ar-eatfcadedtlnough
the ecurespondingMUX3I5,306or30'Itotheflame
memory301,3nor303inwhiehthepictnredatat:obe
displayedintheminorflameareaarestored.

Whilethemincr-frame address genemtor309is gena'at-ing the aforementioned addresses '

picnrredatatobedisplayedinthenfinorfiameareaare
stored.Atanyothertime,theMUX31lse1easanddelivers
thepticutredatafetdtedflomflreflunemernoryinwhidathe
picture data to be displayed in the nnjor flame arm are
stored.Achang

Incidentally, theflamememcries ofthePinPprocessor
zosmsywellbesharedfurflamememouieswhichthevideo
coder201,stillpictnreeodt-x202,videodecoda'206and
stillpianredecoderzfl useforthe eodingand the decoding.

Next,thedetailsoftheG3-FAXinta'faoe16wiIlbeexplained.

FIG. 5 the construction of the G3-FAX inter-‘face 16.

Referring to the figure, the intuface 16 includes a hybrid
501, aroute SW(switch) 502, a codec503 forthefacsimile,

ndinglreceiving call control 504.
When the FAX sendinyreceiving call control 504 is

infonned of the reception of G3-FAX data through the
pctiphual device control interface 27 by the control unit 26,
it applies a ringer signal to the G3-FAX modularjack 107.
In addition, the FAX sendinglreoeiving call control 504
detects the ofl’-hook or on-hook condition of the G3 FAX
connected with the G3-FAX modular jack 107 and reports
the detected condition to the control _uni 26 through the
peripheral device control interface 27. Besides, ifnecessary,
the eontrol50dreportsthecontentofdialingintheG3FAX
connected with the G3—FAX modularjatt 107, to the control
unit 26 through the pa-ipheral device control interface 27.

The hybrid 501 matches the half-duplex interface of the
G3-FAX modularjack 107 with the full-duplex interface of
therouteSWside.InacasewherethemuteSW502has
beeninfarrnedtotl1ee1fectoftreatingtheG3-FAXdataas
data to-be-multiplexed, through the puipheral device con-
trol i.ntt:tface27 by the controlunit26, it connects the hybrid
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Stlltotheaudio codec 12.Inconsequence,the audiocodec
12oodesthedatasentbyAthecounectedG3 FAXand
transfersthecodeddataasaudiodatatothernnltimedia
ruultiplexing/demultiplexing and interterruinal signal con-
trol unit 8 through the multipoint conversation control 7.

Onthe otltc.rhand,in a-casewhere-therouteSW502‘has
been to the etfectoftrcatiug the G3_-FAX data as
audio data, through the device control interface:
2‘I’by the ‘control unit 26, it eonnectsltlre-hylaid-50l:to the ”
codec 503 for the-FAX'."l‘he‘FAX~5,03 t:he sent
dataoftheconnectedG3FAXi.naccordaueewifi1thepIA
rules, theADPCM‘ or‘.the~like,' and the coded data * H

' multiplexing/,.as- data to-beauultiplexed to the
demultiplexing and interterminal signal’. control unit 8
though the data multiplexorldeiuultiptexor 20.

Inthismannn‘,accordingtou1isetnbodiment,’theordi-
nary G3 FAX can-be connected to the teleconference ter-
minal equipment andtheu used without altering the interface
thueof. Phrthamtxe, the G3-FAX data is coded using the
FAX codec 503 and then treated as the data to-be-
multiplexed, whereby a telephone conversation is possible
withtheaudiocodeclzevendurzingcommunicationswith
the G3 FAX. . -

Next,’ the camera control/external device mnlticonnector
101 will be explained. '

The teleeonfaence terminal equipment according to this
embodiment can have an external amera, an external
monitor, an extutnal loudspeaker, etc.
connected thaeto by the video 1/0 intaface 110, the audio
IIO interface 109, tlte-jniaophone input 108, etc.

The camera controllertternal device multiconnecmr 101 is

a connector ft!‘ controlling the external camera as well as
illuruinafion flruefor, and. the external microphone amongthe aforementioned external I/0 devices. The control

employing this multiconnecmr 101 is realized in such a way
that the control unit 26 controls the no-voltage contact such
as therelay coutact31 incumpliance with an instruction
from the dial function keys 3, an instruction from the
console connected to the confuence console connectrr 103,
ct control data received fiomthe opposite communicating
terminal equipment and transferred through the multimedia
mnltiplexingldeinultiplexing and intaterrninal signal con-
trol unit 8. Incidentally, in the case stated hdore where the
framestipulatedinCCIlTReconunendationH.221is
jxesnmedasthe communication frame,the control unit26
receivesthe coutroldatainthefounoftheFAS,BAS or
Mlfdaafromtheopposite comrnunicatingtenni.ualequip-
meat and controls the no-voltage contact" 31 in accordance
with the received control data.

FIG. 6 illustrates the construction of the camera control]
external device multioonuemr 101. As shown in the figure,
the multiconnectrr 101 contains the signals of spare 613;
zooming 612, 611; focusing 610, 609;
wiper 6W;.panIIins 604;*x603;i basins’
miaophone‘ 602,160}: and source 600.

Using these signals, the control-unit 26 can control the
zoomingandfocusingoftheexternalcarnera,andthe
illumination, awipeeandpanuingandtiltingfor the external
camera, through the comma coutrollextcrnal device multi-
eonnector 10]. Also, it can eontrolthe change-ova’ between
the camera andthemicrophone, and the turn-ON/OFF of the
powersouroeofanydesiredexterualdevieethroughthe
rnultieounector 101.

Next, the V11lRS422 multiconnector 106 will be
explained. '

The VHIRS422 multiconuectar 106 is a connector which
includes a Vllintaface and an RS422 intu-face.

10
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In this embodiment, it is assumed that the conference unit

to be described later is connected to the V11/RS422 multi-
connect:or 106.

The RS422 interface within the V11!RS422 rnulticonnec-
tor 106 is connected with the control unit 26 through the
communicationport 23. The control unit 26 transfers control
data to and fromthe conferenceunit by the use of the RS422
interface.‘

'I'he_V11interfar:e within the V1llRS422 nullticonnector
106 isconnected to the data narltiplexcr/demultiplexor 20and the audio codec 12. On thebasis ofthe control ofthe

_ ontrol unit 26, die data multiplexorldemnltiplexor 20
demnltiplexes control data and data to-be-dernultiplexed
sumalied from the multimedia-multiplexingldunultlplexing
andinterterminal signalcontrolunit8,auditdelivers the
resulting data to the V11 iulnface. Contrariwise, the data
multiplexorldemulfiplexor 20 multiplexes control data and
data to-be-multiplexed delivered from the Vllintnzface,
with FAX data etc. deliveredfrom the G3-FAX interface 16,
and it supplies the resulting data to the multimedia
multiplexing/dernultiplexing and intetterminal signal con-
trol unit 8. Incidentally, in the case of employing the
aforementioned H. 221 frame as the communication frame,
MP'LdaIacanbeusedasthe eontroldata.

Herein, the data. which is delivered from the data
multiplexorldemultiplexor 20 to the Vllintuface is in the
fmmofthe actualburstdamdunnltiplexedaudexhacted
from the communication frame. Likewise, the datawhich is
delivered from the Vllintaface to the data multiplexer!
dermfltiplexorztisburstdatahaviug the sainetrausfernte
as thatofdata containedinthe communicationframe.

Asstatedabove,inthiseInbodirnent,thedataareaand
control data area ofthe ornnrnunication frame can be opened
tothe extericr as they are. According1y,the‘V 11 interface
can freelyutilizethe predetmnineddata area or control data
area contained in the communication frame.

Here,FIG.7il]ustrates the oonstructionoftheV1lIRS422
mnltieonnector 106.

Referring to the figure, parts 700-702 constitute the
RS422 interface, and parts 703-710 the Vlliuteaface.

The R9422 intraface includes the lines of transsion
data 700, reception data 701 and a transfer clock 702. The
V11 interface includes the lines of sending data 703, as
sending burst clock 704 synchronized with sending burst
data,asendiugl‘ramesint'l0S,receivingdata706,a
receivinghurst dock707 synchronized with receiving burst
data,areceivingframe sink7l|8,audtwotypesofhasic
cloclm 709, 110.

Next, the external appearance of the teleconference ter-
ruinal equipment according to this embodiment are illus-
trated in FIGS. 8(0) and 8(b).

FIG. 8(a) is aperspective view of the terminal equipment
seen obliquely from the front thereof, while FIG. 8(b) is a
rear view of the essential portions thereof showing the
arrangement of oonnectms.

Now, the constructions of teleconference systems each of
which employs the teleconference tumiual equipment
accontingtothiseruhodirnentwillbedesu-ibedwithrefu'—
enoe to FIG. 9 thru FIG. 13.111 these figures, ulunrral 1000
indicates the teleeonfuence terminal equipment.

FIG. 9 shows the teleconference systan which is suitable
for the personal telephonic commnnimtions between one
person and anothu, FIG. 10 shows the teleconference sys-
tem whidr is suitable for a teleconference among a small
number ofpeople, FIG. 11 shows the teleconference system
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of simplified type which is used for a teleconfaence, FIG.
12 shows the teleconference system which is suitable for a
regular teleconference, and FIG. 13 shows the teleconfer-
euce system which is suitable for a larger telwouference.

As seen from the figrues, according to tire teleconference
systemsinthisembodiment,aG3FAX900,acomputer901
-such as a personal computer orwordprocessor; a camera
903, a monitor 904, a microphone 905, a cammr pan-tilta
906, a confaenceconsole 90!, etc. can be connected by the
video I/O interface 110, audio IIO interface 109, microphone
input 108, G3-FAX modular jack 107, V11IRS422 multi-
connedor 106, RS232C connector 105, mouse jack 104,
conference console connector 103, and camera control]
extuual device multiconneaor 101. Thus, the teleconfer-
ence systems urn be flexibly constructed in acctrdauoe with
intended uses. -

In particular, according to the teleconference system in
this-embodiment, the external interface based on the digital
data- of the audio codec 12 is included in the V1lIR422
multiconnector 105 as stated before. As shown in FIG. 12,
thuefore, a digital echo canceler 1200 ofhigh performance
can be disposed outside if it is need.

As showniuFIG.13,aG3FAX!00,dataprocessing
device:90l suchas apcrsonal computerorwordprocessor
and an electronic blackboard, a camaa 903, a monitor 904,
microphones 905, a camera pan-tilter 906,, a conference
console 907, etc. may wellbe connected through a confer-
enceunitl300soastorealizehigha'degrees afconferencefunctions-

As shown in FIG. 13, the conference unit 1300 includes
a video contro_ller- 1301, an audio controller 1302, a -unit:
controller 1303, a video processrr 1305 and a power sorrrce
unit 1306.‘ The video controller 1301 is conneded to the
video IIO interface 110- of the teleconference system. The
andiocontroIler1302,tmitcontrolle.r13U5andvideopro-
oessar 1305 are connected with the V11lRS422 multioon-
neccor 106 of the teleconference system through the
unshown unit thereof.

The unit controller 1303 controls any ofthe constituents
ofthe conference unit 1300 in compliance with an instruc-
tion horn the confdence console 907, an instruction from
the control. unit 26 ofthe teleconference system as delivered
through the RS422 interface, or control data received
through the V11 interface from the opposite communicating
terminal equipment. In addition, the unit controller I303
transfers data received through the Vllinterface from flre

V1linterfaceandthedata1xocessingdevices901 such asthe
personal computer or word processor and theelectronicblackboard.

'I‘Ire video controller 1301 and the still picture processor
control the change-over between the camera and the

for example, which are connected to the1/0
110 ofthefteleconfaence, systemsjlhe audio con-

1302 centre the change-overybetw 'i_r,tlre'
' ' ' , for le,:.whiclrfa‘re:.c’on-

u 1 c 12 of theételeeonference
tlreV_11?interface. In additioii, the audio controllu’

1302 an echo canceling process as may be needed.
The video processor 1305; performs the control of the
camera906. 1": y

In this manner, according to the teleconference ‘system of
this embodiment, the patineut terminal equipment can
communicate with the conference unit connected to the
opposite communicating terminal equipment through the
mutual direct controls which are performed by the use of the

60
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dataareaandthemnuoldataarcacpenedwtheerrtuual

Asthusfardescribed,acct1dingtotlrefrrstembodiment,
it is possible to rxovide the teleconference system in which
the stillpictureandthe videocanbe simultaueousIydis-
played on the single screen.

Now, the second embodiment of a teleconference tmninal
equipment according to the present invention will bedescribed.

Frst, -FIG. 14 illustrates the construction of a te1eeonfa-

euce system which anploys the _ teleconference tamiual
equipment acctrding to this embodiment. ;

Referring to the figure, the embodiment includes the
teleccnfaence tanrinal equipment 2001 connected to a
digital communications network, a control keyboard 2002,
microphones zone, a document photographing stand 2000,
anelectronichlackboard2005a.udavideotapereoc|'du'2006.

The illustrated teleconference system is fundamentally
configured of the teleconference terminal equipment 2001,
the control keyboard 2002 connected to the teleconfuence
terminal equipment 2001, and the microphones. 2003 con-
nected to the teleconference’ terminal equipment 2001
through the control keyboard 2002. Ifnecessary, the system
is additionally furnished with thevdocrnnent photographing
stand'2004, electronicblackboard 2005 and video tape
recorder2006by connecting them-tothe teleconference
tauriual equipment200l. Besides, aswillhe deserribedlater,
afacsimilemachineandasmall-sizedoornputermnbe
connectedto the teleconfierence terminal equipment 2001 as
required.

As shown inthefignre, theteleoonference system ofthis
embodimerrtfeaturcs thcdesktoptypetel.econferencetami-
nal equipment"-' 2001. Owing to the desktop type
construction, when the teleconfu-euce terminal equipment
2001 is caniedin with the contrnl‘keyIJmm‘l 2002 and the
microphones 2003, a teleconference can be held in an
ordinaryconfermceroonrorbytheuseofamereconfercncedesk. ’ '

The teleconference terrninaleqtripmeut 2001 will now be
explained. -

FIG. 15 illustrates the external appearance ofthe telecon-
ference terminal equipment 200] aceordingto this embodi-
ment. Referdng to tire figure, numaal. 2100 indicates the
body of the terminal equipment 2001, numaal 2101 ameni-
tor employing acathode-ray tribe llinches irrsize, numeral
2102 a camerawindow, nummrl 2103 a ringer speaker, and
numeral 2110 a base. Although not seen in the figure, a
speak: window (for a loudspeak:2104) is provided on the
left side of thebody 2100, and various terminals are pro-
vided on the rear surface thereof.‘ A built-in camera is
disposed behind the camera window 2102.

Next, Elli. 16A is a side View of the teleconference
terminal equipment2001, while FIG. 163 is asectional view
thereof taken along line A1-A2 in FIG. 15. fine, mecha-
nisrns insidethebodyzlooare omitIedfromthei.lIustra-tions. v

As shown in FIGS. 16A and 163, the body 2100 and the
base 2110 are connected by a tilt and swivel mechanism
2121, so thatthe body 2100 is turnable relative to the base
2110 through prcdetumined angles in the vertical and
horizontal directions. That is, the body 2100 is turnable
aboutanarborflzztlrroughthepredetenninedangleinthe
horizontal direction, and it is trnnable along a slot 2123
through the predetermined angle in the vutical direction
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Incidentally, numeral2130 denotes a terminal area wherethe
various input/output terminals are disposed

In this embodiment, thevcamera includes a wide-angle
lens of 57°. By tuuploying t:he wide-angle lens for the
camerainthismanna',apturalityofust-rscanbesirnulta-
neously photographed even when they are a short distance
away. Aocridingly, a plurality of confqees at a conference
deskoneach comrru1uicat:'ngside,forexample,cauho]da
teleconference rrurely by putting the teleconfaeuce tami-
nal equipment 2001 on one end of time conference desk
Incidentally, in this embodiment, it is assumed as standard
that several conferees will utilizethe teleconference terminal
equipment 2001 having the 11-inch monitor 2101, at a
position which is about 1.5 meters remote from this tele-
conference terminal equipment. Thus, the wide-angle lens is
setat57°sothatal1on'zontalwidthofl.5metn'scanbe

photographed at the aforementioned position. The wide-
angle lens, however, may well be set at any suitable angle,
dependinguponthesizeofthescreencfthernonitorandthe
service conditions ofthe tdeconferenee terminal equipment
Ingener'al,anangleofabout:60°willbedesirable.

Meanwhile, the control keyboard 2002 should preferably
beprovided separatelyfromtlreteleconferencetaminal
equipment 2001 to enable the smooth progress of the
conference. Alternatively, howeva, a control keyboard may
well be provided unitarily with a teleconference terminal
equipment. I

By way of example, FIGS. 17A and 17B illustrate the
external appearance of the teleconference terminal equip-
ment whirh is unitarily provided with the control la-.)-board
2002. -

Asahownint.hefigures,inthis example, thecontrol
keyhoard2002ismountedonthebase2110betweenthe
body 2100 andthis base. Besides,-as showninPIG. 18A, this
oontrolkeyboard2002is mounted onthe-base 2110 by a
turning mechanism 215. Accordingly, it can be housed
underthebod'y2100asshowninFIG.18Bwhilethe
terminalequipmentisnotused.Moreover,with sucha
utrnableconlrolkeyboard,eachoftheconfaeesiseasily
abletooperatethecontrollreyboarddmingtheuseofthe
tuminal equipment.

Althouyithecameaisarrangedbythesideofthe
cathode-ray tube in each of the faegoing teleconference
terminal equipments ofthe second embodiment, it may well
be arranged above the cathode-ray tube.

By way of example, FIG. 19 illustrates the external
appearancecfateleconferencetuminalequiprnentinwhidr
the amen is arranged above the cathode-ray tube 2101.

Refuringtorhetigue,nurneral2102indicatesacamera
window, bdrind which the camaa is installed. Numaal
2130indicates adrawertypehandlewhichis attachedin
order to facilitate carrying the teleconference terminal
equipment. In this example, loudspeakers 2104 are arranged
in the front of the teleconference terminal eqripment. Also
in this example, the body 2100_and the base 2110 are
connected by a turning mechanism, whereby the teleconfer-
ence tmninal equipment can be freely positioned in the
horizontal direction. Incidentally, the teleconfuence tami-
nalequiprnentofthismmnplecanbeopqatedthmuglia
wireless remote control from the control keyboard 2002.

Next, FIGS. 20A and 20]! illustrate another example of
the teleconference terminal equipment in which‘ the camera
is arranged above the cathode-ray tube 2101.

As clearly shown in FIG. 20B, the depthwise dimension
ofthecameraauangedbehindtliecamerawindow 2102is
short compared with that of the cathode-ray tube 2101. This
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fact is utilized here in the example, and the part of the
teleconference taminal equipment behind the camera win-
dow 2102 is shortened to form a carrying handle 2131.

Now, the internal construction of the teleconference ter-
minal equipment 2001 will be explained.

FIG. 21 shows the internal construction of this telecon-

ference terminal equipment. As shown in the figure, the
internal construction of the teleconference terminal equip-
ment according to the second embodiment is substantially
the same as that of the teleconference tmninal equipment
according to the first embodiment descflhed with rvefaence
to RIG. 1 before.

Refen:ingtothefigure,numeral2830indieatesatenninal
which is to be connected to the digital communications
network. In this embodiment, the digital communications
netwcrkis assumedtobethelSDN(iutegatedservice
dlgitalnctwork),andtheterminal2830tobeamodularjaek
having eight pins. Besides, the teleconference tuminal
equipment 2001 includes the camera 307, the monitor
2101, the loudspeaker 2104, a video switch 2806, a video
amplifier 2808, a. picture codec 2805, a multimedia
multiplexingldemultiplexing and irrtertenninal signal con-
trol unit 2804, a netwcrk interface and communications
network control uni 2803, an audio codec 2810, an echo
cancels: 2811, an audio switch 2813, an audio amplifier
2812, a FAX interface 2014, a data interface 2815, a control
unit 2802 and a power source 301.

IncIudedastheextaualIIOterminalaarevideoIIO
interfaces 2816 and 2811, audio I/0 intafaces 2818 and
2819, a modular jack 2820 for a G3 FAX (group 3
facsimile), an RS2.32C connector 2821. and a connector
2822forthe controll:eyboard2002.These connectors and
theabovetermi.nal2fl0areanangedontherearsuI:faceof
t:he teleconference taminal equipment 2001 (refer to FIG.
15)-

Herein, the netwuk interface and communications net-
work concrol unit 2803 is connectedto the ISDN tlrough the
connector 2830, auditperforms the communication controls
and communication processing between the pertinent tde-
conference terminal equipment and the network, such as
establishing a cormnunication channel with the opposite
communicating terminal equipment. The multimedia
multiplexing/demultiplexing and signal con-
trol unit 2804 performs various controls between the perti-
nent terminal equipment and the opposite tuminal equip-
ment. Besides, this control unit 2804 dunultiplexes video
data, audio data, data to be multiplexedldemultiplexed,
control data, etc. from within a received communication
frame into the individual data types, and it multiplexes such
typesofdataiutoatrausmissioncommunicationframe.The
video data mentioned aboveis interface data on the netwtrk
sideofthepictur'ecodec%,whiletheaudiodatais
interface data on the network side of the audio oodec 2810.
The data to be multiplexedldemultiplexed is interface data
with Iespectto the dataintuface 2815 andthe FAXinterface
2814. The control data is transferred between the control
unit 2804 and the control unit 2802.

The multimedia multiplexing/duuultiplexing and into‘-
terrninal signal control unit 2fi04 further demultiplexes the
data demultiplexed from within the received communication
frame, into G3-FAX data, computa data, various control
data.etc.inaccordancewithprotocola stipulatedwiththe
opposite transmission terminal equipnumt: beforehand, audit
delivers these data to the G3-FAX modular jar-J: 2820 and
RS232C connector 2821 through the FAX intaface 2814
and data interface 2815, respectively.
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Conversely, the control unit 28M accepts data to be
transmitted in a multiplexed state, from the G3-FAX modu-
lar jack 2820 and RS232C connector 2821.

The camera 2801 picks up an image, and the monitor
2101 presents the display output of a picture corresponding
to the image. The video switch 2806 supplies the picture
codec2805'withaninputfrotntI1evide0signalinput
terminal 2816, instead of an input from the camera 280'].
'lhns,the documentphotographing standflid as wellasan
externalcameraandthepict:nrecodec2805 mnbecon-
nected to the video input interface 2816.

'I‘hepic_turecodec2805 codes aninputpictnre signal, and
delivers the resulting coded signal to the multimedia
rnnltiplexingldemultiplexing and intcrtemtinal signal con-
trol unit 2804. In addition, it decodes video data demnlti-
plexed from within areceived communimtion frame by the
control unit 2804 and then delivers the resulting decoded
data to the monitor 2101 and thevldeo output interface
2817. Accordingly, the video taperecorder 2006 can be
oonnectedto the videopautput interface 2817 so as to

r:anbeoonnVected.'_=-35 _
The audio input andfoutput 2818 and 2819

have the audio outputs of external audio
connected thereto. audio switch .2313 is one by which

the contents oftlie'tdcconference. Also, an external monitcr

any of froiii the G3 FAX-ffcnnnected to the FAX.
interface‘ 2314, an-input from a‘ device connected to tlie
audio 2819, and aninptn from the
phones zoos coixpiodivim the control keyboard zooz
nected to‘ the connectiorwzxzz is transferred to the audio
codec~28l0~1t_ltmugr theecho 2811. “ ~'

The audio5code_c RIQ codes an input speech signal, and
delivers resulting coded signal’ to the multimedia
mnlu'plg/dernnltiplcxing and signal2,éon-
trol Imit zso-‘nrit addition, it decodesyggaudio data
pleated‘-fiom a communicafion frame the
eontrolnnit 28j4 and-Ethan delivers the resulting
data tothe  21Mand the audio output interface
2818 though echoiflcanceler well as an-.' audio
amplifier audio output interface 2818; as, for
example, the audio tenninal of
2006 conned:edtliereto'.'l1ie echo canceler 2811 an
echo canceling process the speech signal decoded
from the audio dataandthe speecl1signal.‘de|ivujedfromthe
audio 2813; thereby preventing‘ .t_l_te occurrence if
howling communications;'Incidentally,f§'flJe howling
may welllje prevented by the echo,-canceler 2811
wih an—et_:ho snppresscr which sup1:resses«a selected one of
the output fromthe audio ‘ "V. er=2812 ortheinpnttothe
audio “switch 2813. "

The FAX interface 2814 delivers a signal to-bc-
transmitted supplied from the G3 FAXbm'ng an analog FAX
connected to the G3-FAX modular jack 2820, to the audio
codec28’10inthecaseoftreati.ngtheFAXdatnnsaudio
data, While it the signal to—be-transmitted into a
codeanddeliversthecodetotltemnlfimediamultiplexingI_
demnltiplexing and intanaminal signal control unit 28!! in
the case of treating the FAX data as data to-be-multiplexed.
Contrariwise, when supplied with received data for the G3
FAX by the audio codec 2810, the FAX interface 2814
supplies the G3-FAX modular jack 2820 with the received
data directly, and when suppliedwith received G3 FAX data
by the nmltimedia multiplexing/demultiplexing and interter—
minal signal control unit 2804, the FAX interface 2814
decodes the received data into an analog signal and delivers
the analog signal In the G3-FAX modularjack 2820.
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The RS232C connector 2821 serves as an RSZBZC

interface, and it is a connector to which a computer, a word
processoror an electronic blackboard can be connected. 'I'his
RS232Cconnector2821 isconnectedtothcoontrolunit
2302 or the multimedia rnultiplexing/demultiplg and
interterminal signal control unit "2804 through the datainmzface 2815.

The control unit 2802 performs serial data communica-
tions with the control keyboard 2002. Besides, it perftrms
vaiious controls for the constituents of the teleconference

ta-minal equipment2001, forexample, the display control of
amenupictnretobedesci-ibedlatenonthebasisofdata
transferred from the multimedia multiplexing!
demultiplexing and intertenninal signal control unit 2804 ‘
and data transferred from the control keyboard 2002.

Meanwhile, thepicture codec 2805 codes and decodes
pictmes in conformity with algorithms stipulated in CCIIT
Standard,I-I.261.Herein,itcanbereducedinsizeby
applying recent highly-packaged drouit technology. A pic-
ture codec is implemented with two circuitpoards each
having a size nearly equal to theAS-formatin, for example,
a commercially-available video telephone set EV-100 (trade
name)manufacturedbyliitadii,Ltd.Inthefuune,such-
picturecodecswillbeincrusinglyreducedinsize.

Accordingly, the teleconference terminal equipment of
this embodiment can be satisfactorily realized with the
dimensionsmentionedbeforeinrelation toFlG. 15 and
FIGS. 16A and 163, for the 11-inch cathoderay tube.
Moreover, these dimensions afiord a size which is suited to
installation offlreteuninalequipmmtonadeskcrto

Next, theeontnollieyboardziizwillbeexplained.
FIG. 22 shows the external appearance of the control

keyboard2002. As shownin the figure, the control keyboard
Ziozisintheshape ofa sectoazvadcuskeys are aminged
onthenppasurfaceofthiscontro1keyhoard,whiletermi-
nals29l0forconnectingmicrophonesandalsotennina]sfor
marbles for connections with the teleconference tmrninal.
eqnipment2001aredisposedontherearsurface.Besides,a
built-in mir:rophone2920is an-angedinthefrontoftltis
control keyboard.

'l‘helreysdisposedontheu1:tpca'sutfat:ecftitecontro1
keyboatd2002,andftmctionswhicharedesignatedbythese
keyswi|lbelistedinTables1and2below:

TABLE 1

Outline: ofFnnetiml

PmatftII::InputrchuwhdgiugtfiIl.
ltetruutrittingblaatealledndrkeu.
Speedyd'ralingn1egi.msedNo.bydeIi9tatingttnNo.
'l\:niingoftrItImifi>nspeenl:,auxltramrnittirignnun.
De|etinghIiItpIItklbr.(Also,eItdnghelp.)
Altematirullflfllstab. '
Rfifll‘ utttng' IndnehI1wIeJ5wx' 'IELdnuebry',
opuatitnnxxl-.s,et:.
Non-_a:m.peritd:(:ln:uing-over-Atmlmnlralpicnne

lkxihsrv-dnplayniguntutntnionptctt:-e(codedpiettne)aaWlnleseteanlmiwrsueai.
F . hue‘ . . .

tutdexttamlqeechiirpnt.

Displuyinghelpinfimnfienonfiltctiatnbyswti.
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TABLE l—continued
Otnliiea ofFtmctims

Cunn:tin;PAXn.mi'lEI.ein:IIiti'u'

'lhming0NKlEFRSB2Cponfiardata.com.betweenbuh. 1. .
Zcaningntrtbuiltdnunua-a.(Enrti)
Zcuninginbuilt-in.camt:-a.(Hnrd)

' aomnivohunecflotkiqeahr.(Eatd)
Decrean'ngsotmdvohnneoflo|siq:enhnr.(Hzld)

Nausea

Spara.tnM-Changing-4werqualityoftrttnsrniuionpiettnein3
atny(SI'DIFASl‘IDEIAIL).
Cl-rghtg-ova-haufepeahuatdlnnniet

zouningcrbcnaingccntrol.

'1ypicalkeyswillbeestplained.InFIG.22,nunteral2901
indicates a volume control for controlling the sound volume
of the loudspeaker 2104 built in the teleconference terminal
equipment 2001. Numeral D02 indicates keys for commi-
lingthezooming functions ofthecamei-c2807. Denotedby
numeral 2903. are numerical-keys and function keys whichserveto control the communication functions of the tele-
confaence terminal equipmentv2001, and which are equiva-
lent to those of an lSDN'tenninal_ equipment. In this
embodiment, however, the ntnneiicnl-keys are shared with
alphabetkeys. Keys 2904servetocou_trolapau—tilterwhichis sometimesinstalledforthe nmet3fl0‘Iofthetclecon-
ference terminal equipment 2001. Besides,-keys 2905 serve
to change-over the picture qualities of pictures to—be-
ttanxmitted, akey 2906 savesto change-over theinpnt of
the built-in camera 280'] of the teleconference terminal

equipment2001 andtheinpntofthe external camaa seton,
fa’ example, the document photographing stand 2004 as a
transmissionpicttn'e,andkeys290_'7and2908serveto
change-ova transmission data from-videoor audio data to
inpntdatafromthefacsimilemachineandsmall-sized
computu connected to the teleconference terminal equip
ment2001, respectively. Further, indicators, such as an LED
2909 for indicating the connection of the pow: supply, are
provided on the upper surface ofthe contrclkeyboard 2002.
‘FlGS.23Aand23Bshowtheintrrnal construaicnofthe

control keyboard 2002. _
As shown in FIG. 23A, the control keyboard 2002

includes a switching regulator 3001 by which a supply
voltage fed from the teleconference terminal equipment
2001is distributed totheindividual parts ofthis control
keyboard,lrey switches 3002whir:h cotutitutethevarious
hys stated before, and LED’s 3003. In addition, it includes
aCPU300'7which controlsthekey swit:chcs3002andthe
IED’s 3003 while pazftrming the serial data communica-
tionswiththeteleconferencete1minalcquiprnent2001by
the use of data clock pulses supplied from this teleconfer-
ence terminal equipment. Also included are the built-in
microphone 2920, the microphone jacks $10 for connect-
ingtlteexterna1microphones2003,amia'ophonemixer.’
3005 ft: mixing an inputfromthe built-in microphone 2920
and inputsfiomtheexternalmicrophones 2003, andthe
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voltnne control 2901 for adjusting the sound volume of the
loudspeaker of the teleconference terminal equipment 2001.
Shownatnnmera.l3006 aretenninals fcrcables 3010which
lead to the teleconfnence temtinal equipment 2001.

As seen fi:on1 the figures, the connections. between this
control keyboard 2002 and the teleconference terminal
equipment 2001 are collectively elfected by the single
composite cable 3010. Besides, an output from the micro-
phone mixer 3005 is sent to the teleconference terminal
equipment 2001 through a transfcrrner of 600 ohms by the
use of a shielded cable 3011 Whidl is disposed within the
composite cable 3010 as shown in FIG. 2313.

Next, the document photographing stand 2004 will be
explained.

FIG. 24 shows the external appearance of the document
photographing stand 2004.

Rouyily speaking, the document photographing stand
2004 is consuucted of a work surface 3101, a lower link
3102, an upper link3103 and -the mmera 3104. Besides, an
LED 3105 is embedded in the centralpxtoflheplaten 3101
tcrbe-photographed, and camera controlling keys 3106 are
disposed atone corner of thework surface 3101. The camera
controlling keys 3106 include zooming control keys (wide
angleltelescopic), an autofocusingfunction enablingkey and
a manual focusing controlling key for the mmta'a.3104.

The lower link 3102 is pivotally mounted on the wtrk
surface 3101, the upper link 3103 is pivolally mounted on
the Iowa" link 3102, and the autumn 3104 is pivotally
mounted on the upper lin1:3103. Thus, the camaa 3104 can
photograpmnotonlyadoctnnentsetonthewtnkstnface
3101, but also spaces before and behind the work surface
3101. Accordingly, when the blackboard 2005 is arranged
behindthework surface 3101 as shown in FIG. 14 referred
tobefore,,draracta's,patnn'nsetc.writtenanddrawnon this
blackboardcanbephotographedandtraustnittedexcept
during the photographing of the documertt. '

The LED 3105 embcddcdin the central part of the wink
surface 3101 saves to facilitate the positioning of the
document to-be-photographed. Mme specifically, ‘when an
illtmiinatra-is providedinthis manner, the centralpointof
photographing can be readily established using the trans-
mittedlight even forpaper or the like which isplaced on the
work surface 3101 for photographing.’ Herein, LED's may
well be disposed at the four comers of a photographing»
region on the work surface 3101 for a doctnnent of standard
size (for example, A4-format or B5-fcnmat). "Owing to the
transmittedligatbeams ofsuchLED’s, thedr-siredrey'on of
adocumentlargerthanlhestandardsizecanbeestablished
and photographed more easily than with a conventional
wcrksurfaceonwhichmefourccrners aremsrked.

Inthe drawings, FIGS. 25Aand 25B are a side view and
a rear view, respectively, of the document photogaphingstand 2004. .

As shown in FIG. 25A, the length l ofthe lower link 3102
is setsoasnottoexceedthelengthLoftbewotksurface
3101, andthelengthmoftheupperliuk3103is set sons to
be shortn‘ than the length l of the Iowa link 3102. Besides,
as showninFIG.25B,fl1ewidthNbetweenboththe arms
ofthelower]ink3102is setgreaterthan the witih it between
both the arms of the upper link 3103; Accordingly, as seen
fromafrontviemnsideviewandaplanviewdcpictedin
FIGS. 38A, 38B and 38C, respectively, the lower link 3102-
can be folded onto the work surface 3101, and the umer link
3103 can be folded inside the lower link 3102. Thus, the
doctmtent photographing sta.nd2004 can be carried or stored
in a compact state. .
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Alternatively, the docrnnent photographing stand 2004
may well be constructed as illustrated in FIGS. 26A, 26]!and 26C.

FIG.26Ashowsthe stateinwhichthestaud2004is
carried or sttred. FIGS. 2GB and 26C show the situation in
which an upperlink3103is turnedrelative to alowcr link
3102. Numeral 3301 indicates stoppers to restciet the turn-"IE-

Further, the document photographing stand 2004 may
well be constructed in a simpler form as illustrated in FIG.27.

The example shown in FIG. 27 is configured of a work
surface3l01, acamtn'a3104andssinglelink3401.'l‘helin|t
3401 canbe lengthenedand shortened by a slide mechanism,
andthe camu'a3l04is connected totl1elink340l so as to
be freely tnrnable relative to this link.

Finally, the man-machine interface of the teleconference
systun will be explained. During a teleconfaence, the
receivedpicttueofthe oppositecommnnicating sideis
usually displayed on the screen of die monitrr 2101. When
the monitorIP]P key of the control keyboard 2002 stated
before is depressed, fire teleconference tn-minal equipment
2001presentsaminor'fi-ameattherightcornerofthe
monitor 2101 and displays the self-picnne thueof photo-
graphed by its own camera 280'], as illustratedin FIG. 28.
Pltrtltq‘, when the monitorIPIPkey is depressed in this state,
the teleconference terminal equipment 2001 displays the
self-picture on the whole monitor screen, and when the key
is depressed again, the teleconference tuminal equipment
2001 brings the scteenbackintothe Itsualstateanddisplays
the picture ofthe opposite comnurnicatiugside on the whole
monitor screen. Such a picture-in—picture display process
has been described in connection with the first embodiment,and shall not be detailed here.

In addition, the teleconfa-ence tenninal equipment 2001
guidesoperationsandreporlscunentstanrsesbytheuseofthe display of the monitor 2101.

FIG. 29 illustrates the situations of the opaation guidance
and status rcprxt utilizing the monitor 2101.

Letter a in FIG. 29 denotes the display of the monitor
2101 upon connection of the power supply. The cturent time
isindicatedattheleftuppercomerpartofthe displaysaeenof the monitcn 2101.

Whenthestartkeyoftltecontro1keyboard2002is
depressed in this state, the monitor display is changed as
shown at b in FIG. 29, and a message promoting for a dial
input is indicated. Subsequently, when the numerals of the
telephone No. of the opposite communicating side for the
teleconference are input with the numerical-keys of the
control keyboard 2002, they atesuccessively indicated as
shown at cinI-IG. 29. Next, when the startkeyis depressed
again by the operator of the control keyboard 2002 upon
acknowledging the indicated telephone No., the teleconfu'-
ence taminal equipment 2001 establishes a channel with the
ISDN to lransmitthe inputNo., anditprcsents a display to
indimtethatitiscallingtheoppositeterminalas shownat
din FIG. 29. Then, when communications with the omosite
terminal have begun, onlytheelapsedtime since thebegin-
ning ofcormntmicationisindicatedasshownateinFIG.29.

On the otherhand, in a case where a signal rrringing
arrives at the teleconference teuninal equipment 2001 dur-
ing a non-communicating period, a display to the eifeet that
the signal has arrived is presented together with the tele-
phone No. of the transmitting source as shown at f in FIG.3

lworeover, the teleconference terminal equipment 2001
according to this embodiment offers other various functionsin a menu form.
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FIG. 30 illustrates menus which are displayed on themonittr 2101.

When the menu key among the control keys is depressed
when the power supply is connected or during the
communications, that is, in the display state shown at a are
inFIG.29,thernainmennshownatainFIG.30is
displayed. _ -

In the menu a in FIG. 30, patterns are icons which are
provided in correspondence with the olfered functions. The
icon 3701 serves to start a telephone directcny function, the
icon 3702 saves to start the function of setting any of the
various statuses of the teleconference terminal equipment
200] such as the communication mode and display mode
thu-eof, the icon 3703 serves to start the function of adjust-
ing the time of a timepiece built into the teleconference
terminal equipment 2001, the icon 3705 serves to startthe
function of handling int’ormal:ion items (opposite commu-
nicating sides, telephone Nos, fees, etc.) on past

’ communications, and the icon 3706 serves to select whether
ornotthetimedisplnys showninFlG.29arepresented.
Besides, the icon 3704 serves to end the menu. The respec-
tive icons are displayed in an arrangement corresponding to
the arrangement of the numr:-sls 1-6 of the numnical-keys
of the control keyboard 2002, and the depression of the key
at the corresponding position starts the function which is
otfcred by the pertinent icon.

By way of example, when the telephone directory func-
tion is started by depressing the numetzioal-key “1”, a menu
as shown atbinFIG.30isdisplayed. Mot-especiflcally,the
samepatternastheiconhavingstartedthishtnctionis
indicated atthe uppeunostpart, andthenames and tdephoneNos. of the opposite cotnununicatin '
tered are indicated in an area

indicationwithinthe area 3711 hydesignating anieon3713
or 3714 throng: the depression of the numerical-key at the
corresponding position and then appoints the opposite com-
mtmicating person whose information is tohe handled, by
designating a seleetieon 3715 through the depression of the
numerical-key at the corresponding position. An icon 3716

‘is usedforretIn'uingt1othernenupir:tureainFlG.30.
Here, when the select icon 3715 is designated, a menu

shown atcinFIG. 30is displayed.Thepatterns oftheicon
whidr has started the corresponding function and the icon
whichwas indicatedattheuppa-mostpartoftheparent
menu ofthismenuareindicatedatthe upparrnostpart, and
allinfumationitetnsregistuedfortlre selected communi-
catingpersonareindicatedinanarea3721.A'I'ELicon3722
serves to designate a transmission to the opposite commu-
nicating person indicated in the area 3721. When the
nummical-key corresponding to this icon is depressed, the
teleconference taminal equipment 2001 calls the selected
commlmimting past): in accordance with the registered
information and ends themenu poeessing steps, to shift to
the display shownatdinFIG. 29.Anicon 3724int.’nemenn
cinFIG.30servestoaltm'theregisteredinfonnationbywny
of example. More specifimlly, whentlren ' -key
conesponding to this icon is dqaressed, the function of, for
example, altering the registaedinftrmation is indicated, and
a new menu corresponding to the function is displayed. In
thenewmenu,neeessaryinpntfunctionsaresrniilarly'
assigned to the keys of the control keyboard 2002 so as to
accept the user’s inputs of information. Herein, by way ofexample, ‘ '

can be realized by extending the function of apredetermined
input key.
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Meanwhile, in a case what: the rejster icon 3702 has
beendesignatedinthema.inrnenuainFlG.30,amenu
shownatdinFIG.30isdisplayed.lnthismenudinFIG.
30, the current statuses of the teleconfuenoe terminal equip-
ment 2001 areindicatedin an an.-.a3'I31. The user desigimes
any indicated item and also designates an alter icon 3732 in
acctrdancewithstepssimilartothose oftheopaation ofthe
menu binFIG. 30, whereby thestalus of the designateditem
can be changed to another alternative registered beforehand

In this regard, in a case whavtheteleconference terminal
equipment Zlll has been called amidst such a hierarehic
mennprocess,adisplaytotheetfectthatasignalorringing
hasan'ivedisp|'esentedinauarea3733.

For reference, FIG. 31A thru FIG. 38C in the accompa-
nying drawings illustrate the six views, etc, concerning the
teleoonfuence terminal equipment 2001 depimd in FIG.
15, the control keyboardzlflz depictedinFIG. 22 andthe
doctnnent photographing stand 2004 depicted in FIG. 24.
"FIGS. 31A, 31B, 31C and 31D are afront view, area:

View, a plan View and a bottom view, respectively, of the
teleconfaence terminal equipment 2001. , The ten-ninals
281$-2.822a.nd2830aredisposedintl1earea2l30shownin
FIG. 31B. FIGS. 32Aand32B are a right side view anda left
side viwnrespectively, ofthe teleconferenceterminalequip-
meat2001. Numeral 2104 in FIG. 3213 indicates theposition
of the built-in loudspeakn:

FIG.33isapaspecu'veviewoffl:econnolkeyboard
2002. Ninnaal 292Iin this figure indicates the position of
the built-in miaophone. In acklition, FIGS. 34A, 34B and
34Car'eafmntview,aplanviewandabottomview,
respeuively, of the control keyboard 2002. Besides, FIGS.
35A, 3518, 35C.35D,35Eand35Farearightsideviewof
theoonu'olkeyboard2IO2,aleftsideviewthereof,arear
View thucof, a schematic sectional view thereoftaken along
line A-A’ in FIG. 34A, a schematic sedional View theneof
taken llonglineB—B'inFIG.34B,andaschematic sectional
view thereof taken along line C—C‘ in FIG. 3413, respec-
tively.InFIG.35C,numeralBlIrepresentsthetemiinals
for connecting the external mierogiiones.

Next, FIGS. 36A, 36B,36C and36Dare afrontview. a
right sideview, a plan view and abottomview, respectively,
cf the document photogrqihing stand 2004. In addition,
FIGS. 37Aand37Barearr.-arview andaleft sideview,
respectively, of the stand 2004.

Asreferredtobefore, FIGS. 38A, 3&3 and38C arethe
front view, the side view and the plan view, respectively, of
thedocumellpholographing stand2004inthestoredcon-
dition.Asshowninthesetigures,the stand20¢4hasits
constituents folded up into a compact form.

Asdescn'.bedabove,accordingtot.he seoondembodiment,
it is possible to provide the desktop type teleconference
tenninalcquipmentwhichisslnallinsizeandwhichis
easily portable.

What is claimed is:

1. A document photographing stand, comprising:
aworksnrfaceforpladng adocurnentthueon;
a lower link whid: is pivotally mounted on said work

surface;

an uppu link which is pivotally mounted on said Iowa-
link:

a camua which is pivotally mounted on said upper link;
and

amarkerforemittingaspotlight;
whaein said lower link and said uppa link are respec-

tively turnablerelative to saidwork surface andto said
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Iowa link up to a position at whidr said camera is
supported above said work surface;

said camera, at said position at which said camera is
supported above said wmk surface, photographs 21
reflection from a front surface of said document placed
on said work surface: and

said marker, being inlaid on said wok surface in one of
a central position and a corner position of an area to be
photoyaphed by said camaa, displays a spot marl: on
said front slnfnce of saiddocumentplaced on saidwink
surfacebythe spotlightwhichhas beenemittedfrom
saidrnarkerandhaspassedthroughsaiddoaiment
ftrmabael: surface ofsaid documenttosaidfront
surface of said document.

2. An equipment for a teleconfuence in which a few
persons utilize the equipment, and for exchanging pictures
andvideo ofpersons inrealtime through adigitalcommu-
nication channel, comprising:

communication control means for transmitting and
receiving multiplexed videodata, user data, facsimile
data and audio datattnongh saiddigital communication
channel; \

mnltiplexldemnltiplex means formultiplexingand demol-
tiple.xingthevideodata,userdata,facsimiledataand
the audio data to betransmitted by said communication
control means and having beenreceivedby the same,
respectively;

apietnrecodecwhichdecodesapicturesignalfromsaid ‘
video data deinultiplexed by said multiplex]
demultiplex means and then delivers said picture signal
as an output, and which codes an input picture signal

dataandthcntransfus said

vide data to said nurltiplexldeulultiplex means;
a calnelawhichindudes alena having anapproxhmtdy

60° held of view, andwhich supplies saidpicture codec
withapicture signalofpicked-up-picture asthe picture
signal to-be-coded; .

an externalvideoinputtenninalwhichreoeivesavideo
signal from outside of the equipment and which sup-
plies saidpicturecodecwiththevideosignalas the
picture signal to-be-coded;

adisplayunitwhich displays apcictnre representedby the
picture gnal decoded by said picture codec;

anexterualvideooutputterminalwhichoutputsthe
picture signal decodedby saidpicture codec to outside
of the equipment;

an audiocodecwhich decodes aspeechsignalftnnsaid
audio data demultiplexed by said multiplex]
demultiplex means and then delivas said speech signal
asanoutput,andwhichcodesaninputspcedrsignal
to-be-coded into said audio data and then transfers said
audio data to said multiplexldemnltiplex means;

aloudspeakerwhichemits speechbasedon saidspeech
signal decoded by said audio codec;

an external audio output teuninal which outputs said
speech signaldecidedbysaidaudio codectooutsideof
the equipment;

an external data input/outputterminal whichreceivesnsa
data from outside of the equipment andwhich transfers
the received use data to the multiplexldannltiplex
means, said external data inputlontput terminal output-
ting user data demultiplexed by said multiplex]
demultiplex means to outside of the equipment;
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an external facsimile signal input/output terminal. which ‘
receives facsimile signal form outside ofthe equipment
and which transfers the facsimile data represented by
the received facsimile signal to the multiplex]
demultiplex means, said externalfacsimile signalinputl
output terminal outputting facsimile signal represented
by me facsimile data deinultiplexed by said multiplex]
demultiplex means to outside of the equipment; and

a housing in which said communication control means,
said mnlliplexldemultiplex means, said picture codec,
said camera, said display unit, said audio codec, said
loudapeaka, said extemal video input teuninal, said
external audio output temrdnal, said external video
output Imminal, said external data input;/ollput tami-
nal and said external facsimile signal ' putloutput
terminalatehoused,andwhichhasasizepamitting
said equipmenttobeplacedonatable andremovedbya person.

5

10

15

wherein3. Equipment for teleconference as defined in claim 2,

said camera includes an automatic focus means for letting
thecamerabeonfocusedon thefewpeisons who
utilize said equipment.

4. Equipment for teleconference as defined in claim 2,wherein

when said equipment is placed at an end of a table, said
camerapidcsupthepictm-eoffliefewpasonswhoare
sit1ingontliecpposiJ:eendofthetableandareabontl.5
meters fmmthe equipment. _

5. Equipment for teieoonfaence as defined in claim 2wherein

' display unithas an 11 inch screen fix displaying thepicture. .

****#
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COMMUNICATION SYSTEM WITH DIRECT
LINK TO SATELLITE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

'lbis invention relates to communications using a satellite
network.

2. Background of the Invention
Currently, mobile communication terminals such as cel-

lular phones wirelessly communicate with base stations
which in turn may connect a call to geographically distant
locations through satellites. However, when cellular phones
are too distant from a base station, a communication path
cannot be completed between the cellular phone and the
base station leaving a caller undesirably stranded without
ability to communicate.

Conventional cellular phones cannot communicate
directly with satellites when too distant from the base
stations partially because the power required to reach a
satellite is beyond the capability of a cellular phone. In
addition, if suflicient power is available, the electromagnetic
energy output from the cellular phone antenna may be
harmful to the user of the cellular phone as well as to others
who are in close proximity to the cellular phone.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

This invention provides a communication system that
permits a satellite phone to communicate with the satellite
directly. An exemplary embodiment of the communication
system may link a satellite phone with either another satel-
lite phone or a ground based communication system con-
nected to conventional telephone stations. When a user of a
satellite phone dials a number corresponding to another
satellite phone, the satellites of a satellite network identifies
a destination satellite that can reach the called party‘s
satellite phone.

The called party's satellite phone remains in a standby
mode and receives an alert signal from the destination
satellite indicating that a call is pending. The called party’s
satellite phone alerts the called party and if the called party
answers the call, the called party satellite phone directs an
antenna beam toward the destination satellite to complete
the communication path between the calling and called
parties.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is described in detail with reference to the

following drawings, wherein like numerals represent likeelements and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a communication system using
direct satellite links;

FIG. 2 is a diagram of a portable satellite phone commu-
nicating via satellite with a ground based communication
system;

FIG. 3 is a diagram of a portable satellite phone commu- ’
nicating with another portable satellite phone;

FIGS. 4A—4D show a fan beam and the fan beam cross-
sections;

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing possible communication
satellites;

FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a portable satellite phone
unit;

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a steering information
detector;
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FIG. 8A shows a diagram of a portable satellite phone
having a folded planar phased array directional antenna;

FIG. 8B shows a folded planar antenna phased array that
may be used in the portable satellite phone of FIG. 8A;

FIG. 8C shows a relationship of a shield to the folded
planar antenna phased array of FIG. 8B;

FIG. 9A shows a portable satellite phone having a volu-
metric phase array directional antenna;

FIG. 9B shows a cylindrical volumetric phased array
antenna that may be used with the portable satellite phone
shown in FIG. 9A;

FIG. 10 shows a diagram of a portable satellite phone
having a hat phased array antenna;

FIG. 11 is a block diagram of sensors for a proximity
detector;

FIG. 12 is a block diagram of an alarm device;
FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an antenna controller of the

portable satellite phone shown in FIG. 5;
FIG. 14 shows a flowchart for a communication process

using portable satellite phones;
FIG. 15 shows a portable satellite phone changing com-

munication paths between two satellites by snapping the
antenna beam from one satellite to another satellite;

FIG. 16 shows a portable satellite phone chaugng com-
munication paths from one satellite to another satellite by
forming a bridging beam;

FIG. 17 shows a process of the portable satellite phone
forming and adaptively maintaining an antenna beam
directed at a satellite;

FIG. 18 shows a portable satellite phone process for
responding to objects that interfere with a beam path of the
portable satellite phone; and

FIG. 19 is a diagram of a communication system that
includes phased array antennas that are mounted on fixedstructures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

FIG. 1 shows a communication system that includes
portable satellite phones 102 and 104 communicating with a
satellite network 100. The portable satellite phones 102 and
104 form antenna beams 106 and 108 that are directed
toward satellites of the satellite network 100. The portable
satellite phones 102 and 104 receive Global Positioning
System (GPS) signals 110 through GPS receivers included
in the portable satellite phones 102 and 104. Satellites of the
satellite network 100 may communicate with calling and
called parties directly through the portable satellite phones
or through a ground based communication network 200 to
complete a communication path. Whether a called party is
reached through either the portable satellite phone 102 or
104 or the ground based communication network 200 is
determined by known methods such as specially assigned
numbers. If a conventional telephone number is used, the
ground based communication network 200 may connect to
terminal 202 (which may be a telephone station or other
devices such as a facsimile device) or to mobile units 204
such as cellular phones to reach the called party.

When a calling party uses the portable satellite phone 102
and calls a called party by dialing a conventional telephone
number, the portable satellite phone 102 selects a satellite of
the satellite network 100 and forms an antenna beam
directed to the selected satellite, as shown in FIG. 2. The
selected satellite either directly or through other satellites of
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the satellite network 100 links to the ground based commu-
nication network 200 by well known methods and completes
the communication path between the portable satellite phone
102 and a telephone station such as terminal 202 of the
called party that is coupled to the ground based communi-
cation network 200.

When the calling party dials a number assigned to the
portable satellite phone 104, for example, the portable
satellite phone 104 is alerted of the call by a destination
satellite of the satellite network 100, as shown in FIG. 3. The
destination satellite and the selected satellite may be the
same satellite if the portable satellite phone 104 is reachable
by the selected satellite. Otherwise, the selected satellite
must link to the destination satellite (perhaps through yet
other satellites) to complete the communication path to the
called party’s portable satellite phone 104.

Normally, the portable satellite phone 104 is placed in a
standby mode and may receive alert signals from satellites
serving the geographical area where the portable satellite
phone 104 is located. When the portable satellite phone 104
detects an alert signal from the destination satellite, the
portable satellite phone 104 alerts the called party that an
incoming call is received. When the called party activates
the portable satellite phone 104 by turning it on, the portable
satellite phone 104 forms an antenna beam directed at the
destination satellite and establishes a connection to complete
the call.

The portable satellite phones 112 and 104 communicate
with satellites directly by forming highly directed antenna
beams directed at a specific satellite. In this way, the amount
of power required to communicate with a satellite is
reduced. In addition, because the electromagnetic energy is
concentrated in a narrow antenna beam, the area affected by
the electromagnetic energy is reduced, thus reducing the
possibility of harmful elfects to persons that may be in the
neighborhood of the portable satellite phone.

The portable satellite phones 102 and 104 must accurately
determine their individual position/bearing-attitude and the
position of the selected or destination satellite to form the
antenna beam. The portable satellite phones 102 and 104
determine their own positions (latitude and longitude) by
sensing GPS signals 110 transmitted by either GPS satellites
or satellites of the satellite network 100.

The portable satellite phones 102 and 104 include a
database of satellite positions and a schedule of when a
specific satellite may be within the range of the portable
satellite phones 102 and 104. The portable satellite phones
102 and 104 include clocks so that accurate satellite posi-
tions may be determined at any time. Thus, the portable
satellite phones 102 and 104 may be able to determine the
positions of possible satellites that can provide the desired
communications links. Also, alternatively, satellites may
transmit tracking signal or specific position information to
assist the portable satellite phones 102 and 104 to locate a
satellite’s exact position.

In addition to their position, the portable satellite phones
102 and 104 determine a bearing (direction such as North,
South, East or West) and attitude (direction relative to
vertical) of the portable satellite phones 102 and 104. Based
on the positions/bearings/attitudes of the portable satellite
phones 102 and 104 and the positions of the satellites, the
portable satellite phones 102 and 104 determine the exact
relative position between the portable satellite phones 102
and 104 and the selected/destination satellite so that an
antenna beam may be formed directed at the desired satel-
lite.
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For less expensive versions of the portable satellite
phones 102 and 104, bearing and attitude detection could be
omitted. For these simpler portable satellite phones 102 and
104, the portable satellite phones 102 and 104 must be
positioned so that an antenna beam may be directed to a
satellite for communication. In particular, the portable sat-
ellite phones 102 and 104 may be maintained in an erect or
vertical position and need be orientated approximately in a
proper bearing to allow the portable satellite phones 102 and
104 to form an antenna beam toward a satellite, for example.

For this simple case, based on the geographical position
ofthe portable satellite phones 102 and 104 determined from
the GPS position coordinates, the portable satellite phones
102 and 104 may indicate to the user which bearing to
orientate the portable satellite phones 102 and 104. For
example, the portable satellite phones 102 and 104 may have
four LEDs to indicate North, South, East and West or even
finer even more precise indications.

For the above lower cost embodiment, the portable sat-
ellite phones 102 and 104 may fonn a fan beam 120 having
generally rectangular or elliptical cross-sections, as shown
in FIGS. 4A—4D using portable satellite phone 102 as an
example. The fan beam is directed at an elevation angle
determined by the GPS coordinates of the portable satellite
phones 102 and 104 and the satellite position and has a fan
angle that provides a large relative bearing range between
the satellite and the portable satellite phones 102 and 104.
The fan angle may be any value limited only by the user’s
body (head) so that physical harm from exposure to the fan
beam is avoided. A fan angle range of about 60 to 120
degrees would be preferred. Thus, the fan beam 120 permits
the portable satellite phones 102 and 104 to communicate
with a satellite without depending on exact bearing and
attitude information. ,

When the above low cost embodiment is turned on and the

fan beam reaches a satellite, a dial tone is generated to
indicate to the user that a communication path is established.
However, if a satellite cannot be reached, a dial tone is not
generated. The user may reorientate the portable satellite
phones 102 and 104 in a dilferent bearing until the commu-
nication path is established and a dial tone is generated.

The portable satellite phones 102 and 104 are provided
with proximity detectors. When an object, such as a person,
comes within a predetermined distance of the antenna beam
and/or the portable satellite phones 102 and 104, the portable
satellite phones 102 and 104 may either reshape or redirect
the antenna beam to avoid the object or reduce the trans-
mitted power of the antenna beam to avoid causing harm to
the object.

In addition, the portable satellite phones 102 and 104 may
also activate an alarm to warn the object or the user of the
portable satellite phones 102 and 104 to avoid the antenna
beam. When a user of the portable satellite phone 102, for
example, moves the portable satellite phone 102 in an
orientation where the antenna beam is blocked by the user or
objects that cannot be moved, the portable satellite phone
102 may use the alarm to request the user to reorientate the
portable satellite phone 102 so that an antenna beam may be
properly directed away from the interfering object and
toward the desired satellite.

FIG. 5 shows possible communication satellites that may
be a part of the satellite network 100. A geostationary earth
orbit (GEO) satellite 304 is a satellite that is placed in an
orbit so that the satellite maintains a fixed position relative
to the surface of the earth 300. Amedium altitude earth orbit

(MEO) and low altitude earth orbit (LEO) satellites 306 and
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308 are satellites that may be in motion relative to the
surface of the earth. 'Ihese satellites are closer to the surface

of the earth 300 as compared to the GEO satellite 304.
Because of the shorter distance to the surface of the earth

300, less power is required to establish communication
using the MEG and LEO’s, however, the portable satellite
phones 102 and 104 must account for the changing positions
of the satellites and occasionally transition from a first
satellite to a second satellite when the first satellite position
moves out of range of the portable satellite phones 102 and
104.

A highly elliptical orbit (I-IEO) satellite 310 forms an
elliptical orbit around the earth 300 as compared to the
approximately circular orbit formed by the other satellites. A
GEO-helio synchronous orbit (BradCo) satellite 3]]. is posi-
tioned in an orbit around the sun 302 and maintains a fixed

position relative to the earth 300. An intermediate circular
orbit (ICO) satellite 312 is positioned in a circular orbit
around the earth 300 at an altitude in between the MEO and
LEO 306 and 308 and the GEO 304 satellites. All of the

above satellites 304-314 may be utilized to form the satellite
network 100.

FIG. 6 shows a block diagram of the portable satellite
phone 102. "Die portable satellite phone 102 includes an
antenna controller 400 connected to a directional antenna
402. A steering information detector 404, a proximity detec-
tor 406, an alarm device 408 and other portable satellite
phone elements 410 are all coupled to the antenna controller
400.

When the antenna controller 400 receives an imtruction

from the other portable satellite phone elements 410 to
establish communication with the satellite network 100, the
antenna controller 400 selects a satellite of the satellite

network 100 and determines a position of the satellite by
consulting the database contained in the portable satellite
phone 102. The antenna controller 400 may also select a
satellite by scanning for available satellites within reachable
range. Aset ofpreassigned communication channels may be
assigned for satellites to broadcast their positions and avail-
ability information. Satellites newly added to the satellite
network may use these channels to announce their avail-
ability especially to portable satellite phones 102 having
older databases. The antenna controller 400 also determines

the position/bearing/attitude of the portable satellite phone
102 via the steering information detector 404. Based on the
position of the selected satellite and the positionlbearingl
attitude of the portable satellite phone 102, the antenna
controller forms an antenna beam that is directed toward the

selected satellite using the directional antenna 402 to estab-
lish a communication path to the selected satellite.

During call setup and after the communication path with
the selected satellite is established, the antenna connoller
monitors for beam blockage by objects such as a person
using the proximity detector 406. “Then the proximity
detector 406 detects a person within a predetermined dis-
tance from the communication path, the antenna controller
400 may take one of several alternative actions to avoid
harming the person that may be caused by the electromag-
netic energy transmitted by the directional antenna 402.

The antenna controller 400 may reduce the power level
transmitted by the directional antenna 402 to avoid harming
the person. If the power level is reduced below a level
required for communication with the selected satellite, the
antenna controller 400 alerts the user of the portable satellite
phone 102 through the alarm device 408. The antenna
controller 400 may also determine whether the antenna
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beam may be reshaped so as to avoid harming the person or
whether another satellite may be selected to avoid harming
the person.

For example, a circular cross-section antenna beam pat-
tern may be modified into an asymmetric cross-section to
reduce the received power level at the person while main-
taining the power density in the satellite direction. The
actual antenna beam patterns necessary to satisfy these
conditions will vary depending on the angular separation
between the satellite and the intercepting person, as well as
the person’s distance from the phone’s antenna.

FIG. 7 is a block diagram of the position detector 404. The
steering information detector 404 includes an attitude sensor
900, a GPS receiver 904 for receiving GPS signals and a
gyrocompass 906. The above components are coupled
together via a signal bus 908. The attitude sensor 900
determines the portable satellite phone 1025 orientation
relative to vertical or “plum line”. The GPS receiver 904
receives GPS signals generated by the Global Positioning
System indicating the position of the portable satellite phone
102. The gyrocompass 906 determines the azimuth and
bearing of the portable satellite phone 102. The steering
information detector 404 is coupled to the antenna controller
400 through the signal bus 908.

The directional antenna 402 may be any electronically
steerable antenna. A class of phased array antennas is
preferred. In general, aphased array of independent antenna
elements may be configured in a linear, planar or volumetric
array. Such an antenna may be electronically directed or
steered by controlling the amplitude and phase of signals
applied to each of the antenna elements. For example, an
antenna beam ofa planar array of unifonnly spaced antenna
elements can be steered in angular space by applying a
signal to each of the antenna elements having a fixed time
shift relative to the antenna elements. The shape of the
antenna beam may be controlled by applying signals to each
of the antenna elements having varying amplitudes relative
to the other antenna elements. The amplitude of the signals
applied to each antenna element may be weighted by mul-
tiplying by a respective weight value. An antenna beam
pattern may be broadened or elongated by reducing or
eliminating (weight equals 0) elements along an axis of the
planar array.

FIG. 8A shows a folded planar phased array antenna 602
disposed on the back and top sides 604 and 606 of a portable
satellite phone 600. FIG. 8B shows the folded planar phased
array antenna 602 having antenna elements 608 uniformly
disposed on the back side 604 and antenna elements 610
uniformly disposed on the top side 606 of the folded planar
phased array antenna 602. The back and top sides 604 and
606 of the folded planar phased array antenna 602 act as a
single planar array when the top antenna elements 610 are
phase shifted by 90 degrees (in the plane perpendicular to
the back and top sides 604 and 606) relative to those on the
back side 604. The folded planar phased array antenna 602
has slightly better directionality than a planar array.

FIG. 8A shows a shield 609 that shields a user from the

electromagnetic energy transmitted by the folded planer
phased array antenna 602. As shown in FIG. 8A, the shield
609 is disposed between the folded planar array antenna 602
and an ear piece so that the user is shielded from the
electromagnetic energy especially when the antenna phone
602 is positioned next to the user’s head. The shield may
include any metallic material and may be electrically
grounded with respect to the folded planar array antenna
602.
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The antenna gain and antenna directionality are propor-
tional to a number of elements in the phased array antenna.
At Ka band frequencies of 17-30 and 40 Ghz, the wave-
length approaches 1.0 cm. Aconformal antenna with quarter
wavelength element spacings would occupy approximately
5x5 cm which can accommodate a 20x20 element array at
these frequencies. A folded planar phased array located on
the top and back sides 606 and 604 of the folded phased
array antenna 602 may provide 20><8 elements on the top
side 606 (-2x5 cm) and 20x20 elements on the back side
604 (~5x5 cm).

FIGS. 9A and 9B show another embodiment of a portable
satellite phone 700 having a volumetric phased array
antenna 702. As shown in FIG. 9B, the phased array antenna
702 includes a cylindrical antenna body 704 having antenna
elements 706 uniformly disposed on the surface of the
cylindrical body 704.

FIG. 10 shows an antenna phone 650 having a hat phased
array antenna 652. The hat phased array antenna 652 is a
volumetric phased array antenna where the space enclosed
by the sides of the hat phased array antenna 652 is filled with
antenna elements (not shown). The front surface 662 is a
metallic shield, for example. The shield 662 may be dis-
posed between the antenna array elements 670 and a user’s
head and may be a planar metallic shield embedded in the
portable satellite phone 650.

For higher end Ka band frequencies and assuming a
quarter wavelength spacing, the maximum number of
antenna elements 670 and 706 for volumetric antennas 652

and 702, respectively, is approximately 64 times the cubic
volume (in units of cm’ ) of the antennas 652 and 702. The
hat phased array antenna 652 on the top of the antenna phone
650 may have with a volume of roughly (2x2S cm or 20
cm3) and may have over 1000 antenna elements 670.

Antenna array selection may depend on 1) high frequency
electronics required for electronic steering; 2) electromag-
netic properties of the antenna; and 3) dielectric and shield-
ing structure. Ideally the spatial diversity of a volumetric
array and a largest number of antenna elements 670 and 706
is most desirable. An antenna array with the largest gain and
best directionality may be the most preferred.

FIG. 11 shows a block diagram of the proximity detector
406. The proximity detector 406 may include an infrared
device 910, an optical device 912, a sonar device 914 and a
motion detector 916. The above components are coupled via
bus 918 which also couples the proximity detector to the
antenna controller 400. The ftmction of the proximity detec-
tor 406 is to determine a distance of the object from the
portable satellite phone 102 along the communication path
formed by the directional antenna 402 that may interrupt the
communication path or be harmed by electromagnetic
energy transmitted by the directional antenna 402. In
addition, a distance of the object from the communication
path may also be determined. These distances together with
a known antenna pattern of the antenna beam formed by the
directional antenna 402 may be used to reduce the trans-
mission power of the directed antenna 402 or adapt the
antenna beam pattern to prevent physical harm to the object.

The infrared device 910 detects the presence of a human
being by sensing an increase in the infrared energy relative
to the background. The infrared device 910 is useful for
detecting the presence of a person in a target area such as a
neighborhood of the communication path formed by the
antenna beam. The motion detector 916 detects the presence
of an object formed by detecting a motion of the object.
Similar devices common in home security systems use in
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plurality of infrared detectors or use sonic beam echoes to
indicate the presence of a moving object.

The sonar device 914 may determine a distance and
bearing of the object relative to the satellite antenna 102 and
the antenna beam. The sonar device 914 may operate
similarly to medical imaging devices or sonic tape-
measuring devices commonly used in the building industry.
A sonic pulse is emitted by the sonar device 914 and the
round trip delay of the sonic pulse reflected from the object
may be used to determine the distance and bearing of the
object relative to the portable satellite phone 102.

The optical device 912 may also be used for determining
range and bearing. Two lens systems may be provided to
determine a focal distance to the object based on the parallax
of the two lens systems. Optical parallax is commonly used
in cameras for auto focusing. Parallax inherent in two lens
systems are adjusted until the object is in focus. Since lens
position is directly proportional to the distance to the object,
this method may be applied to the proximity detection
problem on the portable satellite phone 102 to directly
measure a distance to the object. After dark, natural light
may be supplemented with periodic flashes of light to
periodically check for objects and determine their distance
from the antenna beam.

Apreferred embodiment of the proximity detector 406 is
a combination of the optical device 912 that provides
accurate ranging and the sonar device 914 that may provide
general detection of the presence of an object as well as
distance and bearing information.

FIG. 12 shows a block diagram of the alarm device 408.
The alarm device includes a visual alarm device 920, an
audio alarm device 922 and an external alarm interface 924.
The above components are coupled to a signal bus 926
which also couples to the antenna controller 400.

The visual alarm device may include lights such as LEDs
mounted on the portable satellite phone 102. The lights may
be configured so that the lighting of a particular LED
indicates a warning of possible physical harm while the
fighting of another LED may indicate an inoperative con-
dition. In addition, the LED may be placed on the portable
satellite phone 102 to indicate to the user a suggested posture
change to change the position of the portable satellite phone
102.

The audio alarm device 922 may generate audio alarm
signals directly into the receiver of the portable satellite
phone 102 instructing the user to either change the position
of the portable satellite phone 102 or informing the user that
an object is about to interfere with the antenna beam and
cause a loss of communication with the satellite. The audio

alarm device 922 may also include an audible alarm separate
from the alarm generated in the receiver of the portable
satellite phone 102. Such an audible alarm may alert a
person (for example, the object) other than the user of the
possible exposure to unacceptable levels of electromagnetic
energy.

The alarm device 408 also includes an external alarm

interface 924 that may be coupled to other alarm devices
physically separate fiom the portable satellite phone 102.
The external alarm interface 924 may includean infrared
link to other alarm devices that may either warn or physi-
cally prevent an object from entering into an area that may
be physically harmful. '

FIG. 13 is a block diagram of the antenna controller 400.
The antenna controller 400 includes a processor 500, and a
memory 502. The antenna controller 410 include interfaces
to other components of the portable satellite phone 102. The
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interfaces are as follows: steering information detector inter-
face 504, directional antenna interface 506, proximity detec-
tor interface 508, alarm device interface 510 and interface to
other portable satellite phone elements 512. All of the above
components are coupled together via a signal bus 514. Each
of the interface components 504-512 contain the necessary
devices required to interface with each respective device.
For example, the directional antenna interface 506 includes
all the electronics necessary to receive and transmit signals
through the directional antenna as well as the necessary
components required to form antenna beams in a desired
direction.

The database that contains the satellite positional infor-
mation is stored in the memory 502. Other information
required for controlling and interfacing with each of the
components of the portable satellite phone 102 as well as
programs required for the processor 500 may also be stored
in the memory 502.

When an instruction to establish a communication path is
received from the other portable satellite phone elements
410 through the interface to other portable satellite phone
elements 512, the processor 500 responds by determining
whether the user is a calling party or a called party. If the
user is a calling party, the processor searches the database in
the memory 502 and selects an appropriate satellite of the
satellite network 100 based on criteria such as cost, satellite
position, etc. If the user is a called party, the procesor 500
searches the database to determine a position of the desti-
nation satellite. Alternatively, the processor 500 may also
receive information from the destination satellite during a
call set up process.

After a satellite position is determined, the proce$or 500
interfaces with the steering information detector 404 through
the steeringinformation detector interface 504 to determine
the position/bearing/attitude of the portable satellite phone
102. When both the satellite position and the position/
bearing/attitude of the portable satellite phone 102 are
determined, the processor 500 sends appropriate control
information to the directional antenna 402 through the
directional antenna interface 506 to direct an antenna beam

toward the selected/destination satellite.
After the communication path to the selected/destination

satellite is established, the processor 500 adaptively main-
tains the antenna beam directcd to the selected/destination
satellite by monitoring the satellite position as well as the
position/bearing/attitude of-the portable satellite phone 102
and adjusts the direction of the antenna beam by sending
appropriate parameters to the directional antenna "through
the directional antenna interface 506. The processor 500 50
may also receive positional information from the selected/
destination satellite to assist the processor 500 in directing
the antenna beam.

During the call setup process and for the duration of the
communication with the satellite, the processor 500 acti-
vates the proximity detector 406 to determine whether there
are objects, such as people, within a predetermined distance
from the antenna beam. When the proximity detector detects
an object, the processor 500 determines the distance and
bearing of the object based on the information received from
the proximity detector 406. The processor 500 then takes
alternative action such as redirecting the antenna beam, to
another satellite for example, to prevent physical harm to the
object, modify the antenna beam pattern to reduce a power
level at the object while still communicating with the
selected destination satellite, reduce the power transmitted
by the directional antenna 402 and/or sending appropriate
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commands to the alarm device to output a warning of
possible harm or loss of communication.

FIG. 14 shows a process of communication using the
portable satellite phone 102. In step S1000, a calling party
dials a number using the portable satellite phone 102. When
the calling party dials a number, the processor 500 of the
portable satellite phone 102 receives an instruction from the
other portable satellite phone elements 410 to establish
communication with an appropriate satellite. Then the pro-
cess goes to step S1002. ’ '

In step S1002, the processor 500 accesses the database
stored in the memory 5(R to determine which satellite of the
satellite network 100 is most appropriate for the number
dialed by the calling party. The satellite selection may be
based on criteria such as cost, position of the satellites, and
the capability of the satellite‘ and the portable satellite phone
102 to establish a complete communication path fi'om the
portable satellite phone 102 to the called party. After the
appropriate satellite is selected, the process goes to stepS1004. -

In step S1004, the processor 500 determines the position
of the portable satellite phone 102 by accessing information
from the position detector 404 through the position detector
interface 504. After determining the position of the portable
satellite phone 102, the procefior-500 determines the proper
direction of an antenna beam and sends appropriate control
information to the directional antenna 402 through the
directional antenna interface 506. Then the process goes to
step S1006.

In step S1006, the processor deterrnineswhether commu-
nication with the selected -satellite has been successfully
established. If the communication with the selected satellite

has not been established, the process goes to step S1012. If
the communication is successfully established, the process
goes to step S1008. In step S1012, the processor 500
increments a count and then goes to step S1014. In step
S1014, the processor 500 determines whether. the count has
exceeded a maximum. If the count exceeded a maximum,
the process goes to step S1036 -and outputs an ending
message to the calling party that communication cannot be
established. Then the process goes to step S1038 and ends
the communication process. If the count has not exceeded a
maximum, the process returns to _step S1012.

In step 51008, the selected satellite receives information
fiom the portable satellite phone.102 and determines the
appropriate destination satellite if the destination satellite is
other than the selected satellim. Then the process goes to
step S1010. In -step S1010,.the destination satellite (which
could be the selected satellite) determines whether the
number dialed by the calling- party is the -number for the
portable satellite phone, portable satellite phone 104, for
example. If the number is the number for the portable
satellite phone 104, then the process goes to step S1072 to
reach the called party by directly contacting the portable
satellite phone 104. Otherwise, if the number dialed by the
calling party is the number connected to a ground based
communication network 200, then the process goes to step
S1016.

In step S1022, the destination satellite outputs a signal to
alert the called party that a call is pending. Then the process
goes to step S1024. In step S1024, if the portable satellite
phone 104 is in standby mode (e.g., not busy), then the
portable satellite phone 104 alerts the called party that a call
is pending. Then the process goes to step S1026.

In step S1026, the process waits for a predetermined time
for the called party to answer the call through the portable
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satellite phone 104. If the called party answers the call
within the predetermined amount of time, the process goes
to step S1182. Otherwise, the process goes to step S1030. In
Step S1030, the destination satellite informs the selected
satellite that the called party has failed to answer the call.
The selected satellite in turn informs the calling party that
the call is not answered in an ending message. Then the
process goes to step S1038 and ends the communication
process.

In step S1032, the portable satellite phone 104 establishes
communication with the destination satellite by detennining
the position ofthe destination satellite and the position of the
portable satellite phone 104 and forms a directed beam to the
destination satellite. Then the process goes to step SIIB4. In
step S1034, the calling party and the called party are
connected in a call. After the call is completed, the process
goes to step S1038 and ends the communication proces.

In step S1016, the destination satellite establishes com-
munication with a ground based communication network
200. Then the process goes to step S1018. In step S1018, the
ground based communication network connects the call to a
terminal such as a terminal 202 or a mobile phone 204 of the
called party and goes to step S1020. In step S1020, the
process waits for a predetermined amount of time for the
called party to answer the call. If the called party answers the
call then the process goes to step S1028. Otherwise, the
process goes to step S1030. In step S1028, the calling party
and the called party are connected in a call. After the call is
completed, the process goes to step S1038 and ends the
communication process.

After the portable satellite phones 102 and 104 establish
communication with the respective satellites, each of the
respective portable satellite phones 102 and 104 continues to
monitor the positions of the portable satellite phones 102
and 104 and the respective satellites. ‘The respective proces-
sors 500 continue to adaptively adjust the direction of the
antenna beams so that the antenna beams are aimed at the

respective satellites irrespective of the movement of the
calling or called parties and the movement of the respective
satellites. ’

In the event that the selected destination satellites are

other than GEO satellites," the possibility exists for the
respective satellites to move out of range of the respective
portable satellite phones 102 and 104. If the selected]
destination satellites move out ofrange, the portable satellite
phones 102 and 104 must identify another satellite to
continue the communication path by consulting the respec-
tive databases so that the call may continue without inter-
ruption. After identifying another satellite, the portable
satellite phones 102 and 104 may transition from the original
or first selected/destination satellites to the new or second
selected/destination satellites by either a snap beam tech-
nique or a bridge beam technique.

FIG. 15 shows a diagram of the snap beam technique that
may be used to transition or “hand-oll” from a first satellite
802 to a second satellite 804. As shown in FIG. 14, the
portable satellite phone 800 communicates with the first
satellite 802 through antenna beam 806. Before the first
satellite 802 goes out of range, the portable satellite phone
800 determines the position of the second satellite 804 and,
at an appropriate moment, transitions the communication
path from antenna beam 806 to antenna beam 808 in the
direction of 810. Thus, the antenna beam is snapped from a
direction of antenna beam 806 to a direction of antenna

beam 808 transitioning the communication path from the
first satellite 802 to the second satellite 804.

5

FIG. 16 shows a second possible method for transitioning
between a first satellite 812 and a second satellite 814. The

portable satellite phone 820, for example, communicates
with the first satellite 812 through antenna beam 822. When
the first satellite 812 is moving out of range, the portable
satellite phone 820 locates the second satellite 814 and
converts the antenna beam 822 into a bridge beam 824 that
permits communication with both the first and second sat-
ellites 812 and 814. When the communication path transition
from the first satellite 812 to the second satellite "814 is
completed, the bridge beam 824 is converted to a narrow
beam 826 aimed directly at the second satellite 814. Thus,
the transition between the first and second satellites 812 and
814 may be achieved without interrupting the communica-
tion between the calling and the called parties.

For hand—offs between LEO, ICO or MEO 308, 306 and
312 satellites, the beam bridging technique is generally more
widely applicable, since no precise timing coordination
between the satellite network 100 and the antenna phones

‘ 800 and 320 is required. Abridging beam can be directed at
both satellites 800 and 820 for seconds or minutes to ensure
a seamless hand-011'. The snap beam hand-otf between
adjacent satellites 802 and 804, for example, requires some
timing coordination between the satellites 802 and 804 and
the portable satellite phones 800 and 820. Altemately, the
snap bea.m technique with the satellites 802 and 804 bridg-
ing the signal across both satellites 802 and 804 would
obviate the need for precision hand-off

FIG. 17 shows a flowchart of the process of transitioning
between a first satellite and asecond satellite by the portable
satellite phone 102. In step S2000, the portable satellite
phone 102 receives an instruction to establish communica-
tion with a satellite. Then the process goes to step S2002. In
step S2002, the processor 500 determines whether the user
is a calling party or a called party. If the user is a calling
party, the processor 500 goes to step S2004. Otherwise, the
first satellite is the destination satellite and the processor 500
goes to step S2006. In step 52004, the processor 500 selects
a first satellite from the satellite network 100. Then the
processor 500 goes to step S2006.

In step S2006, the processor 500 determines the first
satellite position and goes to step S2008. In step S2008, the
processor 500 forms and adaptively maintains an antenna
beam directed at the first satellite. 'lhen the processor 500
goes to step S2010. In step S2010, the processor 500
establishes communication with the first satellite and goes to
step S2012. In step S2012, the processor 500 determines
whether it is necessary to switch to a second satellite. If it is
necessary to switch to a second satellite, the processor 500
goes to step S2014. Otherwise, the processor 500 goes to
step S2030. In step S2030, the processor determines whether
the communication between the calling and called parties is
completed. If the communication between the calling and
called parties is completed, the processor 500 goes to step
S2032 and ends the process. Otherwise, the processor 500
returns to step S2012.

In step 52014, the processor -500 determines a second
satellite position. ‘Then the processor 500 goes to step S2016.
In step S2016, the processor 500 determines whether to
utilize the snap or beam bridge process. If the processor 500
decides to use the snap beam process, the processor 500 goes
to step S2024. Otherwise, the processor 500 goes to step
S2018.

In step S2024, the processor 500 concludes the commu-
nication with the first satellite. The processor 500 may
determine the timing for concluding the communication
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with the first satellite and begin the snap hand-oil process or
alternatively, the processor 500 receives a synchronization
signal from the first satellite that initiates the snap hand—otI
process. The the proce$or 500 goes to step S2026. In step
S2026, the processor 500 forms and adaptively maintains an
antenna beam directed at a second satellite. Then the pro-
cessor 500 goes to step S2028. In step S2028, the processor
500 establishes communication with the second satellite and
goes to step S2030.

In step S2018, the processor 500 expands the antenna
beam directed toward the first satellite into a bridging beam
between the first and second satellites and goes to step
S2020. In step S2020, the processor 500 transitions the
communication from the first satellite to the second satellite

and goes to step S2022. In step S2022, the procesor 500
narrows the bridging beam into an antenna beam directed at
the second satellite and adaptively maintains the antenna
beam toward the second antenna. Then the processor 500
goes to step S2030.

FIG. 18 shows a flowchart of a response of the portable
satellite phone 102 to an object that comes into a beam path
neighborhood of the antenna beam. In step S3000, the
processor 500 forms an antenna beam and establishes com-
munication with a satellite. Then the processor 500 goes to
step S3002. In step S3002, the processor 500 activates the
proximity detector along a beam path neighborhood.Abeam
path neighborhood is determined by a predetermined‘ dis-
tanoe from the antenna beam and the portable satellite phone
102. Then the processor 500 goes to step S3004.

In step S3004, the processor 500 determines whether an
object has entered into the beam path neighborhood. If an
object has not entered into a beam path neighborhood, the
processor 500 goes to step S3008. Otherwise, if an object
has entered into the beam path neighborhood, then the
processor 500 goes to step S3006. In step S3008, the
processor 500 determines whether the communication
between the calling and called parties has completed. If the
communication has completed, the processor 500 goes to
step S3016 and ends the process. Otherwise, the processor
500 returns to step S3004.

In step S3006, the processor 500 determines whether
alternative antenna beam paths are available. If alternative
beam paths are available, then the processor 500 goes to step
S3010. Otherwise, the processor 500 goes to step S3012. In
step S3010, the processor 500 reshapes the antenna beam to
move the communication to a new beam path so that the
beam path neighborhood avoids the object that entered the
original beam path neighborhood. This process may include
switching to another satellite. Then the processor 500 goes
to step S3004.

In step S3012, the processor 500 reduces the beam power
of the antenna beam and then goes to step S3014. In step
S3014, the processor 500 activates the alarm device to alert
the user and/or the object that entered into the beam path
neighborhood of potential harm. Then the processor 500
goes to step S3004.

FIG. 19 shows a diagram of a communication system that
includes fixed phased array antennas 908, 910, 926 and 928
that are fixed to permanent structures 904, 906, 922 and 924,
respectively. The permanent structures 904 and 906 are
located in the Northern Hemisphere such as the United
States 902, while the permanent structures 922 and 924 are
located in the Southern Hemisphere such as in Australia 920.
Phased arrays 908 and 926 may be planar phased arrays
mounted on structures such as houses and phased arrays 910
and 928 may be volumetric phased arrays mounted on
towers such as for terrestrial wireless transmitters/receivers.

14

The fixed phased array antennas 908, 910, 926 and 928
may form directed antenna beams. For example, the phase
array antenna 908 may form beams 916 and 918; the phased
array antenna 910 may form antenna beams 912 and 914; the
phased array antenna 926 may form beams 934 and 936; and
the phased array 928 may form beams 930 and 932. The
phased array antennas 908, 910, 926 and 928 form the
respective directed beams toward satellites such as satellites
938, 940, 942 and 944 that may have orbits along the equator
950. Other satellites that have other orbits may also be
reached by the fixed array antennas 908, 910, 926 and 928.

The above-described phased array antenna systems that
are attached to permanent structures may be used for satel-
lite cable TV and broadband terrestrial links such as multi-

media direct satellite and wireless cable. Using the elec- ’
tronically steerable phased array antennas 908, 910, 926 and
928, installation of the phased array antenna facilities may
be simply locating the antennas in a general direction facing
the satellites. Thus, the phased array antennas 908, 910, 926
and 928 eliminate the need for complex mechanical instal-
lations where the antennas must be carefully aimed at
destinations and sources. These fixed phased array antennas
provide at least two unique benefits: simple, auto-steering
during installation for ease of use, and terminal access to
multiple satellite services.

In addition, the antenna systems may either receive users’
location/address (latitude and longitude) or altemativelyuse
built-in GPS localization to compute a correct steering
direction to electronically steer antenna beams for optimum
reception. Further, the electronically-steered antennas can be
redirected under user control for aiming antenna beams at
selected satellites to take advantage of terrestrial service
nodes. Thus, using a single electronically-steered antenna
system permits the user to receive service for multiple
systems.

Moreover, fixed phased array antennas 908, 910, 926 and
928 that transmit signals using directed or non-directed
beams may also apply proximity detection of objects that
may be harmed by the electromagnetic energy. If objects are
detected, alternative actions may be taken by redirecting the
antenna beam, reducing the power of transmitted electro-
magnetic energy and/or activating an alarm to warn of
possible harm.

While this invention has been described in conjunction
with specific embodiments thereof, it is evident that many
alternatives, modifications and variations will be apparent to
those skilled in the art. In particular, while portable satellite
phones 102 and 104 have been described by way of
example, this invention is applicable to other devices such as
cars and airplanes that may benefit from forming highly
directed antenna beams to conserve power and to reach
destinations such as other satellites or other receiving
devices. In addition, although the above embodiments are
described in conjunction with a portable satellite phone, the
invention is applicable to other devices such as facsimile
devices.

For simple embodiments, the portable satellite phones
102 and 104 may include a simple compass and level to
assist users in orientating the portable satellite phones 102
and 104. These simple instruments provide rough attitude
and bearing information for the user so that the portable
satellite phones 102 and 104 may be properly and approxi-
mately crientated at night or in a dense fog situation, for
example.Also, the alarm device 408 may include a mechani-
cal’ alarm such as a vibrator. This additional alarm mode
enables hearing and/or vision impaired users to be alerted of
antenna beam interference conditions.
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Also, the alarm device 408 may include a mechanical
alarm such as a vibrator. This additional alarm mode enables
hearing and/or vision impaired users to be alerted of antenna
beam interference conditions.

Accordingly, preferred embodiments ofthe invention as
set forth herein are intended to be illustrative, not limiting.
Various changes may be made without departing fi-om spirit
and scope of the invention as defined in the followingclaims.

What is claimed is:

1. A communication system operating with a satellite
network comprising:

a communication terminal coupled to the satellite net-
work; and

a portable terminal that includes a directional antenna, ‘
wherein the portable terminal communicates with the
communication terminal by directing an antenna beam
of the directional antenna toward the satellite network

based on infonnation generated by the portable tenni-
nal.

2. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the 2
portable terminal tracks the satellite based on a position of
the satellite and portable terminal steering information
including a position, a bearing and an attitude of the portableterminal.

3. The communication system of claim 2, wherein the
portable terminal determines the portable terminal steering
information based on Global Position System signals and
detected portable terminal steering parameters.

4. The communication system of claim 2, wherein the
portable terminal determines the satellite position by one of
a database of the portable terminal and data transmitted by
the satellite. ,

5. The communication system of claim 4, wherein the
database includes orbital-path data for non-geostationary
satellites, the portable tenninal determining a position of the
non-geostationary satellites based on the orbital-path data
and a clock of the portable terminal.

6. The communication system of claim 2, wherein a
communication between the portable terminal and the sat-
ellite is hand-off to a communication between the portable
terminal and another satellite.

7. The communicationsystem of claim 6, wherein the
hand—otf is performed by one of snapping the antenna beam
and bridging the antenna beam.

8. The communication system of claim 7, wherein the
snapping the antenna beam is performed after one of the
satellite and the another satellite transmits a time-sync
signal. .

9. The communication system of claim 1, wherein the
satellite network comprises at least one satellite.

10. The communication system of claim 8 wherein the at
least one satellite includes at least one of a geostationary
earth orbit satellite, at medium altitude earth orbit satellite, a
low altitude earth orbit satellite, an intermediate circular
orbit satellite and a geo-helio synchronous orbit satellite.

11. The communication system of claim 9, wherein the at
least one satellite includes at least two satellites, the at least
two satellites communicate with each other to form a first

portion of a communication path between the portableterminal and the communication terminal.

12. The communication system of claim 11, wherein one
of the at least one satellite communicates with a ground
based communication network to form a second portion of
the communication path between the portable terminal and
the communication terminal.

13. The communication system of claim 12, wherein the
ground based communication network is a telephone switch-
ing network coupled to a plurality of fixed terminals and a
plurality of movable terminals.

14. The communication system of claim 13, wherein the .
ground based communication network is a data switching
network connected to a plurality of data terminals.

15. The communication system of claim 11, wherein one
of the at least one satellite communicates with the commu-
nication terminal directly to form a second portion of the
communication path between the portable terminal and the
communication terminal.

16. A method for operating a communication system,
comprising:

coupling a portable terminal with a satellite network via
an antenna beam of a directional antenna; and

establishing communications between the portable termi-
nal and a communication terminal.

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising tracking
the satellite based on a position of the satellite and portable
terminal steering infonnation including a position, a bearing
and an attitude of the portable terminal.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising handing-
ofl' from a communication between the portable terminal and
the satellite to a communication between the portable ter-
minal and another satellite.

19. The method of claim 18 wherein the handing-off step
comprises one of snapping the antenna beam and bridgingthe antenna beam.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the snapping step
comprises transmitting a time-sync signal by one of the
satellite and the another satellite.

21. The method of claim 17, further comprising deter-
mining the portable terminal steering infonnation based on
Global Position System signals and detected portable ter-
minal steering parameters. V

22. The method of claim 17, further comprising deter-
mining the satellite position by one of a database of the
portable terminal and data transmitted by the satellite. -

23. The method of claim 17, wherein the database
includes orbital-path data for non-geostationary satellites,
the portable terminal determining a position of the non-
geostationary satellites based on the orbital-path data and a
clock of the portable terminal.

24. The method of claim 16, wherein the satellite network
comprises at least one satellite.

25. ‘The method of claim 24, wherein the at least one
satellite includes at least one of a geostationary earth orbit
satellite, a medium altitude earth orbit satellite, 2: low
altitude earth orbit satellite, an intermediate circular orbit
satellite and a geo-helio synchronous orbit satellite.

26. The method of claim 24, further comprising forming
a first portion ofa communication path between the ponable
terminal and the communication tenninal, wherein the at
least one satellite includes at least two satellites, the at least
two satellites communicate with each other to form the first
portion of the communication path.

27. The method of claim 26 further comprising forming a
second portion of the communication path between the-
portable tenninal and the communication terminal by link-
ing with a ground based communication network.

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the ground based
communication network is a telephone switching network
coupled to a plurality of fixed terminals and a plurality ofmovable terminals.

29. The method of claim 27, wherein the ground based
communication network is a data switching network con-
nected to a plurality of data terminals.

30. The method of claim 26, further comprising forming
a second portion of the communication path between the
portable tenninal and the communication terminal by link-
ing directly with the communication terminal.

216 71¢ Bk it ill
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VIDEO-TO-FACSllV.lAILE SIGNAL CONVERTER

BACKGROUND on THE INVENTION
l. Field of the Invention 5

The present invention relates to video signal proces-
sors, and in -particular, video signal processors for re-
ceiving and converting a video signal having multiple
bits .per pixel and representing a continuous tone video
image to a facsimile signal having a single bit per pixel
for transmission to and reception by a facsimile machine
for producing a hard copy representation of die contin-
uous tone video image.

2. -Description of the Related Art
Asthe sophistication and capabilities ofvideo system

components such as video cameras-and tape recorders
-have increased and their costs have decreased, mes for
such components to capture and retain visual images in
the form ofvideo signals have increased in both number
and form. Two uses in particular have become substan-
tially more widespread. One use involves the capture
and retention of visual images for use at a later time.

'Video signal recorders, such as video tape recorders,
video cassette recorders or video disks, have served
quite well for such uses. Another use involves the cap-
ture and transmission of video images for useat a dis-
tant, e.g. remote, location. This type of use has gener-
ally required.some.means of signal transmission to con-
vey the video signal representing the visual image to the
remote location. Such means of signal transmission
typically include the use of some form of hard-wired
‘video signal transmission medium, such as co-axial ca-
.ble, or a radio frequency ("RF") transceiver. The for-
mer if ofien unwieldy or impractical, particularly over
long distances, while the latter is often expensive and
subject to-restricted and heavily regulated RF spectr1rmallocations. ’

Other means for conveying video signals which has
been used with some success are telephone networks.
By converting the subject video':signa.l itoza” digitalgvideo , ‘
signal consisting ofvideo pixel data and coupling it onto
a telephone line via a modulator-demodulator
(“MODEM”), the video information can be-transmit-
ted, albeit slowly, to many possible locations. At the 45
receiving end, the video pixel data can be retrieved with
another MODEM ard processed as needed for viewing
on a video monitor or storage on video tape. Alterna-
tively, the video pixel data, iftransmitted in accordance
with an appropriate data standard, can be received by a so
facsimile machine and “reproduced” in the form of a
hard copy printout.

However, such ‘?reproduction" by a facsimile ma-
chine is not "accurate. A video signal representing a
continuous tone video image, when digitized. contains 55
video pixel data (e.g. eight bits) representing the gray-
scale values, or" contrast range, of the continuous tone
video image. However, a facsimile machine is capable
of reproducing pel data (i.e. single bit) only, which may
be thought of as a single bit per pixel. Accordingly, 60
some form of “thresholding” is often performed to con-
vert the video pixel data to video pel data for use by the
facsimile machine. However, this generally results in a
reproduced video image having a flat or grainy appear-
ance. One technique which has been used with varying 65
success to avoid this flat image appearance is "dither-
ing." In "dithering," for each selected group of original
pixels a group of corresponding pels is produced, which
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as a group, has a composite gray-scale value similar to
that of the original group of pixels.

Accordingly, it would be desirable to have a video-
to-facsimile signal converter for receiving and convert-
ing a video gnal representing a continuous tone video
image to a facsimile signal suitable for transmission to
and reception by a commercial facsimile machine for
more accurately "reproducing" the continuous tone
video image by way of a hard copy printout.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A video-to-facsimile signal converter in-accordance
with the present invention receives and converts a
video signal representing a continuous tone video image
to a facsimile signal suitable for transmission to and
reception by a facsimile receiver for simulating the
continuous tone video image. The present invention
includes means for selective datainterpolation, image
processing, signal contrast alteration, pixel-to-pel data
signal conversion and coding, as well as means for
providing appropriate control signals for each of these
operations. ' .

The data interpolator, in accordance with a conver-
on control signal, receives and interpolates a pixel data
signal representing the continuous tone video image by
converting the size of the video image to a size appro-
priate for a facsimile printout. The image processor
means.selectively processes the pixel data signal to pro-
vide -the desired image (e.g. sharpened, negative, con-
tour-mapped) for printing out on a facsimile machine.
The signal contrast alternation ‘means, in accordance
with a conversion control signal, receives and selec-
tively alters the interpolated pixel data signal to selec-
tively alter its contrast transfer function. The pixel-to-i
pel data signal converter, in accordance with a conver-
sion control gnal, receives and converts the interpo-
latedand selectively altered pixel data signal to a pel
data signal. The pel data signal has a composite gray-
scale value when viewed over a block of pels which
closely approximates the composite gray-scale value
over the corresponding block ofpixels. The encoder, in
accordance witha conversion control signal, encodes
the pel data signal according to a selected facsimile
encoding standard to produce a facsimile standard sig-
nal. A preferredembodiment of the present invention
uses a digital gnal processor as the means for selective
data interpolation, image processing, gnal constrast
alteration, pixel-to-pel data signal conversion and en-
coding, with a memory as the means for providing
appropriate control signals for each ofthese operations.

These and other features and advantages of the pres-
ent invention will be understood upon consideration of
the following detailed description of the invention and
the accompanying drawings.

BRIEFDESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a video sys-
tem using a video-to-facsimile signal converter in accor-
dance with the present invention. _

FIG. 2A is a ftmctional block diagram of a video-to-
facsimile gnal converter in accordance with the pres-ent invention.

FIG. 2B is a flowchart representing the video-to-fac-
simile signal conversion performed by the video-to-fac-
simile signal converter of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 3A is a functional block diagram of an exem-
plary bilinear interpolation operation for the video-to-
facsimile signal converter of FIG. 2A.
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FIG. 3B is a functional block diagram of an exem-
plary bicubic interpolation operation for the video-to-
facsimile signal converter of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 3C illustrates the frequency domain response of
an exemplary hicubic interpolation operation for the
video-to-facsimile signal converter of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 3D illustrates the time domain response of an

5

exemplary bicubic interpolation operation for the‘
video-to-facsimile signal converter of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 4A illustrates the frequency response of an ex-
plary image’ enhancement operation for the video-to-
facsimile signal converter of FIG. 2A. .

FIG. 4B illustrates the two—dimensional filter coeffi-

cients for an exemplary image enhancement operation
for the video-to-facsimile signal converter of FlG..2A.

FIG. 4C illustrates the relative time domain responses
for the video-to-facsimile signal converter of FIG. 2A
with and without an image enhancement operation.

FIG. 4D illustrates the composite frequency re-

10

spouses for the video-to-facsimile signal converter of 20
FIG. 2A with an interpolation operation only, and with
both interpolation and image enhancement operations.

FIG. 5A illustrates an exemplary contrast alteration
curve representing the transfer function of the contrast
alteration operation of the video-to-facsimile signal 25converter of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 5B is a functional block diagram of an exem-
plary contrast alteration means for the video-to-fac-
simile signal converter of FIG. 2A. '

FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram of the operation 30
of an errordiffusionalgorithm used for a pixel-to-pel
data conversion operation for the video-to-facsimile
signal converter of FIG. 2.4..

DETAILED DESCRIPTION‘ OF THE
INVENTION

Referring to FIG. .1, a video system 100 using a
video-to-facsimile signal converter in accordance with
the present invention includes a video signal processing

35

section 102, a video signal conversion section 104 and a 40
user interface 105. As discussed further below, normal
operation of the video system 100 will includeuse of a
video source 106. a video monitor 108 and a facsimile
receiver 110.

The video processor section 102 includes a: video
switch 112; analog-to-digital converter (“ADC”) 114;
phase-locked loop ("PLL") 116; frame-to-fields separa-
tor 118; two-field buffer 120; fields-to-frame combiner
122; first-in, first-‘out memory ("FIFO") 124; and digi-
tal-to-analog converter (“DAC") 126. The video switch
112 receives a plurality of video input signals 128a,
1281:. 128c, which can be video signals in accordance
with a number of formats (e.g. NTSC or. PAL in color
or monochrome). and a switchcontrol signal 113. Any
of these video input signals 1280. 128b, 128C can come
from virtually any type of video source 106. The video
source 106 can be of many different types, such as a
video camera 106a. video tape recorder 1061;. video disk
player 106c or a demodulator 106:! which receives some
form of over,-the-air video broadcast signal. The switch
control signal 113, -received from the video signal con-
version section 104 (discussed further below); deter-
mines which video input signal 1280. 12812. 128:: is se-
lected.

The selected video signal 130 from the video switch
112 is received by the ADC 114 and PLL 116. The PLL
116. based upon its input video signal 130, generates a
synchronization signal 131 for the ADC 114. The ADC

45
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114 samples (at a sampling frequency E9 of approxi-
mately 9.7 MHz) and converts its input video signal 130
to a 8-bit wide digitized monochrome video signal 13.3-
Each 8-bit word within this signal 132 represents a
pixel, and therefore provides a 256-value gray-scale.

The digitized video signal 132 is received by the
frame-to-fields separator 118. The frame-to-fields sepa-
rator 118 allows the two fields which make up a video
frame to" be treated separately. Video data 134 repre-
senting both fields can be stored in the two-field buffer‘
120, and can provide a deiuterlaced frame image. Alter-
natively, video data 134 representing one field (either
odd or even) can be selected and used as the representa-
tion of the original video image. The buffered two-field
video data 136 is received by the fields-to-frame com-
biner 122 for selective recombination. This allows for
the display of-ther a correct, i.e. interlaced, two-field
frame or a frame made up of two copies of one field
(odd or even). ~

The video frame data 138 is received by the "FIFO
124 and DAC 126. The FIFO 124 receives and stores
several selected lines (m desired) from this video frame
data 138 and provides corresponding, selectively de-
layed output video data 140 on a first-in, first-out basis.
The DAC 126 converts the digital video frame data 138
to an analog video signal 142 for reception and display
ona video monitor 108. This allows the-user of the
system 100 to viewthe video information which is being _
processed by the video processing section III: and con-
verted by the video converting section 104.

Although inthe preferred embodiment described
herein -the di " d’_subseguently-gprocessed
video signalsij?‘«13;4," _ ‘:;represen‘‘it’ monochrome
video irifor_fnn_t_ion_,.it'_ hould be understood that the
ADC 114 alternatively -begedgigned toisample and
convert an analog color input” video‘ ‘"130 to a
digital color signal. For example, di_git_al_color sig-
_nal-canginclude three ‘8-bit -w_id_e.-digitized video signals
(in serial orI'.pa'ra‘ll‘el)"’ which represent red, green and
blue video information. Each group ofthree 8-bit words -.
within’' ‘such a “co'16r:—sig'mn would represent the red,
green and blue color components of‘-avpixel.’_'_I’he color
co-.np.o.n¢nrs:s.=ould.-b.= thoss =.:>f»-.anv.svstcm Y-isod to repre-
sent colc_ir‘,"‘-’sucl'i -as RGB, or CYMK.

convertersection 104_. includes a: .digital__
signal processor'(“DSP")'=150; program memory (e.g.
EPIIOM) 152; data ‘memory (e.g. RAM) 154; facsimile
MODEM; 56:‘:R$é232'-ini€1‘ffi<:'= .158; and ram access

for receiving the data 140 from7the FIFO 124 (in the
video processing section 102, as discussed above) and
for transferring data among the DSP 150, program
memory 152, data memory. 154, facsimile MODEM I56
and RS-732 interface 158." An address bus 1“ is in-
cluded to allow the DSP 150 to address the'FIFO 124,
program memory 152 and data memory 154, as desired.

The data 140 from the FIFO 114, transferred via the
data bus 162,_is received by the DSP’15Il for processing.
As discussed further below, the DSP 150 processes this
data in accordance with instructions received from the
program memory 152 and data received from the data
memory 154 via the data bus 162-and address bus 164.
Qnce processed, the data is transferred via the data bus
-162 to .the facsimile MODEM 156 or RS-232 interface158. ‘

The RS-232 interface 158 codes, data received by it
and provides-"an-‘RS-‘2_32-~d '

(“DAA'_’) 160. A’ ‘data bus .162. is:i!lt.‘-lvuded _,

. si#alji66f0r=:itetnal‘use. " --
The facsimile MODEM 'I55.,.,P°l1Ve11s;.(e_:g. modulates)
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data received by it for transmission over a telephone
line. The facsimile MODEM 156 provides this con-
verted signal 168 to the data access arrangement 160,
which in turn provides an appropriately coupled fac-
simile signal 170 for transmission over a telephone net-
work 172. As discussed further below, a facsimile re-
ceiver 110, when appropriately addressed, receives a
signal 174 from the telephone network 172 containing
the video information to be simulated in the form of
hard copy printout.

Interfaces other than the data access annngernentmhtifl

The user interface 105 can be composed as desired 0!‘
various devices. In a preferred bodiment, a numeric
keypad and liquid crystal display (“LCD”) are used,
respectively, for inputting data or instructions and dis- 20
playing data or status information. Alternatively, other
devices can be used as desired, ch as an alphanumeric
keypad and a CRT video display screen.

Referring to FIG. 2A, the DSP 150 provides means
for interpolation N2, image processing 210, pixel-to-pel 25
conversion 206 and facsimile standard encoding 208 of
the video data 140 received from the FIFO 124. Inter-
nal data bus interfaces 212a. 2125. 212C. 212d and ad-
dress bus interfaces 1214a. 2141:. 214c. 2144! provide ac-
cess to and from the external data bus interface 162:: and
address bus interface 1640. respectively. This access
allows the DSP 150. to receive instructions from the
program memory 152 and data from the data memory
154, as well as address the memories 152. 154. As dis-
cussed further below, in a preferred bodiment, the
interpolator 202, image processor 210, pixel-to-pel con-
verter 206 and facsimile standard encoder 208 represent
operations of software modules which are executed by
the DSP 150 (discused further below),

The interpolator 202 receives the video data 140 via
the data bus 162 and data bus interfaces 162a. 212a and
interpolates it in accordance with instructions received
from the program mory 152 via the data bus 162 and
data bus interfaces 16217. 1620. 212a (discussed further
below). The image processor 210 selectively receives 45
the interpolated data‘ via the data bus interfaces 21241.
212:! and processes it in accordance with instructions
received from the program memory 152 via the data bus
162 and data bus interfae 162b, 162a, 212d (discussed
further below). The interpolated and image-processed
data is transferred. via the data bus 162 and data bus
interfaces 212d. 162a. 1624:. to the data memory 154 for
alteration of its contrast range, i.e. dot gain correction
(discussed further below).

In accordance with instructions and data received
from the program memory 152 and data memory 154
via the data bus 162 and addrss bus 164, respectively,
the interpolated, image-processed and. contrast-altered
data is then retrieved from the data mory 154 via t_lte
data bus 162 and data bus interfaces 1616. 1620. 21211. 60
and processed by the pixel-to-pel converter 206 for
conversion to pel data (discussed further below). The
pel data, i.e. dithered data, is transferred to the data
memory 154 for temporary storage prior to its encoding
by the facsimile standard encoder 108.

In accordance with instructions and data received

from the program memory 152 and data memory 154
via the data bus 162 and address bus 164, respectively,

6

the pel data is then retrieved from the data memory 154
via the data bus 162 and data bus interfaces 1624-, 162a,
212a, and encoded according to a facsimile standard.
The facsimile standard-encoded pel data is then sent to
the data bus 162 for transfer to the facsimile MODEM
156 or RS-232 interface 158.

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention,
the facsimile standard encoding 208 is done in accor-
dance with CCIIT Group 3 (Recommtmdations T.4
and T.30). The time sequence of the facsimile standard-
encoded pel data is as shown below in Chart 1.

CHART l
In-message

6  ll’C 9

I Activig 2%& 9

During phase B of the above-identified time se-
quence, the initiation ofand handshaldng for the facsim-
ile message can be performed in accordance with the
capabilities of the sending and receiving equipment as
outlined in Recommendation T.30, part of which is
shown below in Table 1.

TABLE 1

CCITI Group 3 Facsimile Standard
From Recdver From Transmitter
DIS/DTC DCS

Transmitter - T.2 operation
Receiver - T2 operation

Bit No.

Receiver - T.2
operation

T.2 IOC = 116 T1 IOC =-. 176
Transmitter - T.3 operation
Reuiver - T3 operation Receiver - T.3

operationReserved for future T.3
operation features
Reserved for future 123
operation future:
Reserved for future 113
operation futures

(1.0)

A14
15

is

11. 18
(0.0)

(0.1)

Transmitter - TA operation
Receiver - ‘I14 operation

Data signalling rateV17 ter fallback mode
V17 ter
V29
V27 Ia’ and V.29
lttserved for new modulation
system
Reserved for new modulation
system AVertical ruclution =
7.1 line/mm

Two dimensional coding
vapbbility _
Recording width capabilities
1723 picture elements along
scan line length of 215 mm -.+:1%

I128 picture demerits along
scan line length ol'2l5 mm :

Receiver - T.4
operation
Data signalling rate
2400 bit/s V.2'l ter
4800 bit/s V27 ter
9600 bit/s V29
7200 title V.29

Vertical
ruolution = 1.7
line/mm CW dpi)Two dimensional
coding
Recording width
1128 picture
elements along
scan line length
of -215 mm t 1%
2432 picture
elements along
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TABLE 1-continued

CCITT Group 3 Facsimile Standard
From Receiver
DIS/DTC
1%
2048 picture elements along
sun line length ol'25S m :t1%
2432 picture demerits along
scanlinelengthof303mm 1-1%
1728 picture elements along
seanline length of215 turn :1:
1% and
2048 picture elements slung
scan line length 01' 255 m i
I %
lnvllid
Maximum recording length
clplbility
A4 (297 mm)
Unlimited
A4 (297 min) and B4 (364 mm)Invalid
Minimum scnn line time
mpahility at the receiver
20 ms at 3.85 l/mm:
T7.7 = T3.a5
40 ms at 3.85 l/mm:
T7.7 = Tan:
10 um at 3.85 l/mm:
T1.7 = T3.ss
5 ms at 3.85 1/mm:
Tm = T3.ss
10 ms It-3.85 l/mm:
T11 = I T185
20 ms at 3.85 1/mm:
Tm = lT3.ss
40 ms nt 3.35 1/mm:
T-1.7 = l Tits
0 ms ct 3.85 1/nun: '
T11 = T315
Extend field
24(1) bit/5 lundshalting

Uncornprased modeError correction mode
Set to "0"

Error limiting mode
Reserved for G4 capabilityon PSTN
Unassigned
Extend field
Validity of bits 17, 18
Hits 17, 18 or: valid

Bits l7. l3 are invalid

Recording width capability
1216 picture elements Along
scan line length of 151 min i
1%
Recording width capability
I64 picture demerits along
st:In1inelengthofl07mrn :t:
1%
Recording width capability
1728 picture elements along
scan line length of 151 m :t1%
Recording width cnpnbiliry
1728 picture elemens along
scan line length cif107 mm 1-1%
Reserved for future recording
width capability
Reserved for future recording
width capability

From Transmitter
DCS

scan line length
ol'303 turn :1: 1%

2048 picture
elements along
scan line 255 min 2
1%

Invalid
Maximum recording
lellsth
A4 (297 mm)
U I. . I
B4 (364 mm)Invalid
Minimum scan
line time
20 ms

Oms

Extend field
2400 bit/s
handshalting
Uncompressed mode
Error correction mode
Frame size 0
= 256 octets
l = 64 octets
Error limiting mode
Reserved for G4
capability on PSTN

Extend field
Recording width
Recording width
indicated by
bits 17, 18
Recording width indi-
cated by this field
hit information
Middle 1216 demerits
of 1728 pictureelements

M'Idi:llc I64 elements
of 1723 picture
elanents

Invalid

 5

' pixels are first interpo

60

e 8 '
TABLE l-continued

CCI'l"l' Group 3 Facsimile Standard
From Receiver From Transmitter

Bit No. DIS/DTC DCS
40 Bitend field Extend field

- Referring to FIG. 2B, a simplified software flowchart
depicting these operations in accordance with the fore-
going discussion is illustrated. This flowchart represents
the sequence of operations performed by the DSP 150
in accordance with instructions stored within the pro-
gram memory 152-(discussed further below).

The interpolation operation discussed above inserts
new pixel data in between existing pixel data by interpo-
lating adjacent pixel data. typically in a bilinear (two-di-
mensional linear) or bicubic (two-dimensional cubic)
fashion. The two-dimensional interpolation (bilinear or
bicubic) is performed in two one-dimensional passes, i.e.
first horizontally (inter-pixel) and then vertically (inter-
line). For example, in the case where 512 pixels on each
line are to be expanded to 1128 pixels, the original 512

lated horizontally to produce
1728 pixels with n concornmittant reduction in the indi-
vidual pixel spacing (i.e. to 5ll172'I), as depicted below
in Chart 2. ’

czt-imrr 2
1 2 "511 512

mm i—/ /——l—-—|PIXELS

I 1 1727 1728

l—- ——’——i—/ /—-l——l

-9 <—-s1t/i727 ‘

For bilinear interpolation of arch interpolated pixel
N, where Ne{O,1,2, . . . ,l727}, adjacent-input pixels P
and P+1 are used, where P=INT[N(511)/1727)], and
INT(X/Y)=integer value of the quotient X/Y. Thus, in
the case of the l00Dth pixel, i.e. N=lO00, pixel 295
(INT[1ll00(511)/1727)]=295) and pixel 296
(IN'I‘[1000(511)/1727)]+1=296) are used. Since the
quotient [1000(511)/l727)]=295.89, the interpolation
can be done within the DSP 150 via the simple compu-tation:

OUTPUT
PIXELS

N-(PIXEL #35)(1—0.89)+(l’lXEL #296)(0.89)

Alternatively, a look-up table within the data mem-
ory 154 can be used, wherein a finite number o1_'interpo-
lation coefficients can be stored for use as needed. An
exemplary table ofbilinear interpolation coefficients for
the present invention are listed below in Table 2. In the
foregoing example for N= 1000, entry #7 from Table 2
would be. used, i.e. coefficients 0.109375 and 0.890625,selected as follows: ~

(P + 1) — [N(.":11)/1127)] = 295 — |iooois11)_/1721.)]
= 296 — 295.89 I
= on

(M l(# of cocificient entries) .-= D.1l(64)
= 7.11

Nearest integer to 7.11 = 1
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where:

N=(PIXIE1. #295)(0.109375)+(PlXEL
#296)(0.890625) '

- , TABLE 2
BILINEAR INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS

Entry LA La Entry 1-4 La
0.0 1.0 ' 32 0.5 0.5
0.015625 0.984375 0.515625 0.484375
0.03125 0.96875 0.53125 0.46875
0.046875 0.953125 0.546875 0.453125
0.0625 0.9375 0.5625 0.4375
0.078125 0.921875 0.578125 0.421875
0.09375 0.90625 0.59375 0.40625
0.109375 0.890625 0.609375 ’ 0.390625
0.125 0.875 0.625 0.375
0.140625 0.859375 0.640625 0.359375
0.15625 0.84375 0.65625 ' 0.34375
0.171875 0.828125 0.671875 0.328125
0.1875 0.8125 0.6875 0.3125
0.203125 0.796875 0.703125 0.296875
0.21875 0.78125 0.71875 0.28125 '
0.234375 0.766625 0.734375 0.265625
0.25 ' 0.75 0.75 0.25
0.265625 0.734375 0.765625 0.234375
0.28125 0.71875 0.78125 0.21875
0.296875 0.703125 0.796875 0.203125
0.3125 0.6875 0.8125 0.01875
0.328125 0.671875 0.82813 0.171875
0.34375 0.65625 0.84375 0.15625
0.359375 0.640625 0.859375 0.140625
0.375 0.625 0.875 0.125
0.390625 0.609375 0.890625 0.109375
0.40625 0.59375 0.90625 0.09375
0.421875 0.578125 0.921875 0.078125
0.4375 0.5625 0.9375 0.0675
0.453125 0.546875 0.953125 0.046875
0.46875 0.5313 0.96875 -0.03125
0.484375 0.515625 0.984375 0.015625

35

'5oao~no-venue:--o

60

30
31 63

Referring to FIG. 3A, the operation ofan exemplary
hilinear interpolator 202a. is depicted. Incoming. non-
interpolated pixel data 332, received via the data bus
interface 212a. is horizontally interpolated by a horizon-
tal linear interpolatot 334. The horizontally interpo-
lated pixel data 336 is received and vertically interpo-
lated by a vertical linear interpolator 338. The horizon-
tally-and vertically interpolated pixel data 340 is then
available for transfer to the data memory 154 for te'mpo-
rary storage, as discussed above. The pixel coefficients
P1, P2, L1, L2 (discussed above) are selectively pro-
vided in accordance with instructions and addressing
received via the data bus interface 212a and address
interface 2140 from the program memory 152 and data
memory 154.

Referring to FIG. 313, the operation of an exemplary
bicubic interpolator 2021! is depicted. Incoming, non-
interpolated pixel data 362, received via the data bus
interface 212a, '5 horizontally interpolated by a horizon-
tal cubic interpolator 364. The horizontally interpolated
pixel data 366 is received and vertically interpolated by
.' vertical cubic interpolator 368. The horizontally and
vertically interpolated pixel data 370 is then available

. for transfer to the data memory 154 for temporary stor-
age, as discussed above. The- pixel coefficients P1, P2,
P3, P4, L1, L2, L3, 14 (discussed further below) are
selectively provided in accordance with instructions
and addressing received via the data bus interface 212a
and addrem interface 214a from the program memory
152 and data memory 154.

It should be understood that the time delays repre-
sented by the “pixel delay” blocks in FIGS. 3A and 3B
are not required as discrete elements or operations it‘ the

10
original. non-interpolated pixel data is retrieved from
the data memory 154 at the appropriate times. Further,
the time delays represented by the “line delay" blocks

' are not required as discrete elements or operations ifthe

.10

35

40

45

horizontally interpolated pixel data is temporarily
stored in and retrieved from the data memory 154 at the
appropriate times.

_ Using the example discussed above for bilinear hori-
zontal interpolation of 511 pixels to 1728 pixels, bicubic
horizontal interpolation of interpolated pixel N uses
adjacent input pixels P— 1, P, P+l and P+2. where
P=INT[N(51l)/1727)], and INT(X/Y)=integer value
of the quotient X/Y. Thus, in the ease of the 100001
pixel, i.e. N=l000, pixel 294
(II‘TI‘[1000(511)/1'l27)]—l=294), pixel 295
(1NT[1000(511)/1727)l=295), pixel 296
(IN1'[1ooo(511)/1121)]+1=296) and ' pixel 297
(INT[1000(51l)/1727)]+2=297) are used.

The bicubic interpolation coellicients are stored in
the data memory 154 for access and use by the DSP 150
as needed. An exemplary table of bicubic interpolation
coefiicients for the present invention are listed below in
Table 3. In accordance with the discussion above for
the example of N= 1000, try #7 from Table 3 would
be used, i.e. the four coetlicients —.-0.fl)72528, 0.100095,

0.978025 and —0.070867 (selected as shown above). _
TABLE 3

BICUBIC INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS
Entry C5 C3 Cc CD

0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
—0.(lK1l50545 0.0125718 0.999548 —0.0119695
—0.lIl)601546 0.0257377 0.998194 -0.0233
——0.Cl113511 0.0394882 0.995939 -0.0340764
-001239604 0.0538123 0.992789 —0D442049
—0.(‘.0373195 0.0686975 0.988748 —0.0537132
—0.l'.0535317 0.0841302 0.983823 —0.0626003
—0.NT2528 0.1lXXl95 0.978025 —0.070867
—0.W942276 0.116575 0.971363 —0.0785 15
-0.01 18537 0.133553 - 0.963848 —0.0855479
—0.0145353 0.15101 0.955496 -0.0919704-
—0.0174559 0.168924 0.94632 —0.0977885
—0.0206028 0.187275 0.936338 —0.1030l
—0.0239622 0.206039 0.925566 —0.107643—0.0275 194 0.225192 0.914025 -11.111698
—0.03l2586 0.24471 0.901734 —0.115l85
-—0.0351631 0.264565 0.888716 -0.118118
—0.0392151 0.284731 0.874995 —-0.1N5l
—0.0433963 0.305179 0.860593 —0.122376
-—0.0476873 0.325881 0.845537 —0.12373
—-0.0501681 0.346806 0.829853 —0.124$91
--0.0565178 0367923 0.813569 —0.12A975
—0.06l0151 0.389202 0.796713 —0.124901
—0.065538 0.41061 0.779316 -—0.124388
—0.071X)639 0.432114 0.761406 —0.123456
—0.0745699 0.453682 0.743015 -0.122127
-—0.0790326 0.475278 0.724175 -—0.120421
--0.0834282 0.496871 0.704918 -0.118361
—0.0B77326 0.518424 0.685278 --0.115969
-0.0919218 0.539904 0.665287 —0.113269
—0.0959713 0.561275 0.64498 —0.110284
-—0.0998566 0.582503 0.62439 —0.107037
-11.103553 0.603553 0.603553 -0.103553
—0.107037 0.62439 0.582503 —0.0998566
—0.110284 _ 0.64498 0.561275 -0.0959713
—0.113269 0.665287‘ 0.539904 —0.09l9218
-0.115969 0.685278 0.518424 —0.0877326
—0.l18361 0.704918 0.496871 —0.0834282
—0.1204Z1 0.724175 0.475278 —0.0790326
—0.122127 0743015 0453682 —0.0745699
—0.l23456 0.761406 0.432114 —0.071Il639
—0.124383 0.779316 0.41061 —0.065538
—-0.124901 0.796713 0.389202 —0D6l0l§1
—0.124975 0.813569 0.367923 -0.0565178
-—0.l24591 0.829853 0.3461106 —0.0520681
—0.l2J73 0.845537 0.325881 -0.0476873

Somqouauuuo
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TABLE 3-continued . 
BICUBIC INTERPOLATION COEFFICIENTS

Entry ‘C4 C5 Cc CD
—(l.l22376 0.860593 0.105179 _.0.04339s3
——0.120s1 0.374995 02134731 —00392151
—011s11s 0.3311715 0.264565 —0.03Sl63l
—0.115135 0.901734 024471 —o.o3125ss
—0.1Il698 0914025 0.225192 —o.0z75194
—0.107643 0.925566 0.206039 —0.02396Z2
-010301 0.936338 0.107275 —0.0206028
—00977aa5 0.94632 0.168924 -—0.0174s59
—00919704 0.955495 0.15101 —0.o145353
-—003s5479 0.963848 0.133553 —0.011s537
—00711515 0.971353 0.116575 ,—0.0094227s
—0o7oss7 0.979025 0.100095 —0.007252s
—0.0626m3 0.9331123 00341302 —o.o0s35317
-0.0537132 0.938748 0.0686975 —000373195
410442049 0.9927119 0.0533123 -0.002:-19604
-0.0340764 0995939 0.0394332 —0.0013511
—0.o2333 0.993194 0.0257377 —0.000s01s4s
—0.0ll9695 09995411 0.0125713 —0.00015o545

60

63

Referring to FIG. 3C, the filtering effect of the bien-

I5

20

bit: interpolation in the frequency domain is shown. The -
\ amplitude versus frequency function is similar to that of
a low-pass filter. During bicnbic interpolation, the prod-
uct of this function and the function representing the
frequency response of the incoming pixel data provides
the output, i.e. interpolated, pixel data.

Referring to FIG. 3D, the filtering effect of the bica-
bic interpolation in the time domain is shown. Also
shown are the graphical relationships between the input
pixels and the corresponding interpolation coefficients‘
values. Here in FIG. 3D, input pixels A, B, C, and D
would correspond to pixels 294, 295, 296 and 297, re-
spectively, as discussed in the example above. During
bicubic interpolation, the convolution of this function
and the incoming pixel data provides the output, i.e.
interpolated. pixel data (CA.
VA+CBVE+CCVC+CDVD)-

The image processing 210 performed can be of sev-
eral various types, such as video data inversion, contour
mapping or contrast manipulation. Video data inversion
would provide for a "negative" image. Contour map-
ping would involve the application of multiple thresh-
olds to the video data for providing an image with more
of a stepped gray-scale, or for allowing the detection of
changes in a scene being monitored using simple com-
parison techniques. One form of contrast manipulation
can involve the changing of the video data contrast
transfer function to expose image details otherwise hid-
den in shadows or a dark scene.

In a preferred embodiment‘ of the present invention,
the image processing 110 performed is image enhance-
ment, which is done in two dimensions. As seen in FIG.
4A, the one-dimensional frequency response of the
image enhancement is amplification of data signal am-
plitudesqat the frequencies closely adjacent to halfofthe
sampling frequency(F5/2) of the ADC 114. As seen in
FIG. 4B, a two-dimensional filter is used where, in both
the horizontal and vertical filtering, the current input
pixel data undergoing enhancement is multiplied by a
coefficient of 2.0 and the immediately adjacent horizon-
tal and vertical pixels’ data are each multiplied by a
coefficient of -0.25. The sum of these products pro-
vides the image-enhanced pixel data.

Referring to FIG. 4C, the effect of the image en-
hancement cau be seen in the time domain. The edges of 65
an image are sharpened in the sense that data amplitude
transitions are rendered more steep, i.e. faster. The ef-
fect in the frequency domain, as shown in FIG. 4D, is to

25
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increase the frequency at which the.response begins to
roll of, i.e. increase the effective low-pass filter band-
width ‘as compared to that of interpolation only (dis-
cussed above).

Referring to FIG. 5A, an exemplary output versus
input transfer function is illustrated graphically for the
contrast alteration, or dot gain correction, process per-
formed by the DSP 150, program memory. 152 and data
memory 154, as discussed above (FIG. 2A). As seen in
FIG. 5A, the transfer function, normally a linear output
versus input relationship. is selectively altered to cause
input pixel information having medium gray-scale val-
ues to be darkened. This type of altered transfer func-
tion can be computed or derived seriri-empirically to
give the best results with a gray-scale ramp input as the
test image. Further, this type ofaltered transfer function
represents the inverse of the typical nonlinear charac-
teristics of a typical facsimile printing mechanism,
thereby providing a form of precompensation for the
video image data to be printed thereby. .

Referring to FIG. 5B, a preferred implementation of
the aforementioned contrast alteration procem includes
a look-up table 452 which is constructed within a por-
tion of the data memory 154.’ The interpolated pixel
data 454 is received via the address bus 164 and address

bus interface 164: and serves as the input address(es) for
the look-up table 452. The accessed data 456 has values
which are in accordance with the desired transfer func-_
tion, asdiscussed above (FIG. 5A). This data 456 is
conveyed via the data bus interface 162:: to the data bus
162 for transfer to the DSP 150 and conversion by the
pixel-to-pel converter 206 as discussed above (FIG.
2A). _

It should be understood that, since the look-up table
452 uses only a portion of the data memory 154 and that
portion need not necessarily begin at address location
“zero,” the input addresses, i.e. the interpolated pixel
data 454, can include an address offset. The address

offset would increment the address values appropriately
to access that portion of the data memory 154 constitut-
ing the look-up table 452. The address offset can be
generated and added to the interpolated pixel data 454
by the DSP 150, with the result placed onto the addressbus 164.

As initially discussed above, the pixel-to-pel con-
verter 206 receives and converts pixel data to pet data.
This procas, often referred to as “dithering," can be
performed ir1 accordance with a number of techniques.
Three techniques, as discussed below and represented in
Matrices 1-3 below, involve using a: 45' Classical
Screen (Matrix 1); Line Screen (Matrix 2); or Spiral-
Dot Screen (Matrix 3). A more detailed dkcussion re-
garding these techniques can be found in R. Ulichney,
“Digital Iialftoning," pp. 77-126. MIT Press I987 (in-
corporated herein by reference).

Referring to Matrix 1 below, the 45' Classical Screen
mimics the 50-100 lines per inch screen traditionally
used in printing a continuous tone image in newspapers
or magazines. The triangularly-shaped mimerical arrays
are replicated over the entire image, thereby giving a
superimposed screen which alternates from light to
dark, 50-100 times per inch. The number within the
numerical arrays are threshold values to which the 8-bit
pixel's gray-scale value are compared one at a time to
resolve 19 (Matrix 1(a)) or 3 (Matrix l(b)) gray levels.

The incoming pixel data is compared with the corre-
sponding threshold value within the superimposed
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threshold numerical array, and if the pixel value is less
than the threshold value, a black dot is printed. Con-
versely, if the pixel value is greater than the threshold
value, no black dot. is printed. In this way, each pixel
(8-bit) is convened to a pel (I-bit) which the receiving
facsimile machine 110 (FIG. 1) can print out either as a
black dot, or as the absence ofa black dot. The resulting
image, now seen through the superimposed Classical
Screen, consists of pels, i.e. l-bit pixels.

MATRIX I:
Threshold Arr: for 45' Classical Screens

(I) M = 3 (I9 levels of gray with ll-hit pixel valuesover range ofo-255)

134 I62 I48 I21

I34

(17) M = 4 (33 levels of gray with 8-bit pixel valuesover range of 0-255)

147 I63 I55 132
225 133 173

. 140 I71

I09
39

93 I01 .124 I47
J] 23 78
8 I6 .

54

Referring below to Matrix 2, the Line Screen oper-
ates similarly to the Classical Screen, except that the
superimposed _screen is at 0‘, rather than 45'. This will
produce a final image which is more coarse, but will
reduce the transmission time since the facsimile stan-
dard encoding (discussed further below) operates along
lines. The Line Screen tends to concentrate dots along
lines, whereas the Classical Screen concentrates them in ‘I5 i ‘a 45‘ orientation.

MATRIX 2:

Threshold Array for Line Screen I(37 levels ofgny with 8-bit pixel values over
renge of0-255)

149 235 221 iI4 223- 242 249
I66 I52 I38 I31 145 I59 I66..::._.:._.j_..._
83 69 55 48 62 76.83
41 28 M 7 21 35 42...

175 Ill 97 90 I04 ll8 I25:._.._j._.:....j_.
208 I94 I80 I73 I87 20] 203
249 235 221 2l4 228 242 149

Referring below to Matrix 3, the Spiral-Dot Screen
operates in accordance with the foregoing discussion,
with the superimposed screen oriented at 45". This
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screen tends to create circular regions of varying‘inten-
sity, similar to a picture oriented in a typical newspaper.

MATRIX 3:
Threshold Array for Spiral-Dot Screen

(26 levels of gray with 8-bit pixel values over
range of 0-255)

207 217 226' 236 246 201
197- 69 79 B9 98 I97

...l87 59 I0 20 I08 I87...
I77 49 39 30 I18 I77
I67 I58 148138 I28 I67
207 217 2.26 236 246 207

The foregoing screen approaches in accordance with
Matrices l-3 compare each unmodified pixel within the
image with a threshold value which varies depending
upon the current pixel’s position within the video im-
age. Referring below to Matrix 4, a preferred embodi-
ment of_the present invention uses a technique in which
error diffusion is performed in accordance with the

Floyd-Steinberg error propagation theory. Floyd-
Steinberg error diffusion differs from the foregoing
screen approaches in that while each pixel is compared
to a fixed threshold, the pixel value being compared
‘consists of its original value plus an error value propa-
gated from surrounding pixels.'When the current pixel
value is greater than the threshold. the error value is
equal to 255 subtracted from the current pixel value. If
the current pixel value is less than the threshold, theerror value is zero. -

MATRIX 4: Error Filter Values

I . 1

( I6 X) 3 5 1
ma and Steinberg (1915)(rectangular grid)
(“-" represents the current pixel)

Referring to FIG. 6, the pixel-to-pel converter 206
performs pixel-to-pel conversion in accordance with
the Floyd-Steinberg theory, which can be visualized as
shown. The pixel data (interpolated, contrast-altered
and selectively imagecnhauced), received from the
data memory 154 (FIG. IA) via the data bus interface
2121;, is converted to pel data using a threshold 502,
error filter 504, input adder 506 and output adder 508.
As seen above in Matrix 4, to propagate the pixel error
in accordance with the Floyd-Steinberg tlI°OfYz 7/l6ths
of the error value is added to the next pixel on the same
line, 3/16ths of the error value is added to-the pixel on
the line below and one pixel position to the left, 5/l6ths
of the en'or value is added to-the pixel directly below,
and 1/16th of the error value is added to the pixel below
and to the right, as shown. The effect of the Floyd-
Steinberg error diffusion is to approximate a gray-scale
value,-or tone, within a region by producing the approx-
imate number of black dots which correspond to the
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gray-scale value of the original image, with the dots
spread as randomly as possible so that no particularstructure is visible. -

As initially discussed above, the facsimile standard
encoding of the pel data is in accordance with the
CCITT Group 3 (Recommendation '1‘.4) facsimile stan-
dard. In a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the facsimile standard encoder 208 (FIG. 2A) also
performs one-dimensional modified Huffman encoding
upon the pel data. One-dimensional modified Huffman
encoding is advantageous in that small numbers of bi-
nary digits can be used to represent long runs of black
or white pels. g

Each line of data is composed of a series of variable
length code words, each of which represents a run
length of either all white or all black picture elements.
The white and black 111115 alternate, and a total of 1728
picture elements represent one typical horizontal scan '
line of215 mm length. To maintain synchronization, all
data lines begin with a white nm length code word.
However, if the actual scan line begins with a black run,
a white run length of zero will be sent. The black or
white run lengths, up to a maximum of one scan line
(1728 picture elements or “pels") are defined by the
code words in Tables 4 and 5 below.

The code words are of two types: ,(1) Terminating
Codes; and (2) Make-Up Codes. Each rim length is
represented by either a Terminating Code word, or a
Make-Up Code word followed by a Terminating Code

15
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TABLE ,4-continued.__._._:.___.__...._......j—_.._—_._...__
Terminating Codes

Black run
length Code Word

37 1111711010101
(IXXJ110101 10
11110110101 1 1
(XXX101101100
(H1111 101 101
1111011011010
1XXD1101101l
1111101010111)
1111111010101
G1IX)1010110
fl1XX)l010111
1IXXI1111I11(D
GIII|11m101
(Il'lX1101(‘D10
(XXXIJIOIIDI1
(fllXX)1(X11(XJ
1111111110111
1X3(XX)111(XK)
IIXXHHUJIH
1Xlfll01(XD
GIW101 1(XJO
flXXX)1011001
WXXJIOIO11
“K110101110
Clllmlfll 1010
1lIX1011Wl10
@1111 1(1)] 11

White run
length Code Word

00010110
coma: in
common
CD101lXJl
00101010
(moron
(B10111!)
111101101
omonmo
1111131101
1111111010
oquoroz z
oroiomo
owroou
01010100
orotmm
ooiomno
00100101
omnooo
own 1001
0101 mm
01011011
01001010
01101011
on: room
N1 won
(K11 1011!)

$c%‘;'.‘S‘6£9.%‘t£!$‘£.':."8$:2S$$t$mt6‘~é'5£‘:»' $%:‘—‘$‘€§L"-&i£K1‘.':i.‘.2S$$f-8
Rum lengths in the range of 64-1728 pt-Js are encoded

word. Run lengths in the range of0-63 pels are encoded 30 5'51 bi’ 1115 M3k°'UP C059 W°1'd fT°m T3515 5 '~'€P1'9'
with their appropriate Terminating. Code word from
Table 4. As shown in Table 4, there are different code
words for black and white run lengths.

TABLE 4

Taminating Coda:
Bllclt run

lmgth
Whiterun

length Code Word
(X11 10101
(X101 11
0111
11110
101 1
1100
1110
1111
111011
10100
00111
01000
(X11000
11111311
110100
110101
101010
101011
01111111
M13111!)
111111110
(X1101 11
(XXXXJ11
(IIXJIID
010111!)
0101011
(X11001!
Dlwlm
om 1W0
00000010
(HINDU
(‘1101 1010
(XD1 1011
EJ310010
0(X)1001l
113010100
0(Xll0101

Code Word
K110110111
010
I1
10
011
(X111
W10
111011
030101
(l’fl100
IXHJIOO
(IXXJ101
(III!) 11
IIXXXJIM
NIII1111
1111111111)
GXM110111
CIXIDIIWJ
WXDHXD
(IXXH 1111111
flKX111011X10
IXXDI 1011111
1XlXl)110111
GXIIJIOIMO

' (IllXlJ10111
1'XXXXXJ11lIK)
(XlI111(X11010
IIXDI 11111011
1XXX1111X)11lX)
(XXIII 11131101
1XXXJ0l rorooo
1XXID1101m1
“X1101 101010
lXIXJ01101011
m001101CD10
MKD11010011
(H111 1010100

g3r$‘r3ig333'-i'~'I'gi;'-5-’m§§8$;55G=55=3»aoe~Io~u-tumu-O -'7-"6"\553'::3u'r'n:G5»"—"5'\aan~sotu:.wN-Jo
35

40
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senting the run length which is equal to or shorter than
that required, followed by the Terminating Code word
from Table 4 representing the difference between the
required run length and the run length represented by
that Make-Up Code.

TABLE 5

Make-Up Codes
Black run

length Code Word
64 IXNXXIJI 111

1211 GIDIIIKHOID
192 (IXX)111IJ1001
256 (l'KXX)1011011
320 (XIXIIII 111711
384 (X11101 10100
448 (IXllD110101
512 UIXXX11 101 IN
576 ' 1NXIlI11l11110l
640 (lXlXX)1CI'J10l0
704 1XXHX111X)1011
768 . (!lflI11(X11100
832 1lXX.‘II11w1101
I96 (XIX1X1111(X110
960 aoooootuoon

1024 1X'XXXD1110100
1083 (XIlXX)1110101
1152 I (XlXXX)1110110
1216 (X!H.X)1110111
1230 (IGIDIOIWIO
1344 (IIXIK1101(X111
1408 IIIXXIJIOIOIW
1472 CKIXXD1010101
1536 101111101 1010
1603 (IIIHN01 1011
1664 ‘ 11111111 111311!)

1728 011X)11011 1728 lflllnl 1111101
15.01. IIXXIXIXDOOI BOL  1—_Z.j._—_ 

Run lengths greater than 1728 pels are encoded first
by the Make-Up Oode word from Table 6 representing
the run length which is equal to or shorter than that
required. followed by the Terminating Code word from

White run
length Code Word

64 11011
128 10010
192 010111
256 0110111
320 m110110
384 10110111
440 01100100
512 01100101
576 01101000
640 01100111
704 0111101100
768 0111701101
8212 0110111110
896 . 0110111111
960 011010l(X1

1024 011010101
1088 011010110
1152 011010111
1216 01101111!)
1280 ououoox

f 1344 011011010
1408 01101101 1
1472 010011000
1536 01001-1001
1600 0l1D11010
1664 01 IMO
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Table 4 representing the difference between the re- 2432 00000001110!
quired run length and the run length represented by that 1.495 ‘ 000000011110
Make_Up Code_ also ooconooum

M13535 As discussed above, the program memory 152 (FIG.
_ . . 1) provides the instructions for the DSP 150 to carry

“°,?,;fh:‘,Th1,°§";fn",[?';,Eg”,,°§:;‘;‘;§;‘,§:',§,j§n2§,“' out its data processing functions (FIGS. 2A and 2B).An
rsolution the following Make-Up Code set is exemplary listing of the software for providing those

_?______m ‘instructions in accordance with the foregoing discus-
Run l=nsth_ Maia-Up sion and figures is included below in Appendix A pre-

(""°" ""1 "’h“‘) Cw" coding the claims.

gig ' Various other modifications snddalllstcrafions in 3;°°°°°°°:C H ' structure and method ofoperation 0 ' invention '
3312 mm};3},, be apparent to those incthe art vvithout departing
zoos oooooootoou from the scope and spirit of this invention. Although the
2112 000000010100 invention has been described in connection with spe-
gzg ‘ °°°°°°°$:% cific preferred embodiments, it should be understood
1304 mwmowm ‘ that the invention as claimed should not be unduly lim-
2368 ooooooomou ited to such specific embodiments.

“FWD, A BEST AVAILABLE COPY

ASSEBLY CODE FOR CORE PROCESSING FOR VIDEO T0 sax CONVERSION.
(Using the ADSPZIOS DSP chip);

Operation;

External -hardware captures 4 lines (4x5l2) or 4 columns (4x4B0) of pixels,
depending on whether rotation is disabled, or enabled. The data is
stored in a static zkxa FIFO. If rotation is enabled, the data needs
to be tdcinterlcavcd from its 4-byte vertical grouping; this is doneas data is transferred from the SFI1.-‘O to SRAH.

The 4 lines of data are interpolated from 480 to 1728 (or 1576);
whenever a new line is required, it is read from the SFIPO into the
circular 41480 (or 4x512) buffer addressed by i7. For simplicity,
4 new lines are grabbed after each transfer into SRAH. (Note; sometimes,
several lines are read from the SFIFO, as at the start of a frame or
when decimation is required for A6 size).

The, 4 interpolated lines are held in the circular buffer addressed by is.
These are accessed to create the final interpolated fax width. and length
resolution lines, which are stored in a 2x1'I2e (or 1576) circular buffer
addressed by il. This buffer is only required. for Floyd—stcinberg errordiffusion.

Optional image enhancement (under user control can then be performed).
This consists of a 2-D filter with a high-frequency boost toenhance edges.

The pixels are then contrast-adjusted, using a look-up table, to
compensate for nonlinearities in the fax machine at the receivingend.

Each interpolated fax resolution pixel is dithered, either by line or
classical screen (simple comparison) or with 1-‘loyd-stcinberg error
diffusion, at which point the white/black runlength is incrcmentod.I
If the color toggles at the current pixel, the runlcngth up to the
currcnt_pixel is encoded using Huffman 1-D encoding. If the '
number of new code bits plus the code bits left over from the last
encoding operation is 16 or more, the 16 most‘-significant are moved
to the huffman-encoded output buffer, where they can be picked up
whenever there is a modem ‘interrupt.

Index registers;
10 width interpolation cocffs, 128 entries, stored in ext RAM or

length interpolation coefts, 128 entries, stored in ext: RAM
:11 2 interpolated lines, for error diffusion (2x1728 or 2xl576),

always operate on the old half, and propagate onto the new half
i2 Floyd-Steinberg or screen coeffs, 4 or more, stored internally
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i3 dot gain correction, 256 entries, stored in ext RAM
i4 bit count for Huffman encoding, also ext RAH huffman code table

(364 words, 128 each for white and black, 54 each for white and
' black makeup)

15 current tax output line (i.e fax resolutions), 4x172B or 4x1576
i6 huffman encoded output buffer, several kwords
17. current video input line (i.e video resolutions), 4x480 or 4x512

Modify valuet .;r inlex registers;
mo ._ o '1

.1-

128]: - 32 (required for interpolation coeffs)
1728 (or whatever line to line offset is)-1728

480 (or 512 depending on rotation on or off) BEST AVAILABLE COPY‘IE0 (or ‘5l2)

Length values for index registers;
10 1k (? length of buffer for fax output)
11 4x480 or 4x512, for video input data
12 4x172B or 4x1576, for intermediate fax width resolution lines
13 2x1728 or 2x1576, for Floyd-steinberg error diffusion buffer

cntr 1728 or 1576 (the number of pixels to be interpolated to). cntr
decrements, and is used to index lines or columns of pixels, so that
the first pixel is at an address offset into SRAM of 1728, rather
than at 0. cntr is used both during transfer from static FIFO to
SHAH, and during interpolation.

{

aaaeeeeareaeeoeeeeeeeeeatteataeeeeaeeeeeaaeeeeeeeeeeeeeeetaaINTERPOLATION

Bicubic interpolation, with the data stored externally in
SRAH, the width interpolation coefficients stored internally
in program RAH, and the length interpolation coefficients
transferred from external RAM or EPROM to internal program RAM
at the start of each new fax output line (this means both
coefficient and data loading during each MAC instruction, since
the PHD and the DMD busses are used).

Data and coefficients are in 1.15 format, of which only the B
msb are significant (the lower 8 are zeroed at power on and aregenerally ignored). '

2~pass, with interpolation in the width direction, then in the
length direction, is more efficient (requires fewer instructions)
than 1-pass, which is a 4x4 kernel at each output pixel. However,it does require storage of 4 fax-width lines.

Calling parameters; -
cntr current tax width pixel number
phaee_w fax width phase incrementReturn parameters;

tiiiii1Iiiiiiitiittitiitififiiiiiitttiiiilitiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Fax width interpolation;
This loop may he required more than once if decimating, or at
the start of a field. It converts the input line (at 430 or 512)
to fax_w (1728 or 1576), using cubic interpolation. The
interpolated lines are stored in the circular buffer addressed
by 15, which is 4 lines (4x1728 or 1576) long. Take data from
buffer 17, and store it in buffer is._
IiiilIiiItfiiittiIiiiiiiiiiifiiitlIiiiiilifitiiifiiQiiiiiiiiiiit}

cntr-dm(fax_w); fax_w-1728 or 1576 .
is-dm(interp_prev); is-previous pointer to buffer

‘W (i.e. will add new line after last
new line)

ayo-dm(input_prev); ay-prev pointer to input i7 buffer

do width until ca: loop for fax width
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mxo-cntr;. cntr-current output pixel number
myo-phase_w,' phese_w-phase increment, from RM!

_mr-mxoimyo; current output pix location
or-mr1+ayD-1; mrl-integer part - nearest input pixel

. on the left-hand side of current output posn
i7-er; i7 points to the first interp pixel
ayo-w_interp_st-+31; ax-address of 31th entry in coeff table

(the rightmost posn of the first coeft to be
used) '

ero-mro lehift by -11; shift tract part of output pix location from
. 16 bits to 5 bits (value is D to 31, which

equals 128/4)
ar-ayo-sro; arxaddress of interp coeff for first pixel

(i.e.< 0 to 31th entry in coeff table)
in-ar; in points to first interp coeft (in internalP1'°91’3!|‘~ RAH)

mr-o,mxo-dm(i7,m1),myo-pm(io,m1); mx=first pixel, my-first coeffcntr-3-

do w_int until ce; loop 4 times
mr-mr-rmxoimyo ,'mxo-dm(i7 ,m1) ,my0-=pm(io,m1) ; multiply-accumulate i:

, width direction
if mv sat mr; saturate if necessary

dm(i5,ml)-mrl; store interpolated value in i5

dm(interp_prev) -i5; store pointer to is for next time around
dm(input_prev)=:i.'I; store pointer to :17 for next time around

}
Iitliiiii**iii*itt§itiiItiiiitiiiittliitkiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiif
Fax length interpolation
This loop is required once per fax line out. It converts from 4 lines
(stored in buffer is) of width fax_w, to one line (stored in buffer ii)
of width fax w. The loop is £ex__w long (i.e. do entire line of tax
resolution width at the one time). Before storing interpolated back
into il buffer. use the dot gain lookup table (ii!) to give the
correct gray-scale image. .
IitiiiititlDtklliitfitttliiiiiiitiliiiliiiiiitiiiiitiiiifiiiti
}

cntr-dm(fax_w); fax_w-1728 or 1576
i1-dm(interp_prev); i1-previous pointer to buffer
is-d-m(i5v_start._adr) : is-beg of 4x172B intermediate buffer
ayo-dm(len_coef_start_adr); eyo-start of length coeffs

mxo-cntr; cntr-current output pixel number
myo-phaae_l; phase_l-phase increment, from RAM
mr-mxoimyo; current output pix location
af-ayo+31; er-address of 31th entry in coeff table

(the right—most posn of the first coet! '. : :6
used)

sro-mro lshift by -11; shift fract part of output pix location 1:2:
16 bits to 5 bits (value is ~' to :11. Which
equals 128(4)

ar-r_af-Iro; er-address of interp coeff to first pixel-
(i.e. o to 31th entry in coeff table)

10.“; it)" points to first interp cool‘: (in internal
program RAH)

g;-an(1o,.3) ; move .the 4 length coeffs into int prog RAH
pm( l_coeffo ) -er;
ar-dm(iD,m3) ;
pm(l_coeffl)-ar:
ar-dm(iO,m3) ;
pm ( l__c‘oeff2 ) -er;
ar-dm(io,I0);
pm(’l_coeff3)-ar;

do width until ce; loop for fax width
mr-o,mx0-dm(i5,m4).lY0=pm(co); mxvfirat pixel, my-first eoeff
mr-mr+mx0*my0 .mxo-dm ( 15 ,m4) ,myo-pm (cl) ; multiply-accumulate in

Amr-mr+mxo*my0.mxo-dm(i5,m4),my0-pm(c2); width direction
mr-mr+nxoImyo.mxo-dm(i5,m5) .myo-pm (c3) :
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modi1'y(i5,m5); bring is back to 1st line in i5
modify(i5,m5),°
modi£y(i5,m1); step is to the next pixel on the 1st line

‘if mv eat mr; saturate if necessary
I
mun:aouraaiunusnmetteaaseneeee-n-sees-usnmuavmnesaevum

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT '

similar to interpolation, except 2-D kernel, with amount
of enhancement possibly under user control. Not written yet.
ittiiiQiilfliiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiItiililt§iiitihii!I**Qi**ifi

itiifiiiiiIiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiitiiiiIiiilitttitkiitkiltittfltitii

DOT GAIN CORRECTION (CONTRAST ADJUSTMENT)itiiifiiiiititittiiiiiiittititittiiiittttiiitIititi£it*it§*li
)

ayo-dm(dot_gain_start) ,° ayo- start of dot gain lookup table in ext RA
ero-mrl lshift by -8; shift right by 8 because use only 8 bits
ar-sro-I-ayo; compute address for lookup table
is-ar; store in index register
mrl-d.m(i3,mo) ; get corrected value

dm(i1,nl)-mrl: store interpolated value in il

dm(interpJ:orev)-ii; store pointer to 11 for next time around

{

Qlttli-titRittied-iiifiiitittiii-kit-I-ItIQ-ttliiiitiliiiiii-iittlti
DITHERING

compare to a threshold; if > threshold, then pixel is white. it <
threshold, pixel is black. .
Note; data is in 1.15 format, so when a pixel exceeds the PS

threshold, 255 is subtracted from it (actually 255*256).
Usin; 1.15 format allows saturation logic to work properly.

calling‘ parameters;
prev --1 it previous hit was black (<thresh)

-0 it previous bit was white (>thresh)
11 just-calculated interpolated pixel

Return parameters;

Do entire line of £ax_I-' pixels. Do dithering and encoding.titiIiiiiitiIiiiiitiiiilfiiiiiitittiitiiiiiiiiliiiittttiiiiii
}

il-dm(fI_prev) ; i1-previous pointer to buffer with
interpolated, dot-gained pixels

cntr-dm(£ax__w) ; . iterate fax_w times
do loopl until ee;

ayo-d*.Il(thresh) ; ay0=threshold
axo-dm(prev); recall prev from int RAH
abs(axo); to get AS status
it neg jump was_b;
if pas jump was_w;

axo-dm(i1,mO); axo-current pixel from RAM
aro-axo-ayo; arO>0 if white, <0 it black

- (status is latched until below)
if lt jump sti'll_b; still black, otherwise white
aro-axo-259256; create error value
if av eat ar; , saturate if necessary
av-0; clear overflow bit
dm(il,m0)-arc; store in RAM
dm(prev)mo; change prev to 0 (white)
axo-182; offset for black codes -2 182
jump encode; toggling from black to white

still_b:inodi£y (i4,m1),- increment black run count
jump diffuse;
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axo-.-dm(i1,m0); axo-current pixel from RAM
aro-axo-ayo: arD>o if white, <0 if black

‘ ‘ (status is latched until below)
- if ge jump sti1l_w; still white

axo-O; offset for white codes 2 0
dm(prev)-m2: change prev to -1
jump encode; toggling from white to black

stil‘l__w: aro-axa-255*256; create error value
if av sat ar; saturate if necessary;
av-=0; clear overflow Bit
dm(il.m0)-aro; store in RAM
modify (i4,m1) ; increment white countjump diffuse;

(

euieaeiaeeeaeeeeeeeaautumn:unmeteeueaeeeeueeea-neeeeeENCODING

1-D huffman encoding, with table stored ‘in RM! as 185 2-word entries,
with 1st word - hit count for code word, 2nd word - code. calculate the
address into the huffman table as if it were 1-word entries, then
adjust for 2-word entries before adding the table starting address.
calling parameters; .

axo offset for white/black codes (0 or 182)14 . hit count
prev already toggled. so 0 it black. -1if white ‘

huff bits left code word is left-justified in srl, with
" " this number of bit posns free to the rhs

prev code bits left over from previous code, left-
‘ justified

Return parameters;

fax buffer new 16-bit encoded value added ( ifappropriate)

Iiitti-int!iitiililltilCttliitkiiiiliiiiitttlliiiiiitl-ltiiit

lncodg: “.14; check to see if need makeup codes
’ (id-run length > 63)

R-a-1.h1g: ;1 by +5; logical shift by 6 - divide by 64
ayo-:1; av-run length
of-pass 0; af=-D _
u-.;ro+o; ‘ . need sign status
if qt at-54; if sro>o, need offset to makeup codes
,,¢1.53; ' mask for run length
ar-axl AND ayo; mask run length < 64
gf-gr+gf; ar-run length + makeup
ar-axo-rat; ar=run length + makeup + b/w offset
groslghift ar by -1; srD=2xar, because table_- 2—word entr
ayo-dnmuff start)-; ay-huffman code table start address
arcs;-0+-gyo;_ offset into huffman code table
iqsar: store huffman pointer in index reg

srl-d.m(prev code); srlxcode bits left from prev codeword
.1.u(14,.fi'; si-Huffman code word from RAH
sr-sr or lshift si, ayo-dm(huff_bits_left); left shift si and

or with present sr
axo-dm(i4,mO); read in code word length from RAM
ar-ayo-axo; new code word length in st
if neg jump huff_out; if pos, still have bits posns spare

dm(huff hits_1eft)-aro; 1! of bit posns free for next code
dm(prev:code)-srl; _ srl-code bits to save until next wordjump diffuse;

huff__out: axo-i6; check that not overwriting buffer; a)-
- pointer for writing buffer

ayo-fax_buf_out; ay-pointer for reading bufferar-axo-ayo;

if eq jump fax_buf__error; if equal, about to overwrite buffer:
jump to error-handling routing
(wait until buffer empties)

¢n(15,.1).g;_-1; write on to fax output buffer
.ro.;5+u-o; arc is -ve, result is spare bit posns

assrAVAILABLEcopy
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din (huff_bits_1e£t) -aro;
dm (prev_code) =sr0;
jump diffuse;

BEST AVA! ABLE copy
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f of bit posns free for next code
sro=code bits to save until next wort
jump to error diffusion

Iiiittiliiiititittiiiiiitiittlit!ittiitiiiiiittliifliiiiiiifi
ERROR DIFFUSION

Floyd stainberg error diffusion;

calling

}

diffuse:

3
paraletera ;

o 7
5 1

11-current pixel (value or va1ue—255)
12-atart of error eoerts

Return paraaetera;
12-start or error eoerrs

QitiiiQtiItilliiIiiiiiitliitiiiitiiitiltiilitiliiifilitlltjli

axo-dn(:l.5,n1);
Iyo-dl(12,l1);
Ir-da(:l.5,l0) :
ar-an-axotayo,
11 av eat air;
dn(i.5,a4)-nr;

Ir-dn(:l.5,Iao);
nr-nu.-+nxo*nyo,
if av sat air;
dn(l.5.n1)-nr;

nr-dn(:l.5,no);
air-m--mxoinyo,
if av sat mr:
dn(i5,ai1)-air;

nr-dn(i5,m0) ;
Ir-1n.r+mx0*myo;
if rnv sat air,-
dm(i5,m5)-air;

ayo-dn(iz,n1);

nyo-dn(i2,n1);

Iyo-drn(i.2,n1) .-

i3-£irsi:__fa_compt;

rs_prev-=:i.1;

ax-current error
my-error nult (7/16)
nr-next pixel, no-0
air-next p:lxe1-I-error. my-error au1t(:t/1
saturate it necessary
store next pixel in am (or use

ax0=rnr)
an:-pixel from next line

- Inr=pixe1+error, my-error nu1t:(5/16)
saturate if necessarystore in RAM

mr-pixel from next line
‘lnr-pixe1+error, my-error nu1t(1/16)
saturate if necessarystore in RAM

nr-pixel from next line
mr=pixe1+error,-
saturate it necessary
store in RAM, is-current pix next time
set 13 back to point to the first comp

store current pointer to RAM for use

What is claimed is:

l. A video-to-facsimile signal converter for receiving

and converting a video signal representing a continuous
tone video image to a facsimile signal for transmission
to and reception by a facsimile receiver for simulation
of said continuous tone video image, said video-to-fac-
simile signal converter comprising:

data interpolator means for receiving an interpolation
instruction signal and in accordance therewith

receiving and interpolating a pixel data signal rep-resenting a continuous tone video image. wherein
said received pixel data signal includes at least one
pixel data block having a plurality of image pixel
data with a composite pixel data block gray-scale
value which represents a gray-scale value on a
contrast transfer function for-said continuous tone
video image;

data alteration means for receiving and selectively
altering said interpolated plurality of image pixel
data within said interpolated pixel data signal to
selectively alter said contrast transfer function
gray-scale value;

pixel-to-pel data converter means for receiving a
conversion instruction signal and in accordance
therewith receiving and converting said interpo-

next time

45

lated and selectively altered pixel data signal to a
pel data signal, wherein said pel data signal in-
cludes at least one pel data block having a compos-
ite pel data block gray-scale value, and wherein
said composite pixel data block gray-scale value
and said composite pel data block gray-scale value
are selectively similar;

encodermeans for receiving an encoding instruction
signal and in accordance therewith receiving and
encoding said pel data signal in accordance with a
selected facsimile encoding standard to produce a
facsimile standard signal; and

instruction source means for providing said interpola-
tion, conversion and encoding instruction signals.

2. A video-to-facsimile gnal converter as recited in
claim 1, wherein said data interpolator means comprises

-a digital signal processor coupled to said instruction
source means for receiving said interpolation instruc-
tion signal and in accordance therewith receiving and
interpolating said pixel data signal.

3. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 1, wherein said data alteration mans comprises a
memory look-up table for receiving said interpolated
plurality of image pixel data within said interpolated
pixel data signal as input addresses therefor and for
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outputting said interpolated and altered pixel data signalas output data therefrom.
4. A "video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in

claim 1, wherein said pixel-to-pel data converter means
comprises a digital signal processor coupled to said
instruction source means and said data alteration means
for receiving said conversion instruction signal and in
accordance therewith receiving and converting said
interpolated and altered pixel data signal to said pel data-signal.

5. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 1, wherein said encoder means comprises a digital
signal processor coupled to said. instruction source
means for receiving said encoding instruction signal and
in accordance therewith receiving and encoding said
pel data signal in accordance with CCI'IT Group 3 to
produce said facsimile standard signal.

6. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 1, further comprisingvideo signal receiver means
for receiving a video signal representing said continu-
ous -tone video‘ image and providing said pixel data
signal.

7.’A video-tofacsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 6, further comprising video signal source means
for ‘providing said video signal representing said contin-
uous tone video image.

8. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 6, wherein said video signal receiver means com-
prises an analog-to-digital converter and a video data
buffer coupled to said data interpolator means for re- 30
ceiving, digitizing andbuffering an analog video signal
representing said continuous tone video image, and for
providing said pixel data signal.

9. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 1, further comprising signal" converter means for 35
receiving and converting said facsimile standard signal
to a facsimile transmission signal for transmission toand

‘reception by a facsimile receiver.
10. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in

claim 9,.wherein said signal converter means comprises 40
a facsimile MODEMcoupled to said encoder means for
receiving and modulating said facsimile standard signal
to provide said facsimile transmission signal for trans-
mission to and reception by a" facsimile receiver.

11. A: video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in 45
claim 9, further comprising telephone network interface
means for receiving and coupling said facsimile trans- '
mission signal into a telephone network for transmission
to and reception by a facsimile receiver.

5

ceiving a plurality ofconversion instruction signals
and in accordance therewith:

interpolating said plurality of image pixel data,
outputting said interpolated plurality of image pixeldata,

receiving a plurality ofselectively altered image pixel '
data which corresponds to said interpolated plural-

‘ ity of image pixel data and has a selectively altered
contrast transfer function gray-scale value which is
selectively dissimilar to said original contrast trans-
fer function gray-scale value, ‘

dithering said plurality of selectively altered image
pixel data to produce a pel data signal including at
least one pel data block having a composite pel
data block gray-scale value, wherein said compos-
ite pixcl data block gray-scale value and said com-
posite pel data block gray-scale value are selec-
tively similar, and
encoding said pel data signal in accordance with a

selected facsimile coding standard to produce
a facsimile standard signal;

look-up table means for receiving said outpntted,
interpolated plurality of image pixel data and for
providing said plurality ofselectively altered image
pixel data;-and _

memory means for providing said plurality ofconver-
sion instruction signals. '

14. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 13, further comprising video signal receiver
means for receiving a video signal representing said
continuous tone video image and providing said pixel
data signal. _

15. A video-to-facsimile gnal converter as recited in
claim 14, further comprising video. signal source means
for providing said video signal representing‘ said contin-
uozm tone video image. ' '

16.7A video’-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 14, wherein said video signalireceiver means com- -
prise an analog-to-digital converter and a video data --
but‘fer«coupled to said digital signal procmsor means for
receiving. digitizing and buffering an analog video sig-
nal representing said continuous tone video image, and
for providing said pixel data signal. ‘ '

17. A video-to-facsimile signal converter-as recited in
claim 13, further comprising signal converter means for
rweiving and converting said facsimile standard signal
to a facsimile transmission signal for transmission to and
reception by a facsimile receiver.

18. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
12. A video-to-facsimile signal converter in recited in 50 claim 17, further comprising telephone network inter-claim 11, wherein sm'd telephone network interface

means comprises a data access arrangement coupled to
said signal converter means for receiving and coupling
said facsimile transmission signal onto a telephone line.

13. A video-to-facsimile signal converter for receiv-
‘ ing and converting a video signal representing a contin-
uous tone video image to a facsimile signal for transmis-
sion to and reception by a facsimile receiver for simula-
tion ofsaid continuous tone video image, said video-to-
facsimile signal converter comprising:

digital signal processor means for receiving a pixel
data signal representing a continuous tone video
image, wherein said received pixel data signal in-
cludes at least one pixel data block having a plural-
ity of image pixel data with a composite pixel data
block gray-scale value which represents a gray-
scale value on an original contrast transfer function
for said continuous tone video image, and for re-

face means for receiving and coupling said facsimile
transmission signal into a telephone network for trans-
mission to and reception by a facsimile receiver.

1.9. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 18, wherein said telephone network interface
means comprises a data access arrangement coupled to
said signal converter means for receiving and coupling
said facsimile transmission signal onto a telephone line.

20. A video-to-facsimile signal converter as recited in
claim 17, wherein said signal converter means com-
prises a facsimile MODEM coupled to said digital sig-
nal processor means for receiving and modulating said
facsimile standard signal to provide said facsimile trans-
mission signal for transmission to and ‘reception by afacsimile receiver.

21. A video-to-facsimile signal conversion method for
receiving and converting‘ a video signal representing a
continuous tone video image to a facsimile signal for
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transmission to and reception by a facsimile receiver for
simulation of said continuous tone video image, said
video-to-facsimile signal conversion method compris-
ing the steps of receiving a plurality of conversion in-
struction signals and in accordance therewith:

receiving a pixel data signal representing a continu-
ous tone video image, wherein said pixel data signal
includes at least one pixel data block having a pin-
rality of image pixel data with a composite pixel
data block gray-scale value which represents a
gray-scale value on a contrast transfer function for
said continuous tone video image;

interpolating said pixel data signal;
selectively altering said interpolated plurality of

image pixel data within said interpolated pixel data 15
signal to selectively alter said contrast transfer
function gray-scale value;

converting said interpolated and selectively altered
pixel data signal to a pel data signal, wherein said
pel data signal includes at least one pel data block 20
having a composite pel data block gray-scale value,
and wherein said composite pixel data block gray-
scale value and said composite pel data block-gray-
scale value are selectively similar; and

encoding said pel data signal in accordance with a 25
selected facsimile encoding standard to produce a_
facsimile standard signal.

32

22. A video-to«facsimile signal conversion method as
recited in claim 21, further comprising the steps of:

receiving an analog video’ signal representing said
continuous tone video image; and

digitizing and buffering said analog video signal to
provide said pixel data signal. '

23. A video-to-facsimile signal conversion method as
recited in claim 21, wherein said step of converting said
interpolated and altered pixel data signal to said pel data
signal comprises dithering said pixel data signal.

24. A video-to-facsimile signal conversion method as
recited in claim 21, further comprising the step of con-
verting said facsimile stnndard signal to a facsimile
transmission signal for transmission to and reception bya facsimile receiver.

25. A video-to-facsimile signal conversion method as
recited in claim 24; fin-ther comprising the step of cou-
pling said facsimile transmission signal into a telephone
network for transmission to and reception by a facsimilereceiver.

26. A video—to-facsimile signal conversion method as
recited in claim 24, wherein said step ofconverting said
facsimile standard signal to a facsimile transmission
signal for transmission to and reception by a facsimile
receiver comprises modulating said facsimile standard
signal to provide said facsimile transmission signal.I t t 8 t
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, Edward L. Coles can be reached on (703) 305-4712. The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, Contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-919

% e).
Joseph R. Pokrzywa
Examiner

Art Unit 2622

EDWARD carts
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Approved for use through 0113112003. OMB U551-0031

us.‘ Fatah and Trademark Office: us. DEPARTMENT OF commenceUnder the Fe - . eduetlon Act of 1:395 nn -.-rec-nu are ulmrtu mound to a collection or inrormauon unlraus ltdlsla 5 a valid OMB control number.
STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.730;)

Appiicantlpaieni Ownen . . , REC ....’.‘.’.‘='-’ R
Application ND.lPatent No:  ____Filed./leeuc Date: mmgo I’! _ la

02

Entitled: Apparatus for Capturing, convening and Transmitting A Visual image Signal Via A Digital Transrnisslon System

 3(Name OfA88lgnea)

states that it is:

1. the aseignee ofthe entire right, title, and interest; or

(Type of Asslnneo, I.q., Mmnrnflnn, pannenhip. university. gmm-nn-lam agency. ab.)

2. ['_'] an aasignee of less than the entire right. title and interest
(The extentrby percentage) of its ownership interest ie,_,____ °/3’

in the patent applicationlpatent identified above by virtue of either:

A-DA" assignment from the invantar(e) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded
in the United States Patent and Trademark Offioe at Real . Frame . or for which a copythereof is attached.

OR

B.|Z| A chain of title from the inventor(s). of the patent application/patent identified above. to the current aesignee as follows;

1. From: David Monroe To: Ti'Ie Telesls smug. inc.
The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel ___,, _, Frame __:_________, or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2. From: TheTeiesis Groug. Inc. To: E-Watch inc.
The dacumentwas recorded in the United States Patent and Tradernerk Office at
Real , Frame or for which a copy thereof is attached.

3. From: T . __ __ ___.
the document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at
Reel . Frame _____________’. or for which a copy thereof is attached.

l“_‘] Addltiuriar documents in the chain oftille are listed on a supplemental sheet.

As required by 37 GFR 3.73(b)(r)(i). the documentary evidence cf the chain of title from the original owner to the
assignee wee or concunentiy is being. submitted for recorcietion pursuantto 37 CFR 3.11..

[NOTE: A separate £309)! 019., a true copy or the original assignment dcc.ument(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 37 OFR Part 3, lo uewrd the ass! nment in the records of the USP i 0. ;e_e MFEP__v"D

 _j.
Date

 j_
Telephone Number

This collection of information is reqzrrcd
USFTO to process) an application.
camplela. Including earl-raring.
comments on tha urnuunt nflimn ye... mpg
US. Patent and Trademark Otfloa. U.$.
FORMS To THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO:

lfyuu needassistance In compferlng ma form, call 1~aa0-PTO-9799 and select option 2.
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I PTO/SB/81 (01-09)
Approved for use through 11/30/2011. OMB 0651-0035

_ .. _ U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
nder the\PapeM/ork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection oi information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

Application Number 09/790331

OR Filing Date 4/11/2002

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY First Named inventor David A. Monroe
WITH A NEW POWER OF ATTORNEY Title Multiple video display configurations and r

AND Art Unit 2612
Examiner Name POKRZYWA, JOSEPH R

CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 0000041000030

I hereby revoke all previous powers of attorney given in the above-identified application.

D A Power of Attorney is submitted herewith.. OR

I hereby appoint Practitioner(s) associated with the following Customer 76731. .Number as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s) to prosecute the application
identified above, and to transact all business in the United States Patent
and Trademark Office connected therewith:

OR

B I hereby appoint Practitioner(s) named below as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s) to prosecute the application identified above, andto transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith:

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the above-identified application to:
The address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number.

OR

B The address associated with Customer Number:OR

Firm or
individual Name

Telephone
I am the:

E] Applicant/Inventor.OR

Assignee of record of he entire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71.

Statement under 37 . .’ omitted herewith or filed on 020501/O708 .

UREof Applicant or Assignee of Record
lei; 0

. Telephone 3 V

NQJE: Signatures of all the inventors or asslgnees of record of the entire interest or their representative(s) are required. Submit multiple forms if more than onesignature is required. see below‘.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.31. 1.32 and 1.33. The Information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 3 minutes to complete.
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on
the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND To: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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‘ FTOISBIB1 (01-09)Approved for use through 11/302011. OMB 0651-0035
U.S. Patent and Trademark Offioe; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1 995. no persons are required to respond to e collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

POWER OF ATTORNEY ‘°9”9°-38‘
OR

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY °a""’ "' “"°"'°° . .
WITH A NEW POWER or= ATTORNEY R’‘'’'’‘’'”“‘”S ’°’°“”“’"”9' °°"””"'”9 3”“ "3

"”° «=o+<azvwA.aoser+m
CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS

D A Power of Attorney is submitted herewith.OR

I hereby appoint Practitioner(s) associated with the following Customer
Number as my/our attorney(s) or agent(s) to prosecute the application
identified above, and to transact all business in the United States Patent
and Trademark Office connected therewith:

OR

B I hereby appoint Practitioneris) named below as my/our attomey(s) or agent(s) to prosecute the application identified above, and
to transact all business in the United States Patent and Trademark Ofiice connected therewith: ‘

—'r‘iI'nitYliilliIiEITI|§illT
meowL L I '

Please recognize or change the correspondence address for the above-identified application to:
The address associated with the above-mentioned Customer Number.

OR

B The address associated with Customer Numben ’OR

Firm or
individual Name

Telephone
I am the:

Applicant/Inventor.
OR -

' Assignee of record of the 3 tire interest. See 37 CFR 3.71. - ‘
Statement under 37 CF ' ‘ 3(b (Form PTO/SB/96) submitted herewith or filed on 020501 /0708 .

‘ S - ' RE of Applicant or Asslgnee of Record

._Zl1H1Ij.. ’ IOWE Telephone
1'iile and Company

11015: Signatures of all the inventors or asslgnees of record ofthe entire interest or their representatlvels) are required. Submit multiple forms if more than onesignature is required. see below‘.

forms are submitted.

the amount of time you require to complete this form andlor suggestions for reducing this burden. should be sent to the Chief information Oliicer. U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce. P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR GOMPLEFED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND To: commissioner for Patents. P.o. Box 1450, Alexandria. VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance In completing the form. call 1-B00-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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INVENTOR INFORMATION

Inventor One Given Name:: David A

Family Name:: Monroe \
Postal Address Line One:: 740 Lincoln Center
Postal Address Line Two:: 7800 IH 10 West
City:: San Antonio

State or Province:: Texas

Country:: USA

Postal or Zip Code:: 78230

City of Residence:: San Antonio

State or Province of Residence:: Texas
Country of Residence:: USA

Citizenship Country:: USA

CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION

Name Line One:: Stephen F. Schlather

Name Line Two:: Bracewell & Patterson, L.L.P.
Address Line One:: 711 Louisiana, Suite 2900
City:: Houston

State or Province:: Texas
Country:: USA

Postal or Zip COde:: 77002

Telephone One:: 713.221.1339
Fax One:: 713.221.2141

Electronic Mail One:: sschlather@bracepatt.com

APPLICATION INFORMATION

Title Line One:: Apparatus For Capturing, Converting And
Title Line Two:: Transmitting A Visual Image Signal Via A
Title Line Three:: Digital Transmission System
Formal Drawings?:: No

Application Type:: Utility
Docket Number:: 69834.000024

Secrecy Order in Parent Appl.?:: No

REPRESENTATIVE INFORMATION

Registration Number One:: 45081
Registration Number Two:: 26540

Source:: PrintEFS Version 1.0.1
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APPARATUS FOR CAPTURING, CONVERTING AND TRANSMITTING
A VISUAL IMAGE SIGNAL VIA A DIGITAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

Inventor: David A. Monroe
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